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EnginEEr

as Artist
Sound engineering is as much a part of creative
music today as the performance itself, and is
changing the scope of the industry Audio
technology is presenting a new range of creativity.
It is the audio engineer who applies imagination
to this technology and expands the boundaries
of creative sound.
The MXR Digital Delay gives the audio engineer
a tool for creative application that is unparalleled
in versatility, precision and ease of operation.
The MXR Digital Delay is designed for a wide
variety of applications including; amplified
musical instruments, vocals, PA and recording
mixes. The basic unit delays a sound between
0.08 milliseconds and 320 milliseconds, fully
variable while retaining the dynamic range of the
program source. The delay range is expandable
to 1280 milliseconds in increments of 320 milliseconds by means of up to three additional
plug -in memory boards. These boards are
available from MXR and may be installed by
the user.
.

Effects that can be obtained with fixed time
delays include echo, vocal doubling and hard
reverberation. The MXR Digital Delay contains
sweep circuitry which allows additional effects
such as flanging, vibrato, pitch bending and
frequency modulation. The MXR Digital Delay
is also capable of repeat hold (infinite non
deteriorating regeneration).
Rack mountable for sound studio installation,
it is also available with an optional road case for
onstage use or location recording mixes.
MXR's Digital Delay can lead the way to new
possibilities in creative sound at a price considerably lower than any comparable delay.
For more information see your MXR dealer.
MXR Innovations, 247 N. Goodman St.,
Rochester, New York 14607, (716) 442 -5320.
Distributed in Canada by Yorkville Sound Ltd.,
80 Midwest Road, Scarborough, Ontario.
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MXR
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the pros stick together...
tilt incluces the

Recording Studio Design 12 x 2 foldback mixing console. Fresh on the A.m2rican market after tw3 years
neet and surpass its col-petition, as well as two very
important, uni cue extras. Ircorporated into the panel is 3 band equalization with continuously variable mid and bass cantrols
the RSD is
allowing a partmetr c equalizaticn effect not found on other mixers priced hundreds of dolla-s higher. Plus
equipped with a mu,ticore connector coupling allowing the hookup of it optional 153' lightw2 ght cable (supplied with stack able winding spindle) to its 12 channel stage box
a truly practical, 'ery low cosi extra. T1 a RSD mixer is available only
through the highly selected dealers you see listed below.
and

of trendsetting

success in Europe, RSD has specifications which easily

...

...

GOSPEL SOUND & MUSIC CO
535 Lighthouse Ave.
IV onterey,
93940
(408)3:3 -5272

HUD SOUND
1607 A Juliesse Ave.
Sacrameito, CA 95815
(916) 929 -0898

LEO'S JIUSIC

FANCY MUSIC LTC.
744 State St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93901
(805) 963-3503

X447 Teleçraph Ave.

Oakland, CA 94609
(415) 653 -1000

APEX MUS C
702 Broadwav
Diego, CA 9101
(714) 232 -4:51

Si
a

FIL WENT PRO AUDIO
1506 B Industrial Park St.
Covina, CA 91'90
(213) 337 -49L5

or for more information w-ite to:
Recording Studio Design
114 Glenfield
Garland, Texas 75041
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FANCY MUSIC LTD.
573 E. Main St.

Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 648 -5185
WEST L A. MUSIC
11345 Santa Mon ca Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213)'-77 -1545

i
There are
certain other

instruments
every serious
musician should
know how

to play.

The implements used in
every art form except music
both create and preserve
the art. If music isn't
captured at the time it's
created, it's gone forever.
But the instruments used to

capture music can also be
used to alter, refine and
improve it.
Instruments like the
A- 2340SX
4-channel

Meter Bridge for
control of volume, tone,
MB -20

blend and spatial
positioning. There are also
microphones for every
recording need along with
accessories like the PB -64
Patch Bay and cables to
help organize the process.
TEAC is the leader in
multitrack. Less than a

decade after multitrack
equipment was introduced
to the professional industry,
TEAC introduced it to

people serious about their
music. Today, thousands of
musicians and recordists
are getting many of the
important elements of the
studio experience but
without the studio bill. And
TEAC continues its

commitment to multitrack
excellence.
find out more about the
adventure of multitrack
recording and to hear the
quality of music that can be
made on TEAC multitrack
equipment, send $2 to Dept.
35 for our "Home Made With
To

TEAC" Album.* Or, if you
can't wait to get your hands

on the instruments every
musician should know how
to play, see your TEAC
dealer now.

TEAC®
First. Because they last.

and A -33405
tape recorders

with Simul -Sync for
multitrack recording and
over-dubbing, as well as
mastering decks like the
A -6100

and A- 3300SX-2T for

mixing down multichannel
tapes to stereo.

Instruments like the Model
2A Mixing Console with an

"Offer good while supplies last. Void where prohibited by law.
TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, California 90640-In Canada TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation

www.americanradiohistory.com

(1966) Ltd.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

LOU REED
IN BINAURAL

36
By Tim Bomba
Up until now, binaural recording has
been an interesting technique limited to
special effects and the length of your
headphone cord. Lou. Reed and engineer
Manfred Schonke seem to be changing all
the limitations.

A SESSION WITH LYNYRD SKYNYRD
By Russell Shaw
Upon urging by the remaining members of
Lynyrd Skynyrd, MR looks back on happier

46

TALKBACK
The technical Q & A scene.

RATE YOURSELF
-THE STUDIO GAME!

52

Bob Berliner
We know, you've never been any good at
games, and your little brothers, sisters,
nieces and nephews are always showing you
up at family functions. Well, before you cash
in your chips and go hide in the drum booth,
play a game that is guaranteed to help you
... even if you lose. Follow the arrows
No cheating, please.

....

COMING NEXT ISSUE!
A Session with the Jefferson
Starship
Inside a Sound Man's Tool Box
Led Zeppelin "Live
Cover photo © 1977 Tom Hill

Modern Recording is published monthly by Cowan Publishing Corp., 14
Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050. Design and contents are
copyright by Cowan Publishing Corp. and must not be reproduced in any
manner except by permission of the publisher. Second c ass postage
paid at Port Washington, New York, and at additional mailing offices.
Subscription rates: $12.00 for 12 issues; $22.00 for 24 issues. Add $3.00
per year for subscriptions outside of U.S. Subscriptions must be paid in
American currency.
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THE PRODUCT SCENE
30
By Norman Eisenberg
The notable and the new, with a comment
which asks, "How many channels do we
need to get `honest' sound reproduction."

MUSICAL NEWSICALS
By Fred Ridder
New products for the musician.

days when the group was recording their

latest album, Street Survivors.

1

34

AMBIENT SOUND
V0
6
By Len Feldman
A bit of enlightenment on the subject of the
PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) recording
technique and hints on a possible recording
revolution.
LAB REPORT
By Norman Eisenberg
and Len Feldman
White 4100 Stereo Equalizer
Allen & Heath Mini Limiter
JBL 6233 Power Amplifier

HANDS -ON REPORT
By Jim Ford
and Brian Roth
TEAC /TASCAM 40 -4
Recorder

62

70
Four -channel Tape

74

GROOVE VIEWS
Reviews of albums by Lee Ritenour, Robin
Trower, the David Sanborn Band, Eric Gale
and Stomu Yomashta.
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The Pros and the Cons
In response to Michael Columbus' letter to the editor in the
October 1977 issue; I must disagree and take side with your
very excellent reviewer Russell Shaw (see "A Classic Recording,"
page 4). Russell's reviews have always been accurate and leave no
question to his being an "informed" musical journalist. To
judge an album's "brilliance" on its commercial success or the
presence of a certain guitarist (who incidentally, is not playing
anywhere near his potential irregardless of his knowledge of how
much to play when), shows a musical maturity firmly entrenched
in Top 40.
As far as the content in MR is concerned, I must admit your
crew is doing a better job than most. MR has been leaning
towards gadgetry in its more recent equipment reports rather
than dealing with the how -to's of recording and recording equipment. Len Feldman's articles are still geared with a hi-fi attitude
and although very good, lack something in a truly definitive
technical aspect. Feature articles on performing artists have been
uneventful at best and not truly indicative of what is involved in
producing an album, broadcast or tour. Outstanding articles were
John Woram's introduction to microphones ( "John Woram Presents Mike Graphones," May 1977, page 31), tape to disc mastering by David Moyssiadis ( "From Tape To Disc -Disc Mastering,
Part I," August 1977, page 24 and "From Tape To Disc-Disc
Mastering, Part II," September 1977, page 44), noise reduction
by George Klabin ( "Noise Reduction-A Current View, Part I,"
May 1977, page 44) and acoustics with Jeff Cooper ( "How
Acoustics Affect Recording," July 1977, page 36); all excellent
common -sense writing. Well done, gentlemen!
Overall, MR does have a lot of good info and even more in potential. But the high point of each issue without a doubt is the
Groove Views column, staffed by what has to be the most consistant crew on any magazine in North America. These guys ask no
quarter and give none. Although I don't always agree with their
views, I am impressed with album variety and their mature "professional" attitudes in deciding whether an );P deserves recognition or to be chucked. Congratulations, gentlemen, your column
is MR's best point in my opinion.
Best wishes to all the staff at Modern Recording and continuing
success.
-Mark J. Dabielski
Victoria, B.C., Canada

An Enterprising Recordist
Recently I completed a new room in my home in which I am
interested in building a four -track home recording studio. I would
like to know if you can send me the names of a few companies
that I can send stereo tapes to and have stereo records made.
Any information regarding this will be appreciated. Names and
addresses of this type of company are all that I need to get my
home recording enterprise underway.
-Charles E. Hammersmith
Leavenworth, Ks.

MODERN RECORDING

introducing the Series 1600.
A new

philosophy in console design.

Sound Workshop has created a high -performance,
automation -ready audio mixing console available in
several mainframe sizes, all fully expandable to a
maximum configuration of 36 x 32. Ranging in price
from $10.000 to over $50,000, the Series 1600 is
the new alternative for intelligent studio planning.
The Series 1600 Audio Mixing Console represents
a new philosophy of console design. A philosophy
that directs itself not only to the performance and
function of the console itself, but also tc an intelligent studio design plan ... one tnat fulfills the
needs and wants of producers and engineers
today, while considering the economic factors necessary to keep up with the state

of the art tomorrow.

Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc.
1040 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, New York 11576 (516) 621 -6710
Bringing the technology within everyone's reach.

Before you begin to deal with the intricacies of the record pressing and /or mastering plants, you should have a good
idea of what you're getting into-what
to look for in a facility, what can go
wrong (but should go right),what prices
to expect, etc. For a close -up look
at this facet of the industry, check out
David Moyssiadis' article, `A Guide To
Better Record Pressings" on page 56 in
the December 1977 issue of MR. We
spoke with David about the specifics of
your question and his advice was for you
to grab the nearest Yellow Pages. Record pressing plants are located in most
major cities and dealing with a local
plant can save you a lot of time as well
as aggravation.

A Word of Praise
In the May, 1977 issue of Modern Recording, Len Feldman wrote an excellent article on Pre- and Post- Equalization (Ambient Sound, page 52). What
particularly delighted me was Mr. Feld -

ALLEN AND HEATH SD 12 -2
No other mixer delivers so many features for so little money
12 Mic and line inputs
12 direct outputs and patch points
Pan pots 4 band EQ on each input Fold back (stage monitor), echo send and PFL (solo) on each input Built -in power
supply
Input metering
Stereo echo return Headphone
monitor with stereo tape monitor and metering 600 ohm line
level on outputs
Only $950

-Carolyn Davis

ALLEN AND HEATH S6 -2
A

2

Synergetic Audio Concepts
Tustin, Ca.

complete broadcast production console
An incredible disco console

stereo tape inputs with EQ

2 Mic inputs with EQ

2

stereo

Gain control on each input
Input and output patch points
Broadcast cue
Automatic
"voice over" circuit 80db signal to noise /.05THD TTL logic
machine starts Stereo main and monitor output Only $1095
RIAA phono inputs with EQ

audiomarketing ltd.

142 Hamilton Ave., Stamford, CT 06902

man's statement, "It is not uncommon
for system gain to be improved by ten
or more dB by careful adjustment [of
filter equalizers ] -always downward
(italics his) -of a few of the appropriate
level switches."
It's the words "always downward"
that I like. So glad the message is reaching the masses.
Mr. Feldman goes on to say "Nor is
power output capability of the sound
reinforcement amplifier a problem for,
as we said, in most instances of P.A. system equalization, the levers are pulled
downward and not adjusted to provide
boost at any of the frequency bands
available on the particular equalizer."
However, after the high peaks are
"brought down" the overall signal is
then turned up by the master gain control, thereby necessitating greatly increased power demand in a majority
of cases.

TEL: 203 359 2315 TELEX: 99 6519

Your Own Label
Could you give me the address of the
agency in Washington D.C. where I can
get my record label registered?
-Herbert Gilchrest
Memphis, Tn.

Rather than possibly confuse you with
the names of all the agencies in Washington that might be concerned with incorporation, copyrights, etc., we advise you
to employ a lawyer who

6
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Modern sound
-einforcerrent is reaching a
evel of sophistication thademands only the most
:ritically engineered, high
performance equipment
available. That's why so many
professionals are buying
Peavey.
The Peavey line of
precision sound reinforcement
equipment is the restit of
years of research and
development by a group of

the industry's mos:
knowledgeable sound
engineers, designers, and
acoustic consultants.
C-eating pro essional,
state-cf-the-art prcducts at
reascrable prices s vha:
Peavey is famous -or.
Music ins the woad over
have come to expec: valuf
and performance -ram
equipment bearing the
Peave,i name. We're prcud of
that -eDutation. Cur new line

CI O

E
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of sound reinforcement gear

reflects that pride.
See your Peavey Dealer.
He'll show you why the Prcs
are buying Peavey's value and
performance. We think y.:L'll
come :o the same
conclusions. r

Peavey Electrcnics Corporation
Street / Meriüar, Mississippi 3£ Ö

711 A

When Jerry Garcia, BobWelr,
Steve MiIIeç BIIrCobhem and
George Benson all use the
AD 230 Defer...

You know it's good!
AD 230 AD 220
Continuously variable delay
up to 600 milliseconds

Continuously variable

4 bandwidth

3 bandwidth selections up
to 10KHz

selections up
to 20 KHz

Built -in flanger with
separate controls

Studio quality signal to
noise ratio
LED ladder -type VU meters

19" rack mount cabinet

I also have in my possession a Sony 2track reel -to -reel, so the mixer will be
used for combining the four tracks on
the Akai into two (stereophonically
balanced) tracks on the Sony, rather
than for mic mixing.
Any information you can supply is
most greatly appreciated, and I thank
you for your time.

connectors

And you can bet that these experienced
electronic pioneers know how to judge a delay
line. The Ibanez Analog Delay with Multi- Flanger
does what no other analog device of its kind has
been able to do - beat the digital delaws at their
own game and at a price that almost any band can
afford. It's unbelievably quiet, features selective
bandwidth, and has the most versatile range of
controls of any comparable device.

-R.J. Brown
Ossining, N.Y.

You can get double-tracking, slapback echo,
long delay, flanging, automatic vibrato, reverb,
and most any other time delay effect possible. Ask
about it at your Ibanez dealer today.
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Who's Got My Mixer?

that I desire /require:
1) 4 inputs, 12 outputs (minimum,
more is acceptable, but not needed).
2) Panpots (all inputs, if possible, at
least more than one).
3) Separate EQs (desired, but an overall EQ is adequate).

Extremely low noise
circuitry

High /low impedence with
either 1/4" or 3 -pin

these sometimes confusing
waters. If you are financially able to
undertake the start of your own record
company, a lawyer will eventually prove
a necessity, so it's best to take the safest route and find one early on.

was wondering if you could help me
out with some advice about mixers. I
am in the process of acquiring an Akai
GX- 270DDS 1/4-inch, reel -to -reel deck
and I was hoping you could put me on
to some good mixers with the features

Built-in Flanger

Input sensitivity and output
level controls

through

I

delay up to 500 milliseconds

for input and delay levels

the procedures involved in setting up
your own label and can steer you

ACI-1100

Despite the information you give us, it
would be next to impossible -as well as
unfair to many manufacturers- to attempt to list all the mixers which might
suit your needs. Instead, we advise you
to look through the Modern Recording
Buyer's Guide where you will find the
specs of many mixers broken down
onto easy to read (and compare!) charts.
If you don't have a copy of it, info
on ordering a copy of it appears in the
back of every issue. You might also reread the Hands -On Reports of the April
1977, July 1977 and September 1977
issues of MR where mixers are dealt
with in greater detail.

Ammo
o

Franc. Gam

Li"~_4`

Mun -R

IBANEZ, P.O. BOX 469, CORNWELLS HEIGHTS, PA 19020 327 BROADWAY, IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
IN CANADA: EFKAY MUSICAL INST. LTD., 6355 PARK AVE., MONTREAL, P.O H2V 4H5

Cassette Deck Controversy
The August 1977 issue was the first
Modern Recording I'd ever read. My
compliments. You've gained a reader.
I do have one complaint, however.
Norman Eisenberg stated at the end of
the Advent 201 A review (Lab Report,
page 46) that performance and control
flexibility aren't common in cassette
decks in the $400.00 range. If that is
the case, then all Nakamichi 500 owners,
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AutEío-Technica ftflU( unces

a creative new start
toward
1)eikr sound.

w
ÁT813

Electret
Conde nser

Cardioid

e
AT811
Electret
Condenser
Cardioid

:Is

AT8O1
Electret
Condenser
Omnidirectional

LT812
Moving Coi
Dynamic

Cadioid

AT802
Moving Coil
Dynamic

Omnidirectional

Every "live" recording -ias an excitement all its own. You
must capture souni tha: will never be heard exactly the
same again. And in some cases the recording is literally a
once -in -a- lifetime chance. With no opportunity to remake
the tape or disc.
Your creativity, ycur krowladge and experience are on
the line. Now is wher yoi appreciate the precision of
Audio -Technica m crophones. Performance is consistent.
With results that help you extend your personal standards.

audio-technica.

Audio -Technica gives you a choice of superb new electret
condenser or noving coil dynamic microphones. A choice
of omiidirectior,al or cardioid (unidirectional) pickup patterns. With smooth, extended response that complements
the finest recorders. Audio -Technica microphones look,
sound, and ac: íery, ve-y professional.
Add more thar a little c:eative excitement in your life, with
Audio -Technica microphones, today.

Great sound. :VW lwm the start!

AUG O- TEcHNICA U S., INC., Dept. 18MJR, 32 Sniawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313

In

Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.

OCTAVE 1: Cl i; ANALYZER
THE NEW MODEL 150
Simultaneous display - TEN one octave bands -31.5 Hz to 16 kHz
Meets ANSI 1.11, Class II for
Light Emitting Diode readout
FEATURES
Broadband
Fully calibrated in dBspl
Octave Band Filter Sets
dBspl Line Input -calibrated in dBm Flat or A-weighted measurements Hand held- battery operated (rechargeable nickel- cadmium
Precision microphone, carrying case, noise generator,
cells)
battery charger included

APPLICATIONS
Sound system set -up
Noise surveys
Octave equalizer
adjustment
Speaker checkout
Horn alignment
Room surveys and
speaker placement

es

\SD

J

ALSO: Active and passive
equalizers Other real time
analyzers
Dealer inquiries invited

Call or write today: WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Austin, Texas 78767
512/892 -0752

P.O. BOX 698
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FEATURES:

8 Balanced Mic Inputs
8 High Z Inputs
Expandable to 48 Inputs Through
10 Input Expander Modules
High /Low Cut Alters on Inputs and Output
Solid State LED VU

UNI -SYN

(WI,)
A BSR COMPANY

742 Hampshire

Accessory Power Connection
19 "W x 3'/z "H x 31/4"D
Eight Pounds

Star Trouper Output Control Module $329

Rd.

Westlake Village, CA 91361
(805) 497 -0766

10

Meter

Headphone Jack/Level Control
House Level Control /Out

Expander Module $289
(suggested retail value)
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Harmon Kardon 2000 owners and Maranta 5420 owners (to name but a few)
have been duped.
I seriously doubt if this is the case,
though. There are cassette decks in the
$300.00 range that equal the Advent
201 A. The Kenwood 920 is an example.
(I think the Kenwood 720 has the same
specs and is $50.00 less.)
My advice to Norman Eisenberg is
to be more attentive to detail-especially with all the fine products that are
available today.
-Paul Beckwith
Las Vegas, Nv.

It is hardly too revealing of relative product performance to compare published
specs for product A against lab test results of product B. Be that as it may,
the reader should be aware that the
Advent 201A is rated (and was tested)
for response that is held within 12 dB,
which is fairly rigorous and quite rare
among cassette models, most of which
use the wider variation of #.3 dB. Also,
the Advent's S/N ratio is among the
best. Then, too, we tend to place a fair
amount of emphasis on mechanical reliability, and the Advent is known to
employ one of the most rugged transports in the cassette -deck field.
All this notwithstanding, I am willing
to concede that you do have a valid
point in that there are cassette models
in the $400 or so price range that do
rival the Advent's audio performance
overall, and which also offer more
control flexibility. In light of this, our
enthusiasm for the Advent may be
have been somewhat "overstated."
-Norman Eisenberg
Audio Editorial Board
Modern Recording

Valuable Insights
Your magazine is excellent and I am
especially pleased with the recent articles on "Disc Mastering" by Dave Moyssiadis (August and September 1977).
He manages to pack his articles with
quite a bit of technical information
while presenting it in an interesting
and sometimes even humorous manner.
These articles (along with everything
else in the magazine) are very informative, providing valuable insights into the
recording process.
I am an amateur recordist and articles
such as "Disc Mastering" inform us of
the "trials and tribulations" encountered by those who make a living doing
this sort of thing.
Since the production of recordings
MODERN RECORDING

A JBL MONITOR KNOWS ITS PLACE.
A studio monitor Is only a tool. It is rot
supposed to enhance, add to. subtract from,
or in any way modify sound.
That's your job.
What a studio monitor is supposed to do
is tell you precisely what's on tape. Because
you have to know everything that's there.
And everything that Isn't. Before it's too late.
That's why JBL monitors are in thousands

of recording and broadcast studios around
the world. In fact, according to the Recording
Institute of America, JBL's were used to make
30 of last year's top 50 albums.
A JBL monitor plays what it's told. Nothing
more. Nothing less. If that sounds good to
you, contact your nearest JBL Professional!
Products Studio Equipment Supplier.
And put a JBL monitor in your place.

The 4301: Our newest 2 -way monitor. Compact e -id e=ficient, for . Hall fcoacicast contcl
rooms, and home s:udos. S168
The 4311 The most pc.Dular monitor going A

compact.

fir- range

The 4315: An ultra -she low L -way, for
sounc in min mum spece. 5783.

98L

maxi,urn

studio monitzrs cane n three other
models, too. All fell' comp)til e for accura_e
cross refe-encing.

GET .T ALL.

1BL

tof_-ss.onal Div

5

o1_8500 Salb

i

Bau
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WHY QSC?
Think about it ... why pay for a "high -end" piece of audio gear that is over- engineered
and over -priced for your application? The QSC Audio Products line aims directly
at the person who needs high
quality engineering and design
incorporated into a useful and
practical product at a reasonable
price. With three rugged power
amplifiers, two electronic crossovers, and the compact Audio Rack, the QSC line stands up
strong against models costing
substantially more.

utilizing purely electronic synthesis
equipment is such an expanding field,
how about some articles written about
or by Walter Carlos, Tornita, Morton
Subotnik and other artists in this field?
-Jay Rumberg

Portsmouth, N.H.
Glad to hear that we're keeping you informed of the "real" world of recording.
Your point regarding the continually
increasing use of electronic synthesis
equipment is true and in keeping with
this trend we featured an article on
synthesizers (see "The Synthesizer: An
Unfathomable Sound Generator," by
Edd Kalehoff, page 30) in our Feb /Mar
1976 issue.

Filling the Void
would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate you for publishing a magazine that serves the semi -professional
through the hobbyist in the art of sound
recording. This is an area which I feel
should be dealt with in greater detail
in more hi -fi magazines since it has been
almost as popular as 35mm photography in recent years. Your magazine
has taken a giant step toward filling
this void.
Thank you for your time.
-J.R. Barylski
St. Louis, Mo.
I
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Where To Begin
After reading the Shelly Yakus profile (August 1977, page 30), I was delighted to learn that a young person like
myself could actually train in this field
without necessarily going through a
recording school. My question is how
exactly can a young person obtain training from a studio? I have been very
interested in engineering for the past
few years and have been making "live"
tapes lately and have worked with a
mixing board several times.
Being fresh out of high school, I fear
there may be some age discrimination
projected by studio executives. Any
info you could give me on this will
be greatly appreciated.
-Ross McIntyre
Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE.

UNI-SYNC

IIP
esonwv
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742 Hampshire

Rd.

Westlake

805) 497- 10766CA
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While it may be that you can get to
work in a studio without having any
prior experience, we maintain that it
is infinitely wiser to try to get some
background from a reputable recording school before looking for employment in the field. As for how you get
MODERN RECORDING

Helping you with your

business is our business.
From ground zero, we can help you sell
your banker with the necessary pro forma
facts and figures, blueprints, equipment
specifications, and total costs.

And when you're operational our service
contract delivers 24 -hour back -up.
Now how can we help you?

If you want to up- grade, we'll show you

1833 Newport Blvd., Cesta Mesa, CA 92627
(714) E45 -8501

exactly what your options are.

-

We've designed, constructed, equipped,
interfaced, and fine -tuned professional
sound rooms by the score for recording
studios, discos, clubs and homes.

or any part - on time,
within budget.
We'll do it all
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into a studio -you have to make the
rounds of the studios in your area and
express your interest to them. Also, we
have never heard of anything akin to
age discrimination in this field -everyone has to start somewhere.

A Very Together Magazine
was recently introduced to Modern
Recording magazine by one of my students. I must admit, when he showed
me the magazine, my first impression was,
"another `Mickey Mouse' magazine."
So as not to look foolish, if my
student were to ask me about a specific
article, I started to thumb through it.
To my surprise, on page 24 of your
August issue, I noticed the article entitled "Disc Mastering, Part I" by Dave
Moyssiadis. Although I do not know Mr.
Moyssiadis personally, I do know his
name and reputation as they are well respected in the business.
I have been producing successful records professionally for the past twenty two years, and this article is really together. Your editor obviously has his
thing together also, as he cleverly split
the article into two issues. His psychology worked, but I haven't been able to
locate a September issue containing
Part II for love or money!
Aside from my producing functions,
I own and operate a music business
school which turns out over three hundred graduates per year. I would like to
use Parts I and II in future lectures or
class open- discussion periods, and have
already included a pitch to my students
to subscribe to your magazine.
I am delighted that such a magazine
exists and I intend to use future articles
in my classes. Again, bravo and thank
you for your time and consideration.
I

AC DIRECT DRIVE
The best of both
worlds: smoothness
of belts, accuracy
of direct drive.
AC Direct Drive is an
exclusive DENON sys-

tem that senses the
moving platter with a

tape- recorder head.
The actual platter
speed is then clocked
and made perfect -with
a smooth- running AC
motor.
Advantages?
No DC motor pulsing. No heavy flywheel
platter needed for motor
smoothing. (A lighter
platter means faster
starts and quicker response to speed correction as well as less wear
on bearings). No cartridge sensing of tiny
motor jerks. No belt to
wear out.
AC Direct Drive.
On all DENON turn-

tables from $298 to

-Marty Kugell
President
Business Academy of Music
Ansonia, Ct.
A copy of the September 1977 issue can
be located very easily, and for not a lot
of money -$1.75 to be exact. A form

for ordering back issues, which September (Vol. 2 No. 9) now qualifies as,
appears in the back of each issue of MR.

$930.

"How To" Info

Audioport, Inc.
1407 N. Providence Rd.
Columbia, MO 65201
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We most certainly can tell you how to
go about building such a system! Robert E. Runstein's article, "Build Your
Own Cue System" dealt with just this
information. That piece appeared in our
April, 1977, issue on pages 44 through
50. If you missed that issue for some
reason, it's still available from our back
issues department at $1.75 per copy.

Time Marches On
Here's something for you lovers of trivia
-MR celebrated its second birthday in
October of 1977. This auspicious occasion necessitated some changes on our
cover. Our more observant readers will
note that our issue number jumped
from Vol. II No. 11 on our November
1977 cover to Vol. III No. 3 on the
December 1977 cover. We hope this
didn't cause any confusion -it was just
-Ed.
our way of getting up to date.

Something For Enthusiasts
With the advent of Modern Recording
along with Guitar Player and Conternporary Keyboard Player magazines, we
musicians as well as music and recording
enthusiasts finally have something
worth reading.
Congratulations on your second anniversary.
-J. Pardo
Stanhope, N.J.

A Suggestion
reading your magazine
started
Have just
and find the information in it very helpful for a "budding" recording engineer
such as myself.
Why don't you do record reviews of
some of the contemporary Christian
groups around, such as Michael Omar tian, Phill Keaggy, Paul Clark, Petra,
etc.? There are many fine groups of
this type around cutting vinyl and I
would like to pick up on their studio
styles and such.

am interested in putting some sort of

-G. Pyle
Long Beach, Ca.

headphone system together that would
allow everyone in our group to hear the
same thing simultaneously. Could you
tell me how to go about it? Is it possible
for me to build such a system myself? If

We have no plans at this time to do
stories on the performers you mention.
But please consider your suggestion
well -taken.

Distributed by

elAmerican

so, could you explain what is required?
Any information you can supply or direct me to would be greatly appreciated.
-Keith Evans
The Glass Band
Villa Rica, Ga.

I
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dbx 158.
IT'LL GROW ALONG WITH YOU.

Introducing our first
economical, expandable, modular,
simultaneous tape noise reduction system.
Now you can have a tape noise reduction system that
will stay with you from high -end audiophile, through
semi -pro and into full professional equipment.
Our new dbx 158 system can start life in your
place with the 158 main frame and as few as two
modules or as many as eight modules for its full eight
channel capacity. It also has storage space for a ninth
spare module in its compact chassis. The rear panel
has phono and multi -pin connectors that will interface
directly to your cables. Additional 158's can be used
for 16 or 24 track recording.
The dbx 158 offers the semi -pro recordist or
small studio all the advantages of dbx professional
systems, including 30 dB of noise reduction, and
10 dB additional recorder headroom. It's a
classic 2:1 mirror image compander which
preserves the full dynamic range of program

material without audible tape hiss. Each module
contains separate record and playback noise reduction
electronics. Its simultaneous record /playback
capabiliity permits the moose reduced, decoded tape
to be monitored while recording without manual
switching or remote control.
Requiring only 53/4" of rack space, the 58's light
weight (17 lbs.) makes it easily portable for location
dates. And naturally, tapes recorded with this system
are compatible with any other dbx professional tape
noise reduction system as well as on board dbx tape
noise reduction in TEAC /TASCAM recorders. We'll be
happy to send you further information and the name
of your nearest dbx dealer. Just write us.
1

dbx, Incorporated
71 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts

02195
617- 964 -3210

Here's a generous offer: buy all 8 channels up front,
and we'll throw in the ninth module free.
CIRCLE 88 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"Talk back" questions are answered
many of
whose names you have probably seen
listed on the credits of major pop
albums. Their techniques are their own
and might very well differ from another's. Thus, an answer in "Talkback " is
certainly not necessarily the last word.
We welcome all questions on the subject of recording, although the large
volume of questions received precludes
our being able to answer them all. If
you feel that we are skirting any
issues, fire a letter off to the editor
right away. "Talkback" is the Modern
Recording reader's technical forum.
by professional engineers,

Class -y Amps

Jim Ford and Brian Roth neglected to
mention the different classes of amplifiers in their three -part "PA Primer"
article (June /July, Aug /Sept, Oct /Nov
1976). Would you please explain the
differences between class A and class
B amplifiers, with some comments on
their respective advantages and disadvantages?
-Bill Blank
Milwaukee, Wi.

almost impossible that
Jim and Brian missed anything in their
Primer, your question is a valid one. So
valid, in fact, that Len Feldman has
decided to devote an upcoming
Ambient Sound column to it. You can
look for the explanations you need in
MR next month.

comes in stronger!
Maybe someone else has had this problem and can offer a solution. I sure need
help before I flip!
-O. D. Kincaid
Boardman, Oh.
We tried our very hardest to find a
method of eliminating the RF interference that you hadn't tried that would
save both your sanity and your recordings. Unfortunately, the consensus of
opinion was that she must be running a
linear operation and transmitting illegally above the 500 watt limit for CBs.
With a linear placed between her set and
antenna, she can operate at a frequency
many times the legal limit set by the
Federal Communications Commission
(who govern such things) and can render
you almost defenseless. Your only
recourse would be to report her illegal
operation to the FCC (there is usually
a branch in major cities, you might look
them up in a Cleveland directory) but
keep in mind that it is very difficult to
track these people down -even if an
exact location is known. If any of our
readers has experienced such a problem
-and dealt with it successfully please
drop us a line and let us know how.

Thanks for any information you can
give an engineer- to -be.

-Paul

If a record could be "perfectly engineered" (that is, the balance of levels and
frequencies being ideal), then one would
have to play it back on a "flat system"
to appreciate its qualities.
A "flat system" is one which has had
pink noise pumped through it while
using a real time or spectrum analyzer
to relate to the relative flatness of the
system. The use of a third -octave equalizer such as a UREI 529 room equalizer would enable one to then adjust
for speaker and room deficiencies,

thereby obtaining a "flat system."
Of course, although everyone does
hear differently, all things being equal,
with a perfect record and a perfect playback system one should not need to add
or cut bass or treble to obtain excellent
sound.
-Bruce Staple
General Manager
Soundmixers
New York, N.Y.

A Proposal for Phase Linear

While it seems

Grounding An Illegal CBer
I have a big problem and that is interference from CB. I have tried everything
that I have been told might help, such as
grounding everything, running wafer
capacitors from the hot side to ground,
etc., etc. Nothing will keep this gal from
splashing onto my recorder! She's about
one mile from me, but I can't pinpoint
her exact location. I have a TEAC 2340
4-channel. When I run ground lines, she

16

J. Karlis

Lackawanna, N.Y.

A Question of Perfection
I have a friend that says that the per-

I use a Phase Linear 1000 for noise
reduction in the following fashion: (see
Fig. 1.) The Phase Linear takes hiss off

fectly engineered record (if, indeed,
there is such a thing), when played on
your turntable, should actually sound
excellent without boosting or cutting

preamps and hum out of the board or
the taped signal and, with or without
dbx encoding, helps to make "no- hiss"
mixdowns. What I don't understand is

Fig.

1

DECK
80.8

000
,

TRACK

- OR

dBx
dRx
(COMPRESSED)

the bass or treble controls, in other
words, flat. Is he right? It seems to me
you should tailor the sound to your ears.

1000

dBx

-3

TRACK

dBx
IEXPANDEDI

why Phase Linear doesn't make an
eight- channel auto -correlator for insertion into a board? I have also used it
MODERN RECORDING

when doing overdubs on a four track
and I can do eight tracks very easily
with almost no noise by using it
to remove hiss when putting tracks 1,2
and 3 onto 4, etc. You can also put a bit
of high boost (Dolby) in front of the
1000, suffer no extra hiss because of it,
and even get a bit of pickup to compensate for tape loss.
-George Rigby
Downey, Ca.
The Phase Linear 1000 is a single pass
noise reduction system, as you have
pointed out, and requires no encoding
in order to take the hiss off records or
tapes. It is very useful in many operations because you do not have to have
the encoding of the source in order to
eliminate the hiss that would come
down from the final recording.
Your question, which is a very good
one, is why we do not have an 8 -channel autocorrelator for insertion into a
board. Bob Carver has been working on
this project for over a year and onehalf now, and we hope that at some
time in the future we will have a correlator that could be used in that fashion.
It is not a trivial project to take the
autocorrelator as it is in its present stage
and to expand it in a workable size that
can be used with 8 channels. Bob also
feels that there are certain characteristics that can be changed in the unit to
make it better able to funciton in the
mixdown operation, and that is one
area where he is spending a particular
amount of time.
The project is proceeding, though at
the present time it still is not close to
completion. In the meantime, the 1000
can be used in the manner you have
described and it can be very useful in
eliminating the noise in the final tape.
Your suggestion is very valid and the
only thing we can say is that we are
working on exactly what you have
suggested.
-Donald F. Prewett
Executive Vice President and
General Manager
Phase Linear
Lynwood, Wa.

Advice for a One -Man Band
I am a "one man band," so to speak,
in that I play all my own instruments
and sing all vocals. Being an obvious
candidate for simul -sync recording, I
recently purchased a TEAC /Tascam
80 -8 reel -to -reel and a Model 5 mixing
board. I am mixing down to a half-track
mastering machine. I am green from the
JANUARY 1978

Audiofile

housing systems
AUDIOFILE,
:he nt w definition in
Function and style is here.
Six outstanding designs
to s;tolre the problem.
They look good!

They're mobile!
And they're priced right
Trolleys, Uprights, Lowboys
and Wall Mounts
a design for every need.

-

Extra strong matt
aluminum construction
with black plexiglass par cis.
Deco- Matching Kits also
available.

For information write:
Dept. 448
Click Systems
Hammond Industries Inc.
155 Michael Drive

Syosset, New York 11791

Pat. No. 3664627

systems
A division of hammort i industries i.c.
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Para
-Power
(Parametric
Equalizers by SAE)

SAE has long been involved
in the field of tone equalization.

From our pioneering efforts
in variable turn over tone
controls to our more recent
advancements in graphic
equalizers, we have continually
searched for and developed
more flexible and responsive
tone networks. From these
efforts comes a new powerful
tool in tone equalization
the Parametric Equalizer.
Now you have the power of
precise control.
Our 2800 Dual Four -Band
and 1800 Dual Two -Band Para metrics offer you controls that
not only cut and boost, but also
vary the bandwidth and tune
the center frequency of any
segment of the audio range.
With this unique flexibility,
any problem can be overcome
precisely, and any effect
created precisely.
With either of these equalizers,
you have the power to correct
any listening environment or
overcome any listening problems that you are faced with.
Whether you need a third
octave notch filter, tailored
bandwidth to resurrect a
vocalist, or a tailored cut to
bury an overbearing bass, the
control flexibility of Parametric Equalizers can fill these

-

needs and many more. And of
course, as with all SAE products, they offer the highest
in sonic performance and
equality of construction.

A

Scientific Audio Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 60271

Terminal Annex, Los Angeles,

CA

90060

word go as far as proper techniques. I
have been told that it is proper to
record all vocals and instrumentals with
no EQ and then add it when I do my
final mix. I got the same info about
adding reverb. I was also told that I
need only one stereo equalizer to
add EQ on my final mixdown. Are
these points correct? What are the
proper techniques?
-Marty Friend
Bristol, In.

tion. If you find yourself using an outboard EQ to a large degree on a particular recording, it might be best to go
back and remix.

After reading your letter it occurred to
me that your one -man recording situation might lead you to want to record
tracks with no EQ, simply because you
would have to spend a lot of time waiting for playbacks in order to evaluate
any EQ changes. Recording flat (no EQ)
is okay, but it is also acceptable, desirable in my opinion, to get each element
of a recording sounding "right" (excluding special effects and reverb) as it is
being laid down on the multi -track tape.
This end can be accomplished by getting
the source itself (instrument or voice)
sounding the way you want it, proper
microphone placement, subtle EQ, and
dynamic range adjustment (limiting,
compression) as required. Additional or
more drastic signal processing, special
effects, and reverb can be introduced
during mixdown. The reason for saving
special effects, heavy- handed EQ and
reverb for mixdown is this: Since multitrack recording was developed to give
the user maximum decision -making flexibility, it would seem unwise to counter
this aim by locking in an effect, or excessive EQ or reverb on a track. The
same processing can be applied with
much more flexibility during mixdown.
This approach requires a lot of leg -work
in a one -man studio, but I believe the
final results will be worth it.
Please note the distinction made between the "subtle" EQ sometimes required to overcome less-than -ideal
miking situations and the "heavy -handed" EQ often employed during mix down to "rework" the sound of an
instrument or voice. For either version
you will probably use the inboard EQs
on the Model 5. Once you have a stereo
mix you like, but one you feel needs a
touch of overall EQ, you can employ a
stereo equalizer between the mixing
board and your half -track machine.
Ideally, an outboard equalizer should
be connected before the stereo master
fader. Check your Model 5 manual for
the proper input and output levels and
impedances required of such a unit as
well as the correct method of installa-

about why European consoles "sound"
different (see "Different Sounds," page

-Peter Weiss
Engineer
Columbia Recording Studios
New York, N.Y.

A Little More On "Or What"
In the Talkback section of the April
1977 issue in response to the question

12), engineer Charles Flynn used the

example of how the Beatles' drum mix
sounded "different." I had noticed this
myself before when trying to reproduce
it. What was done to get this sound?
Was it the choice of microphones, the
equalization that American engineers
are afraid to use or what?
-Robert W. Moye
Jacksonville, Fl.
The reference to the Beatle drum sound
was a case in point in regard to different
techniques used by English and American engineers. There are many variables
in recording and mixing and the drums
have more variables than any other

instrument.
Avoiding the question no longer, the
answer is-you're right. It was the
choice of microphones (and placement)
the equalization (and stereo placement)
and "or what."
-Charles J. Flynn
General Manager
Westlake Audio, Inc.
Los Angeles, Ca.

A "Kool" Sound
experienced but still amateur

I'm an
soundman for a local band. I study each
issue from cover to cover and have
found Modern Recording to be extremely informative. It's a most cherished
possession to us-the "ground- floor"
little people in this world of sound. I
would like to commend you on a truly
fine publication.
I would be very pleased if you could
furnish me with some information or
at least point me in the right direction.
I'm having quite a time trying to get an
address for the company that did sound
reinforcement for this year's Kool Jazz
Festival -the McCune Sound Service. I
would like to know what kind of equipment was used, particularly the board,
monitor and house speakers.
Thanks for making the road a little

CIRCLE 57 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WHY MOST CRITICS USE
MAXELL TAPE TO EVALUATE
TAPE RECORDERS.
Any critic who wants to
do a completely fair cnd
spa rtia test of a tape recorder is very fussy about
t-e tope he uses.
Because a flawed tape
can lead to some very misleacing results.
cover
A tape that
the full audio spectru ` n
can keep a recorder from
ever reaching its full
potential.
A tape that's noisy
makes it hard to measure
how quiet the reco -der is.
A tape that doesn't
have a wide enough bias
latitude can make you
question the oias settings.
i

I

n'-

And a tape that doesn't
soundconsistently the
same, from end to end,
from tape to tape, car
make 'ou question the
stabili -y of the electrcnics.
If c cassette or 8 -irack
a m;, t can suggest some
nasty, but erroneous commnerts about the drive
me:hanism.
And if a cassette or
B -track introduces wow
and f utter, it's apt to produce some test results that
anyone can argue with.
Fortunately, we test
N',axel cassette, 8 -track and
reel -ta -reel tape to make
sure it doesn't have the
l

maxe1175 .35-90
mExeilu ,.8T90
8

i..vGiadgeL e

Will

maxelre C90

1ti'i
problems that plague other
tapes.
not surprising that
most critics end up with our
tape in their tape recorders
It's one way to guarantee the equipment will get
Sc' it's

a

fai- hearing.

MAXELL.THE TAPE THAT'S TOO GOOD FOR MOST EQUIPMENT.
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smoother for us-and for opening a
few of the doors to the world of sound
and the techniques of recording it.
-John E. Hardy II
Flint, Mi.

in mind. The key words to describe

Mort Feld, Technical Director for
McCune Sound Service, very kindly
took some moments out of a typically
busy day to chat with us and answer
your questions. As Technical Director
for the fifth consecutive year for the
Kool Jazz Festival (which was a nationwide series of concerts held this past
summer featuring such artists as Natalie
Cole), Feld was responsible for designing the sound reinforcement set-up for
halls and stadia ranging in size from
10,000 to 50,000 seats. For this task
they used all custom -made pieces.
The JM-10 amplifier/speaker system
was in fact perfected for this occasion.
The JM-10 is a 3 -way system and is capable of handling up to 15,000 watts
per stack. Feld says he used just two per
hall. Likewise, the SM-3 monitor system
is of their own design. It is a bi -amped

this board are flexibility and versatility.
Bob Carvin (who also worked the festival for McCune) expounded further.
The basic board has 22 inputs /4 outputs
with eight submasters. It is easily expanded an additional 12, 16 or 22 outputs with eight submasters. It is also
equipped with two echo sends (pre- and
post-) per channel. (Each echo send is
treated as a separate channel.) There's
also a 6 -band EQ on each input and
output. The board can do three separate
mixes simultaneously (i.e. an 8 -track
stereo mix, a mono mix and the house/
PA mix). The board utilizes a double matrix system and was designed because
McCune wanted a board that would be
quieter than those currently available.
(Their board has a much better S/N
ratio than most.) There's no patch bay
for, as Bob explains simply, "we have
no time!"
As if the sound didn't present enough
of a challenge, they also produced giant
screen video shows featuring the performer on stage and video "pong" games

midrange horn system.
The board used, the MC -8, is also a
unique McCune custom piece designed,
not with recording, but reinforcement

during intermission.
This should answer all your questions,
but if you still want to know more you
can write to McCune at either of their

two California addresses. In northern
California, write to them at 951 Howard
St., San Francisco 94110 (or phone
415-777 -2700). In the southern regions
of the state, write to McCune at 1773
W.Lincoln Blvd., Bldg. I, Anaheim 92801.

No Change Possible Here
I'm waiting for my Philips Lab turntable
(the GA222) to arrive from the mail
order house from which I ordered it.
I'm wondering if I could reduce the
mass of the tone arm by putting a different headshell on it. The headshells
that I am considering include the Audio
Technica ATS Universal, the JVC PLl
and the shell that comes on the Sony
8750 turntable. Could you tell me
which of these shells are the lightest
and if they are compatible with the
GA222?
-Paul Beckwith
Las Vegas, Nv.

The GA222 incorporates a one -piece
tone arm; therefore, changing the
headshell would not be possible.
-Ronald O. Barber
Product Development Manager
Philips High Fidelity Laboratories
Fort Wayne, In.

ASHLY P.A. PROBLEM SOLVERS
THE PROBLEMS:

Miserable acoustics, feedback, bland drum sound, hand held vocals,
Sometimes it seems you can't win. You don't create these
distortion.
problems, but it's your job to solve them.
.

.

SOLUTIONS:
Model SC -50

$299

Model SC -66

$599

ested
s°

SC -66 Stereo Parametric Equalizer is a powerful tool to combat acoustical
troubles and eliminate feedback. It lets you make things sound the way you want
them to sound. Our SC -50 Peak Limiter- Compressor controls peak levels to increase loudness and prevent distortion. Both are superbly clean and quiet and
will dramatically improve the quality of any sound system. Try them out at your
ASHLY dealer.

Our

ASHLY AUDIO, INC.
1099 Jay St.

Rochester, N.Y. 14611
(716) 328-9560

dealer
inquiries
invited
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mixer
for you
Each mixer is created

especially for your
personal needs
by our skilled craftsmen
If you want a 24 channel console
with 4 sub -masters, we've got it!
Or just 8 channels mono with no
frills. 'Ne make all kinds of
different mixers, but with one
thing in common -super quality at
affordable prices.
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KELSEY®

8, 12

16 CHANNEL

&

we were to fry to tell you about all the features and specifications of our new
12 - 16 Channel Mixers, wed have to take out four-page adverKelsey 8
tisements. So we're just going tc tell you flat each input channel has transformer
balarced low impedance connector and high impedance jack; gain control; two
LED ndicators; 3 equalizers; monitor send; 2 effects sends; stereo pan; and
ontotflsolo switc'i. And there's an additional effects channel with all the controls of
an irput channel plus "spin ". On the outputs, 2 VUs switchable between main and
monitor; left and right faders and tone (highilow) controls; monitor volume; and
switchable heaiphones between solo, main and monitor. And check our specs:
If

SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUT

CUTPUT

= 50

IMPEDANCE: Nominal 600 Ohre unbalanced.
MAX. OUTPUT LEVEL: 8.8V RMS C 10K Ohm
(+ 21dBV) GAIN: Mike in to line out + 60dB.

unbalanced: Low Z
sr 200 Ohm transformer balanced. MAX. INPUT
LEVELS: HI Z
= + 20dBm; Low Z =
+ 8cBm. GAIN: Hi Z = 0 46dB. cortinuously
variable; Low Z = 12 -58dB; continuously van
able. EO: High ± 15dB at 10K. shelving; Middle
9dB at 2K, peaking; Low ± 15dB a: 100 Hz,
shaving. MONITI P: Pre-EQ, unaffected by off
switch. ECHO: Pos EQ, Post fader. LEOS: Green
lit from -10 to + 21; Red lit from +15 to
+ 2' 6dB headroom lett when Red ht EOUIVA110dBm from Hi Z input;
LEN- INPUT NOISE:
IMPEDANCES: Hi

K
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El): Hi ± 15dB Cì 3.5 kHz Low ± 15d13
Hz. V.U. METERS: "0 VU" _ + 4dBm at output
et buss amp., switchable from stereo mix to
no:-ilor mix. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Mike in to
Ime out
±1dB, 30 Hz 20kHz. SIGNAL TO
typically 70dB.
NOISE: Mike in to any output

-

-

-

-

?.h.D.: Any output 1kHz any level
typically

up to clipping

less

POWER
0.1
pe cent.
than
fdEOUIREMENTS: ± 15V
@ 2/2 Amp.

-

-122dBm from Low

D

input. T. H.D,:
1kHz,
any level up to f.bpping typically less than 01
Z

percent
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CW.Stereo-S1,350

Iist12

Ch. S':ereo- S1.700

Iist16

Ch. Stereo-S2.100

list

(1977 Prices)

Its für real. Professional stereo mixers incorporating high-reliability, ultra -low-noise integrated circuits
and state-of- the -art design. A top quality mixer at a price you can afford.

-

Mile

711

CM!
I

=I

..,..
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The Mixers have a separate power supply, a solid mahogany cabinet, and come complete in an SMF
Tour Series Road Case included in the Brice. What Price? $4,000.00? No Way!

Let us know what kind
of mixer you want!
It's simple
we want to
be your
mixer
company!
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or call:

Isvk Industries

301 NAND RD, MAHWAH
SMF STEREO 150 POWER AMPS

N.J.

SW

07430 201 327 6300

ROAD CASES

KELSEY SNAKES

SMF DIRECT BOXES

Send $5.00 for your Kelsey/SMF
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T- Shirts

GOOGA MO GA SPEAKS!
Come hear the final wo:d on nass _r_strumental amplification and rein_orcement.
Listen -c Gocca Mooga speak at your Community dealer now.

NaTI_i]
Community L_ght rt 5o:.nd, =nc

r

Y

5731 Grays Avenue, Fhiladelphia. FA 1-3143

°ROLE 54 DR READER SERVICE CARE

(215) 727 -0900

Some Facts on Phase
In recent months I have noticed continual references to the importance of
equipment being "in phase." What is
phase and what are its effects on an
audio signal? How can one tell if everything is in phase arid correct it if they
aren't?

machine is probably the best way to
determine if your overall program is
in phase. If in phase, the image on the
scope will look like this:
Fig. 3

-Josh Bridges
Tacoma, Wa.

Phase is the stage that a waveform has
reached in its cycle. When waveforms
of the same frequency are at the same
stage in the cycle at the same time, they
are said to be "in phase." If the waveforms of the same frequency are not at
the same stage in the cycle at the same
time they are "out of phase."
We can illustrate this with a pure sine
wave. Two sine waves of equal amplitude and frequency completely in phase
can be combined like this:
Fig.

If out of phase, it will look like this:

Fig. 4

Speakers can also be out of phase. A

1

At the other extreme, two sine waves
of equal amplitude and frequency mixed together 180 degrees out of phase
will effectively cancel each other out.

mono signal sent to in -phase speakers
should sound like it is coming from a
point equidistant and between the
two speakers. If the speakers are out of
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phase, the signal will come from the
outside, having no center, and can often
produce a slightly dizzy feeling. Try reversing the leads to one of the speakers.
Acoustical phase problems occur when
one source reaches two microphones at
different times. If there are phase
cancellations and the source is placed
left and right in a stereo mix, the signal will be significantly degraded when
played back in mono even though it will
appear all right in stereo. To correct
this, try a phase reversal transformer, or
the phase reversal button on the console,
or rotate the microphone. Ribbon and
bi- directional microphones should not
be placed very closely together as one
side is out of phase to the other. They
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These are extremes. Slight phase differences between waves of equal amplitude and frequency will affect the corn bined output to a lesser degree.
Phase shift problems can occur at almost any stage of the recording process.
There are two kinds of phase cancellation: electrical (caused by a wiring
reversal) and acoustical (caused by poor
mic placement). Assuming your recording equipment has been properly wired
at the factory, to correct electrical
phase problems, try replacing mic cables,
headphones and check inputs and outputs of all outboard equipment in the
recording chain.
An oscilloscope connected to the output of the stereo bus or your tape
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should be at least three times the distance from each other as they are from
the source, or at right angles to each
other.
Phase reversals can also occur during
the tape to disc process resulting in center-placed information lacking presence
and source definition when listened to
in stereo.
When in doubt, use your ears!

-Liz Saron
Staff Engineer
Mediasound
New York, N.Y.
TAKE YOUR C-IOICE

Optimum Op -Amps

B amp offers you two electronic crossovers to f t your specific
needs. Check out these features, ther go on dawn to your biamp
dealer and check oil his deal!
11/I2N

mono 2 -wz' continuously variable crossover points 100 Hz
tc 10,000 Fz separate L.F. & H.F. level controls variable
L.F. filter variable H.F. phase im.ers on control gain
control balanced or unbalanced lines stack for stereo
2-way

Sr/1/23

bi9mppppppp

or mono 3 -way THD kelow

.C1%.

stereo 2 -way or mono 3 -way continuously variable
crossover points 100 Hz to 10,000 Hz separate gain. L. F.
level, H.F. level controls balanced cr unbalanced lines
THD below-.C1%.

»))

Callar write today: BIAMP SYSTEMS, INC.
15295 SW Bull Mt. Rd. Tigard, Oregon 97223
(503) 639 -1746
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System
700
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SERIES II

In the past three years the semi- professional

recording market has been buried with an avalanche of

products.

These products have been

brought into the market to allow the budget
studio to compete with the high overhead pro
operations. However, none of the manufacturers

of these devices have placed any emphasis on
integrating these products into a professional
working environment. As

a

result,the small studio

owner

a

substantial investment

is

forced to place

in the most unprofessional surroundings.

At BSC we create professional working environ
menu throughcareful creative design and precision
craftsmanship. Our SYSTEM 700 SERIES II
enclosures are designed
as

well

as

with your future expansion

your present budget in mind.

Our staff of competent personnel can handle
any aspect of your system design and construction,

from the simplest of enclosures to completely
equipped turnkey systems and we offer delivery

anywhere in the United States.

SEND $3.00 FOR INFORMATION
C

1977 BSC, INC

2932 RIVER ROAD
RIVER GROVE, ILLINOIS 60171
PHONE NO. 312 -452 -5551
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In the Hands -On Report in your October 1977 issue (page 74), Jim Ford and
Brian Roth noted that the op -amps in
the board they had tested (the Tangent
1202) may not have had a high enough
slew rate. Manufacturers' specs on opamps are sometimes incomplete and
confusing, so I was wondering if you
could tell me what you have found to
be a good slew op -amp for use in quality
mixing boards.
-Daniel Harriman
Dallas, Tx.
Slew rate limiting is a little understood
and often ignored phenomenon of all
audio amplifiers and is usually the main
factor that will establish the sound character of an op -amp, particularly with
program material containing highly transient signals and /or strong high frequencies.
Slew rate limiting occurs when an amplifier is too "slow" to follow the input
signal accurately. This effect is acute at
high output levels. Engineers express the
"speed" of an amplifier by stating what
amount of the output voltage can
change in a given amount of time. Spec
sheets will give slew rate in terms of
volts per microsecond. Thus, if an amplifier exhibits a slew rate of 5 volts per
microsecond, it is capable of making an
output voltage swing of 5 volts in one
microsecond. Note, however, that if the
input signal to the amplifier requires an
output change of 5 volts in one microsecond, the amplifier's output will not
be entirely distortion -free. Consequently, it is desirable for the amplifier to be
capable of a higher slew rate than will
be required by any signal.
Walter Jung delivered a paper to the
AES convention in May, 1977 and has
written a four-part article in "The Audio Amateur" magazine (1977 series)
concerning slew rate limiting. He states
that slew rate limiting is the major inMODERN RECORDING

Introducing the first 16 track 1"
recorder/reproducer in the world. The new 90 -16.
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Now you can make money

while you save money.
What you
really warn_ to do is
sell your albii And
the new af-ordabLe
TASCANI Series 90 -lE
can help do rust that.
But at the same time,
you can pickup cash
to help yet_ pay far it
by recording other
musicians songs for
them.

Select panel will
make a lot c sense
to you One .utton
opera-ion s ultaneousty sw't es
three :nterr - ated
funct.ons: tQ -/
source, plc- .ack/
record, ana PBX
deco:ie/enc de thus
eliminating he need

And here's how you
save. Yeu don't pay
studio tsne. ?DU won't
pay for 2" equipment. And you don't
pay the heavy hit of

you're a m ician,
this human ngineering favtor n ans
you :won't h veto
wait br the ngineer
and lose t spontaneity of you music
in the proc

Let's face

:t

.

`auboard" D3X

which usuaTLy cast
about $307 per channel Our suggested
retail price o: jus:
$16 000* inc.ndes integral DEX interface.

you're an Engineer
the 90 -16 Function

for three are

3. If

All cf whicl means
that i= you - ed 16
tracks, you my have
one choice: the new
TASCAM S 'es 90 -16.

Corpotaton o- At-zeta:

7733
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DEALERS

Audio concepts
7133 Sarta Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, Ca. 30046
(213) 851 -7172

The Express Sound
Co., :no.
1833 Newport Blvd.
Costa Mesa, Ca 92627
(714) 345-8501

Sourd Genesis

Bryant St.
San = ranciscc, Ca.
2001

94110

(415)2/15-8900

Nashville Studio Systems
16 Music Circle South
Nashville, Tern 32703
(615) 256 -1650

Auc1ic By Zimet Inc.
1038 tskrthern Blvd.
Roslyn, New York 11576

(5:6;

62.1 -0138

Lebow Labs
424 _Cambridge St.
Boston. Mass. 02134
(617" 782 -0600

SPECIFICATIONS
Tcpe Speec: 15 ips

Late Ines -10 dB (0.3V)
:

inpedancE greater than 20K

Chins, r.rl lancad*
L ne Ou_put: -10dB (0.3V)
lcad impecance: greater
than 10K O-tms, unbalanced*
Record Lei.el Cal-ibratibn:
G VU referenced to 3 dB
above 185rWb /m tape _lux
Wow Aric Flutter
a03 % RMS. (NABL weighted
Overall Frequency
Eesponse,-Sync Mode
40 Hz -18 KEiz, ± 3 dB
Signal _c Noise Ratio
(Jiith D3K:
65 dB we;chted, 90 dB
LnweigilEd, referenced to
T.H.L. evel (3 dB above
O VU) ctl KHz
Distortion

f% atIKH2,OVU
Cross 'Laic

greater t ien 45 dB at L1300 Hz
Dimensions, Overall
'47/8" (J) x 47'/4' (H) x 28 5/16"
D) (Conscle included
`optional+ 4/6C0 ohm
oalanaed kit available

_

Ycu'll find

:

exclu-

If

T°-AC
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Teegraph Road Nipr tebello.

TASCAM SERIES BY T E AC

R

generation of recording instruments
for c new generation of recording artists.
A new

*Prices subject tc dealer preparation cha -çes where applicable.
tbrnta 90640

Ir.

Caitica TEAC is dstributed by WhtteEle=onic Dewelcpment Corpora ton (1966) Ld.

HUH
electronic
FIRST AID FOR YOUR P.A.
S500 -D POWER AMPLIFIER
This new 500 watt per channel amplifier gives fast relief to your
over-worked P.A. Its high damping factor helps extend speaker
life by reducing over -shoot and doubling, Increased efficiency

and FORCED COOLED DISSIPATORS keep the 500 cool
even with 21,2 ohm loads. This compact, light weight Amp also
features a modular output section which can be replaced in
minutes. Get better sound with less trouble for under $1000.00.

NO COMPROMISES
STEREO -12 MIXER PLUS ECHO EFFECTS MODULE
This new console has been designed and built to the most demanding professional standards. The 12 low impedance and
balanced inputs are switchable to line input level, no more
matching pads. And continuously variable gain controls match
input levels perfectly. The equalizer has 4 frequency bands.

Foldback or stage monitoring is separately controllable from
each input. Foldback, echo and all main outputs are fully balanced at +4 dBm into 600 ohms. Maximum output level +25
dBm. A switchable headphone monitor and facilities for a
unique CCD Echo Effects Module complete this mixer.

auclìomarketing ltd.
142 Hamilton Ave.,

26

Stamford, CT 06902 TEL: 203 359 2315 TELEX: 99 6519
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accuracy in op -amps. He has established
several criteria for selection of op -amps
(or any amplifier) for audio applications.
He recommends the slew rate of an
amplifier be at least 1/2 volt per microsecond per peak output volt. Thus, if an
amplifier is required to produce 10
(peak) volts which is 7.07 volts RMS,
the amplifier should be capable of at
least 5 volts per microsecond slew rate.
Since most audio equipment can produce 7 volts RMS output level, it should
be obvious that many op -amps are not
fast enough for accurate audio reproduction. The popular 741 -type op -amp
has a slew rate of only 1/2 volt per microsecond, and yet it finds its way into
much audio equipment.
Other slew- related factors are that the
slew rate should be symmetrical (equal
slew rate going in either the positive or
negative direction)and be "unenhanced."
This last factor was discovered in several
op -amps that have a special input design
that operates at a low slew rate for low
output voltages, but kicks into "high
gear" for large output voltages. These
"slew enhanced" devices are not nearly
as desirable as devices with an inherently
high slew rate.
The moral of the story is to be sure
that the slew rate of the op -amp being
investigated fits the above rules; i.e.
slew rate at least 5 volts per microsecond for line level audio gear (mixers,
limiters, etc.) and be symmetrical and
"non- enhanced." There are numerous
op -amps that meet these requirements.
Mr. Jung gives a basic OK to these devices: LM318 (National Semiconductor),
CA3140 (RCA), OP -01 (Precision Mon olythics), TL084 (Texas Instruments),
NE536 (Signetics), TDA1034 (U.S. Philips), and others. Factors such as noise
level and output drive capability will
also affect the ultimate results of any
op -amp circuit.
I refer you to Mr. Jung's papers for
more information.
-Brian A. Roth
Contributing Editor
Modern Recording

Encountering -and Count-

ering- Difficulties
In checking on the adjustments of the
erase current and bias and recording bias
on an Ampex tape recorder, I am encountering a few problems. The manual
for the recorder is for Models AG -300
and AG -305, but the recorder doesn't
have any model number on it. It is in

the

electronics maintenance portion
MODERN RECORDING

Will the real

BB.King

please stand up.
tglill'1111111111, 111E,
1' >I
1'iT"l
11.

B.B.

What the legendary B.B. King's rapid guitar
picking style did for players like Eric Clapton,
Mike Bloomfield and Alvin Lee is mi is
history. He fathered a generation of
blues- influenced rock guitarists.
But what B.B. King is doing with Technics
Linear Phase Speaker Sys-ems is making
another kind of history. Hi -fi history.
Look at the waveform. On The left is
B.B. King p ay ng live. Or the right is the
same music reproduced by Technics Linear
Phase SB- 700(0A.

Its hard to tell the difference. And that's
our point. Technics Linear Phase
Speaker Systems are the first
speaker systems with not only a
wide frequency response but
also flat amplitude and complete
linearity. And that makes them
the first speaker systems capable
of reproducing a musical waveform that's virtually a mirror
image of the original.
How did we do it? First by
conducting exhaustive amplitude
and phase studies in acoustically
perfect chambers. Then by
developing a unique new phase-

:IR ;LE

King reprodu:ed by SB- 7000A.

controlled crossover network that not only
compensates for the time delays caused
by different frequencies but simultaneously
corrects any acoustic differences in the
drivers. And finally by staggering each driver
unit for the optimum acoustic position.
Technics linear Phase SB- 7000A, SB -6000A
and SB- 500'A. For music that sounds as it
way origina',ly played.

Technics
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by Panasonic

Professional Series

CD

a
_m
3

white

revox

bi-amp

Q
N

sennheiser

dbx

Music stores are O.K.
if you want to buy a guitar.
But they can not give the PROFESSIONAL
musician or small recording studio the kind
of equipment or service you need.

The SOUND BOX
has professional state of the art sound
equipment and accessories at prices
you can handle.

Send in the coupón below
for our latest catalogue.
We think you will be impressed!
THE SOUND BOX
for those who demand more
than the music store can offer!
P.O. Box 2094

NAME
Rockville, Maryland STREET
20852
CITY
STATE
301-881 -2663 ZIP

11)

CA

N
N

ñ
To

CA

electro -voice

otari

bgw

altec

emiláry
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PERFECTION CONSISTS OF DOING
ORDINARY THINGS EXTRAORDINARILY WELL

...THE ANVIL CASE...
write for free cataiogue /Anvil

Cases

2501 N. Rosemead Blvd.
So. El Monte, Ca 91733

(213) 686-1353

s El
l
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(section 5) that I am encountering difficulties. The machine has a Lipps, Inc.
8 channel head for one -inch tape and
has the corresponding 8 channels of
amplification.
Page 54, paragraph 5.2.6 of the
manual says to check the erase current
in the electronic assembly at the back of
the head connector (with the erase head
connected). Does this mean that I must
remove the electronic unit, open the circuit and insert the current meter in
series with the erase head? Also, where
do I connect the frequency counter? On
page 55, Paragraph 5.2.8, Step 3, it says
to turn the record level control to
achieve either a +8 or +4 dBm indication on the vtvm (level will depend on
whether the particular equipment is
strapped for a +8 or +4 dBm operating
level output). On this machine I get 8
on 4 channels and 4 on the other 4. Exactly how do I determine which is the
correct setting?
We are also using a Yamaha PM 1000
16 in-4 out board. What is the proper
method to set up the board and recorder together?
We would appreciate any other tips
you could pass on on adjusting this
equipment.
-Joseph G. Bloechl
Sevilla, Spain
Due to the amount of space allotted
for each question, a call placed to Alastair Heaslett (an audio engineer at
Ampex) convinced us that the best
advice we could give Mr. Bloechl would
be to send him to an Ampex representative on the continent. In France, Ampex
can be reached at Ampex SARL, 17 -23
Rue de Dome, 92100 Boulogne, France,
telephone number 609 -9155. In Italy,
there is an Ampex service rep at Ampex
Italiano SPA, Via Flavio, Domiziano 10,
Rome 00145, telephone number 065138 -341. Mr. Heaslett felt that since
there is never a cut and dried response
to a unique technical problem, conversing with a serviceman closer at hand
would be a wiser move. Unfortunately,
there is no Ampex office in Spain.
As for the second part of your question regarding the best way to interface
your Ampex tape machine and Yamaha
mixing board, Roger Balmer, Product
Development Manager for Yamaha,
graciously sent us an operations manual
for the PM-1000 series boards which he
was confident would answer whatever
questions you might have. We are sending it on to you and hope that you are
on your way to better recording.
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The world's finest audiophile recorder
has become even finer

t

\
i:s large peofessiora VU murs using LED peak overload irdicatorn, IS =u electronic logic control
of tape rection and its p- ecision tape cutter and splicer, the new E 77 stereo tape recorder se-s rew standards
of conven arce for the ciscriminating reco list.
kid to this the legenda -y ReVox superiority in audiole sc an d qua ity and vgJ ham the finest aL :iophile
reccrdef it the world at a price that .gill pleasantly surprise you.

\!I

i

I

Studer wouldn't have ft any _cher way.

earn more about the e\.en firer
of your nearest demonstrating ReVo< dealEr.

-

ReVox B77, write to

-

_

is for complete in=orrraion

Studer Flew) Amer ;a Inc., 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee 37203 / (615) X29-9576

P- L

and the acd-ess

Rd/OX

In Canada: St

zft FB/OK Canada.

-td

/ (416) 423 -2831

By Norman Eisenberg

HEGEMAN PREAMP/CONTROL

PREAMP WITH PARAMETRIC EQ

A preamplifier /control unit -the model HPR /CU-

The functions of a control preamp and parametric
equalizer are combined in the model SU -A2 recently
announced by Technics of Panasonic. All stages
employ class A amplification, said to eliminate

has been announced by Hegeman Laboratories, Inc.
of East Orange, N.J. The preamp and the control
unit are mechanically separated for added flexibility in what designer Hegeman characterizes as

completely switching and crossover distortion.
Rated THD is 0.003% for output levels from 1 V to
10 V across the audio band. No coupling capacitors
are used in the signal path, and a DC- equalizer circuit is claimed to ensure ideal waveform fidelity.
The unit has a built -in test signal generator, a
"universal" frequency equalizer and rapid- response
peak meters. The built -in oscillator can produce sine
waves, square waves, pink noise and warble tones.
A separate circuit with level -control handles headphones, and the mic terminals have switchable input impedance.

state -of- the-art equipment. Normally powered by
the control unit, the preamp itself (HPR) also can be
used with an external regulated power supply
(HPS) to work with other audio components. Featuring wide bandwidth and extremely low noise and
distortion, the HPR uses op -amp techniques with
flat gain and passive EQ to assure equal time delay
for all elements in the musical spectrum. In place of
the RIAA equalization supplied, NARTB or any
other tape EQ also is available for a small added
charge.
The control unit (HCU), with its own regulated
power supply, includes input selection for four highlevel inputs, gain and balance controls, mode selection for either channel as mix or stereo; a tape monitor feature; and loudness compensation. No tone
controls or filters are included. Noise, according to
Hegeman, is only 2 microvolts referred to the phono
input of the preamp, or 114 dB below a 1 -volt output. Announced prices are: HPR /CU, $645; HPR,
$270; HCU, $375; HPR /C HPR/PS, $320.
CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

In addition to the usual inputs (including one for
moving-coil phono pickups), the SU -A2 offers independent level control for left and right channels in
six frequency segments with up to ±10 dB boost or
cut, and variable Q from 0.7 to 7.0. Additional features include filters and fade-in /fade -out switches.
CIRCLE
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NEW SANSUI CASSETTE DECK

HIGH PERFORMANCE PREAMP

Sansui's model SC -3100 front -loading cassette deck
features two new Sansui exclusives on which
patents are pending. One called "Direct-O- Matic"
facilitates loading and unloading the machine and
also allows for fast visual checking of the amount of
tape remaining, while also permitting easy access to
the heads. The other feature, "Tape Lead -In,"
allows the user to skip the beginning portion of a
cassette, bypassing the leader or where the tape for-

Dayton Wright's new model SPA is described as a
professional preamplifier designed to yield outstanding results in the phono section. It permits direct
use of very low- output phono pickups of the
moving-coil type. Credited with high slew rate, the
SPA is said to have very low TIM distortion and
exceptional definition and detail without harshness.

mulation may not be suitable
for optimum recordA separate DC power supply energizes the preamp.
Designed to operate with two tape recorders, with
monitoring and cross- dubbing facilities for both,
the SPA is priced at $1225.

ing. The SC -3100 uses what Sansui calls an ad-

vanced frequency generator -equipped servo motor
which is claimed to reduce wow and flutter to only
0.06 per cent. Frequency response with normal tape
is listed as within ± 3 dB from 30 Hz to 13 kHz;
with Cr02 tape, response is spec'd from 30 Hz to
14 kHz. Included are three-position bias and EQ
switches, plus Dolby noise reduction, mic/line input
mixing, and other features. The deck lists for $430.
deck lists for $430.
CIRCLE 16 ON READER SERVICE: CARD
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BGW POWER AMP
SEVEN -ELEMENT EQUALIZER
JVC's model SEA -20 is a graphic equalizer that can
be switched into the tape-recorder circuit for simultaneous equalization while recording. Compactness
is achieved by the use of transistors in place of
coils
design approach that also is credited with

-a

The model 410 from BGW Systems of Hawthorne,
California is a power amplifier rated to deliver 200
watts continuous power into 8 ohms with less than
0.05% THD. The front panel features an arc - scale;
dual -channel, peak -reading ten -segment LED display; and a switchable sensitivity control that
allows full dynamic range to be shown at any
volume output. Also on the front pane! are gain controls for input sensitivity, speaker selectors and a
low- impedance headphone output jack. Internal design is modular, and the unit incorporates "Magnagard"-BGW's trade -mark for its high-speed arc interrupting relay speaker protection circuitry.
Suggested retail price is $699.
CIRCLE 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

reducing hum and expanding the dynamic range.
The seven -zone controls cover the audio band
with center frequencies at 60, 150, 400, 1 K, 2.4 K,
6 K and 15 kHz. Each control has a range of ±12
dB. A two -position attenuator (0 dB and -6 dB)
switch, a tape- monitor switch and an EQ defeat
switch are included.

CIRCLE 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VERSATILE FLANGER
The Flanger 900 -A from Wasatch Music Systems of
Salt Lake City, Utah is a new audio delay device
said to be capable of such effects as positive and
negative flanging, doppler, vibrato and chorus,

pitch- shifting, double- tracking, Leslie speaker
simulation and cardboard tube echo. Delay times of
more than 20 ms will create flanging effects of over
six octaves. According to WMS, the device -which
has undergone almost two years of research and
development-produces the lowest noise and distortion of any similar unit now available. Special filters
eliminate input aliasing and output quantization
noise. The 900-A's front panel allows versatility and
ease of operation in both studio and "live" performance applications. Rack- mountable, it is
powered by a dual IC built -in regulated power supply for operation on 117 -volts AC. Tentative price is
$350. Additional options include a Balance Input/
Output, $50; foot pedal, $30; road case, $90. Detailed features and specs are available from the
manufacturer.

DECORATOR STYLED
RACK MOUNT
Another new rack mount that gets away from the
traditional equipment -gray steel look is the Sansei
GX-5, finished in genuine walnut and with casters
designed for carpets. The new rack also solves the
mounting compatibility problem often encountered
when installing Japanese -made components in U.S.
relay racks. While all rack-mountable units have the
standard 19 -inch width and side notches, Japanese
designers have rarely restricted the panel heights of
their components to the 1% -inch multiples of the
U.S. standard. As a result, in some setups it has
been necessary to leave blank spaces between units
in order to line up the mounting notches with the
predrilled screw holes. To overcome this unsightliness, the Sansui GX -5 uses continuous side slots
together with rear -mounted clamps so that units
designed for 19 -inch racks all can be neatly and efficiently accommodated regardless of panel heights.
The GX -5 stands 37'/2 inches high, is 21% inches
wide, and 17 inches deep. Up to 31% inches of free
panel height is afforded.

CIRCLE 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUDIO SPECTRUM ANALYZER
The ADI 1000 from Audio Developments International of Palo Alto, California is an octave -band
real-time audio spectrum analyzer with many advanced features. Recommended applications include room response and speaker testing, environ-

mental equalization, tape recorder testing and
calibration, program material frequency content
analysis, before and after "freeze" comparisons,
and real-time analysis, collection and storage of
data. Mic and line inputs are provided. The ADI
1000 has a built -in pink-noise generator which may
be used continuously or "gated." Also supplied
with the device is a calibrated condenser microphone. An LED display gives real -time data of all
bands, plus SPL information. The LED readout can
be switched to read in increments of 2 or 3 dB. Frequency response is listed as within ±0.5 dB from 22
Hz to 22 kHz, and all tone bursts are met with an
accuracy exceeding ±0.5 dB.
CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"UNIVERSAL HOT BOX'
Going under the catchy name above is a new device
from Pyramid Electronics of San Rafael, California
which is more functionally described as an "active
direct box /microphone substitution device." What
it does is accept direct inputs from guitar, bass,
crystal pick -up, amplifier speaker output, or other
line-level signal and translates that signal into two
balanced mic -level outputs, and an unbalanced output for consoles, monitor amps, or remote feeds.

Claimed to be capable of solving 90 percent of the
soundman's or musician's needs when interfacing
an instrument with a sound system, the UI1B is
said to be in use now by PA companies, recording
studios, film companies and radio stations to
replace microphones and to provide better control
and separation in mixing work. The device has inputs for instrument level and for amplifier -speaker
level outputs. It has five separate outputs of varying impedance and level capability including two
isolated balanced -line outputs for feeding mixing or
monitor consoles. Announced price is $166.
CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FOUR CHANNELS, OR THREE,
OR TWO- AND -A -HALF?
The oft -stated notion that a sound buff should attend "live" performances to help re-establish some
basic appreciation of how "live" sound actually
does sound was forcibly underscored for me as I sat
through a performance of the Berlioz Requiem
given by the Boston Symphony under Seiji Ozawa
at the Tanglewood Music Festival in late August.
In addition to an augmented orchestra plus a giant size chorus and tenor soloist Kenneth Riege on

stage, four brass choirs were deployed at the perimeter of the audience, near left stage, left rear, right
stage and right rear. I had a choice seat that enabled me to hear everything in ideal perspective and
sonic balance. It was, all things considered, the
most exciting "live" sonic presentation I have ever
experienced.
With the sonorities of this super- effort still "ringing in my ears" I pondered once again the whole
idea of quadraphonic sound as it has been presented
to us by the various competing systems. While
acknowledging the ingenuity and achievement of all
the efforts to put four -channel sound onto discs, I
still must say that the nearest replica to the kind of
"live" sound I heard at that concert is the four channel open-reel tape medium-and while the specific offering I have in mind (the Berlioz Requiem on
two reels, Vanguard VSS 2/3) remains, several
years after its release, supreme among quadraphonic recordings, it still only comes close to the
real thing.
Which raises a very relevant question. Just how
many "real things" are there that demand the full
quad treatment? Or that can stand up under directorial experiments with instrument placement as an
"excuse" for purposely recording it for a four channel playback? The answer to this one is essentially artistic rather than technical, but so far
precious few examples from the centuries of music
we know (both classical and popular) have been
chosen for such treatment. Likewise, the once heralded "wave of new sound" that would be
created by our own contemporaries for the four channel treatment has by now dwindled to a mere
ripple, if that.
On the other hand, there is no doubt that any
music gains in playback by some kind of controlled
ambient enhancement. For this, however, it is
doubtful that we need an elaborate four- channel
system. It is even more doubtful- judging from the
sales record to date -that large numbers of
listeners will buy and install the added equipment
needed for such a system. What does seem more
sensible at the present state -of- the-art, both from
the acoustic and the sales point of views, would be
an emphasis on one added speaker in a playback
system for ambience enhancement. And, as has
been demonstrated by such devices as the Dynaco
Quadaptor, this addition does not even require
more amplification, extracting as it does the added
"signal" from source material played over a normal
stereo amplifier.
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Moving first to the electronic devices,
we come initially to the IP -1 instrument
preamplifier from Peavey (711 A Street,
Meridian, Miss. 39301). The IP -1 is a
two -channel, solid -state preamp which
mounts in 1 -3/4" worth of 19 -inch rack
space. Unlike the usual two -channel
amplifier which has a "normal" channel
and an "effects" channel which are vir-

tually identical except for the effects,
Peavey has designed each of the channels of the IP-1 toward a different set
of objectives. Channel 1 could be called
the "clean" channel, since the emphasis
was on maximum dynamic range. The
low- frequency and high- frequency equalization circuits in Channel 1 are of
an active, minimum phase shift network
design for maximum range and flexibility of EQ. Channel 1 also has effects
send and return jacks for post -preamp,
pre -EQ insertion of effects devices
such as phasors, echo units or delay
lines; the effects send is low impedance
and may also be used as a pre-EQ direct
output for P.A. use. Channel 2, on the
other hand, could be called the "dirty"
channel since it was designed to allow
most electric instruments to overdrive
it. Field effect transistors (FETs) are
used in this channel to make its overload characteristics more "tube-like" in
sound. Low -, mid- and high- frequency
EQ controls are included in Channel 2,
and the circuitry is a passive type of EQ
which sounds very much like the familiar bass, mid and treble controls on con-

I

ventional instrument amplifiers. The
IP-1 also sports a master gain control for
control of the overall playing volume
without changing the sound of the individual input channels. All outputs from
the IP -1 are located on the back panel.
Besides the effects send and return,
three output connectors are provided,
including a 3 -pin XLR connector for
the balanced, low-impedance (600 ohm),
high -level ( +20 dBm maximum) output,
and another phone jack for an unbalanced, high- impedance, high -level ( +14
dBm) output, a phone jack for the unbalanced, low- impedance, high -level,
( +14 dBm) output, and another phone
jack for an unbalanced, high -impedance,
low -level output designed to feed a conventional instrument preamplifier input.
CIRCLE
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Cetec Audio (13035 Saticoy Street,
North Hollywood, Ca. 91605) has responded to popular demand by introducing an extended range 10 -inch
speaker for use as a musical instrument
speaker, a mid -bass P.A. driver or in
voice -monitoring applications. The new

ON READER SERVICE CARD
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INSTRUMENTS

AMPLIFIERS

Atlanta was the first showing to the
music retailers of the new musical instrument line of speaker systems from
KHS Manufacturing Co. (108 Birch,
Park Forest, Ill. 60466). KHS makes
a variety of specialized purpose full range speaker systems using their patented design for top -quality, high -level
sound reproduction using a moderate
size enclosure. The KHS line includes
models specifically designed for bass
guitar, guitar, piano, synthesizer, Chapman Stick, and various voice and monitoring applications.

speaker

is rated at 100 watts RMS, has
an EIA sensitivity of 54 dB, frequency
response from 55 Hz to 8.5 kHz and a
nominal impedance of 8 ohms. Like
other Gauss speakers from Cetec, the
new 10 -inch model features a 3 -inch
edgewound ribbon voice coil, double
spider, die cast frame and ceramic magnet for high power handling capacity,
high efficiency and maximum ruggedness. Price of the new model will be

$130.
CIRCLE
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GUITAR SYNTHESIZERS

In the August, 1977, Musical Newsicals
we featured a brief discussion of guitar
synthesizers in general and the 360 Systems Slavedriver in specific. The Slave driver, you may remember, is an interface unit which can be used with any
solid -body 6-string guitar and any patchable i volt /octave synthesizer. At the
NAMM show, we saw two new guitar
synthesizer systems, one from ARP
which uses your own guitar but which
includes all the requisite synthesizer
circuitry as well as an interface, and one
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from Roland which is a complete system including its own specially equipped guitar.
The GR -500 Paraphonic Guitar Synthesizer System from RolandCorp US
(2401 Saybrook, Los Angeles, Ca.
90040) comprises a GR -500 electronics
unit and a special GS -500 guitar /controller. The guitar is a high -quality, solid body instrument which has been fitted
with a variety of switches and knobs to
provide fingertip control of the final
mixture of guitar and synthesized
sounds, and which connects to the electronics unit via a multi- conductor
cable and special multi -pin connectors.
The GR -500 system actually has five
separate sound generating sections
which can be used individually or in
combinations, and which can be mixed
together or amplified separately if desired; Roland calls this system "paraphonic" to indicate that it produces
several parallel notes in its output
rather than being truly polyphonic. The
first of the five sections is the guitar
itself. The signal from the guitar's hum bucking pickup is preamplified in the
electronics unit where it can be mixed
with the various synthesized signals.
Controls are provided on the guitar for
volume and tone, plus switches for
guitar /synthesizer selection and normal
/hard /soft equalizer modes. The other
four sections are Polyensemble, Bass,
Solo Melody and External Synthesizer,
and each of these has a level control
and an on /off switch on the guitar. The
Polyensemble section is basically a
tone modifier acting on the guitar output and is thus "polyphonic." The Poly ensemble section has four "voices" or
preset timbres, labeled "woodwinds,"
"soft reeds," "brass" and "strings,"
which can be mixed in any proportion,
and the output of the section is controlled by an envelope generator with
attack, decay and sustain (ADS) controls. The Bass section is a monophonic
bass note generator acting on the output
of a special split pickup which has sepal.:
ate outputs for each string. This section
uses a last -note priority system which
suppresses all but the most recent note
played, and which is switchable from all
six to the last three or just the 4th and
6th strings. Tone is controlled by mixing three different voices, and the dynamics are determined by another ADS
envelope generator. The Solo Melody
section is basically a monophonic
synthesizer complete with VCF,VCA,
LFO ADS envelope generator, and a
four -source mixer with two modulated
pulse wave oscillators; the section is
,;ANUARY 1978

driven by the split pickup and uses the
last -note priority. The last section, as
the name implies, is used for interfacing
the GR -500 with an external synthesizer
such as the Roland System 100 or System 700. Separate outputs are provided
for each of the five sections, plus there
are three mixing buses to which any or
all sections can be assigned by switch
for maximum versatility.
CIRCLE
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ARP Instruments, Inc. (45 Hartwell
Ave., Lexington, Ma. 02173), is offerring their Avatar guitar synthesizer,
which has been available since late 1977.
The Avatar takes a similar approach to
that of the 360 Systems device, using a
"pitch extractor" or pitch -to- voltage
converter and an envelope follower to
control conventional synthesizer circuitry. The most major difference in the
Avatar is that the synthesizer hardware,
roughly equivalent to an ARP Odyssey,
is included as part of the system. A
special 6- output split pickup is mounted
on the guitar and connected to the electronics unit via an ultra- miniature,
multi- conductor cable and special,
Swiss -made miniature connectors with
gold -plated contacts. Each string feeds

ADSR and AR envelope generators,
LFO, high -pass filter, sample and hold,
noise generator and ring modulator.
CIRCLE 70 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ACCESSORIES
AB Systems Design, Inc. (P.O. Box 369,
Fair Oaks, Ca. 95628) has introduced
their model 710 amplifier known as the
Bi -Amp. As the name implies the model
710 is designed for bi -amp applications
and, in fact, has a built-in two -way
crossover. The unit is supplied with 300
Hz, 12 dB /octave crossover cards, but
optional plug -in cards may be purchased
for any frequency from 50 Hz to 16
kHz with 6, 12 or 18 dB /octave slopes.
The front panel of the unit has a precrossover level control and post- crossover controls for controlling overall system level as well as bass /treble balance.
Power amplification is provided by two
totally independent amplifier sections;
separate power supplies are used for the
two sections to eliminate all possible
interaction. The low- frequency channel
is rated at 125 watts RMS into 8 ohms
or 200 watts into 2 or 4 ohms, while the
high- frequency channel is rated at 65
watts RMS into 8 ohms or 100 watts

ARP
preamp with individual gain control and individual fuzz circuit.. This latter makes possible "clean
fuzz" because intermodualtion distortion (which causes muddiness) is greatly
reduced by distorting the notes separately and then mixing them. The pitch
extractor and envelope follower circuits
of the Avatar follow every nuance of
the guitar signal including bends, finger
"ts own low -noise

vibrato and picking dynamics and their
outputs are used as control voltages in
the synthesizer circuits. The synthesizer
section itself includes two VCOs with
phase synchronization, a VCF, a VCA,

into 2 or 4 ohms. Normalized frequency
response (using both channels to account for the crossover) is ±.25 dB from
20 Hz to 20 kHz, and distortion is given
as less than 0.25% THD or IM distortion,
with 0.07% given as typical. Input to
the unit is via paralleled phone jacks to
facilitate bridging several units together,
and the input circuitry includes a socket
for an input transformer in addition.
The model 710 occupies 51/4 inches of
rack space and weighs in at a very reasonable twenty -four pounds.
CIRCLE i
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"Li ve" albums have, during the past
few years, been becoming more and
more popular. Advances in recording

technology and remote recording procedure have made it much more comfortable for the artist and producer to
work and not worry whether or not the
music is being properly recorded. Also,
many artists believe that by performing to a concert audience more energy
will be put into their music, consequently creating a better "feel" on the
album; the sound that can be achieved

crowd and surround himiher with a
concert. This "live" album sounds just

that ... "live."
theatre is preferred by many
over the sometimes sterile sound of the
studio. However, by the time the majority of the "live" albums get to the
home stereo, there have been so many
overdubs that the only thing reminding you that this is supposed to sound
like a concert is the audience clapping
and some theater reverberation.
Wouldn't it be great if after attending
a concert you really enjoyed, you could
buy the album, put it on your stereo
and have yourself transferred back to
the center of the crowd at the concert?
Well, Lou Reed's new Arista album
Street Hassle has been done in such a
way as to put the listener into that
in a big
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The idea behind Lou's album was to
record it "live," as Lou much prefers
to record in theaters in order to capture the above-mentioned ambience.
This idea expanded to the fact of: If
you're recording in a theater to get the
ambience, why not preserve the
theater sound on the tape? So, Lou
decided to record the album "live" in
both a standard multi-track format
(i.e., a mic on each instrument) and in a
binaural technique. The standard
multi -track system I'm sure most of
you are familiar with. But the real

secret to this album is the recording
and mixing using binaural techniques,
some established, and some new.

Perception Factors
The science- of binaural acoustics is
based on two factors -your ears.
Binaural systems perceive sound just
as your ears do, no: as stereo systems
do. You hear sounds from all around
you -front and bac ,r, above and below,
and in a stereo left and right. When
you hear a sound from some direction
not directly in front cf or behind you,
one of your ears perceives the sound as
being louder than the other does. And
speaking again of the off - center sound
source, there will be a difference in
time for the sound to reach each ear;
this is caused by the seven inches or ::o
separating the ears. So we see that the
delays in perception of each ear have
something to do with why we hear the
way we do. So, you might ask, why
couldn't somebody set up two mies
seven inches apart and have binaural?
Well, the reason for the development
of the binaural head (see photo) is that
all of us have something separating
our ears (remember how our parents
questioned that ?) and this is one factor
in our sound perception. When sound
hits the outer part of the ear, some is
reflected oft our head and some is

picked up by the ears. The binaural
heads have a condenser mit at the
outer part of each ear. (To place the
mies in the aural canal would alter the
sound, as everybody's inner ear is different. Recording the signal going
through the ear canal and then listening to the signal again through the
canal -your own this time -would be
allowing the ear canal to alter the
sound twice, an unwanted situation.)
The mies are ornm- directional but acquire directional characteristics when
placed on the head because of the
reflective qualities mentioned previously. Also, if the headphones are used
on playback, the location of the headphone and microphone (when recording) an about the same place, right at
the outside of the ear.
A second important factor is that
something resembling the pinnae (ear
flaps) must be included in the design.
Tests have shown that were someone
to listen over headphones to the output of w/o omni- directional mies seven
inches apart surrounded by speakers
they would not be able to discern any
directional pick up through the head.

phone a when signals were sent
through the various speakers. When

the microphones were fitted with flaps,
the listener could identify the source
and also had developed a front /rear
perception. So the system is fitted
with flaps for achieving better directional perception.
Now that you know a little about
how it works, it is important to say
that a binaural system will work best
with a waveform which is something
other than a true sine wave -e.g.,
music, voice or any complex wave
shape -and when the frequency spectrum of the signal extends over 7 kHz.
The complex wave form is more easily
localized, because a complex wave contains a variety of frequencies which,
when changing, have a series of delays
related to the physical length of each
frequency. All this meaning that the
changing wave which contains a lot of
frequencies is a lot easier to locate
than a simple sine wave. And, as you
know, the higher the frequency, the
more directional it is (you can hear the
bass sounds from your stereo anywhere in the house, but you must sit
near the speakers to hear the high
end). So if the binaural head is to
record sounds and give some directional picture, the more high frecuencies the more complex the signal you
are recording, the more directional the
sound recorded and the easier to locate
its point of origin on playback.

Two Heads
The heads used in this project were
of two types. The head used to record

the shows in Germany was developed
by Manfred Schonke of Delta-Acoustics in Germany. Manfred's binaural
system has been in the experimental
stage for the past two years and came
to Lou Reed's attention prior to his
European tour. To get a model for the
head, Manfred measured the heads of
forty Germans and took an average.
The head which was used in the studio
for mixing was the Sennheiser model
MKE -2002, a system that has been
available for a while but has never really been used in a heavily promoted
commercial product to introduce itself
to the public.

Signal Combination

Thee

Sennheiser MKE -2002 binaural system vsed during studio mixdown.

The reason this binaural project is
different is that the final project is a
combination of the binaurally recorded
music and the multi -track signals. This
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for binaural mix in studio
(acoustically dead)

is a difficult procedure because to mix
a tracked signal (one instrument per
track) directly on top of a binaural
signal will create an effect of the

tracked signals being very up front
with a general sound of the entire concert in the background. This would
destroy any concert feel on the record.
And any overdubs done in the multitrack format would also destroy a
"live" effect. This problem was solved
by Manfred with a solution which
makes this album unique.
The diagram (Fig. 1) shows the mix
set up in the studio at Record Plant,
New York. Under Mr. Schonke's direction, Lou and engineer Rod O'Brian
set up the system to the centimeter.
The head will receive the new mix in
the binaural fashion it is designed for.
The mics placed behind the head will
pick up signals to create the more
spatial effect during the mix down.
The diagram is only a rough sketch,
but all dimensions were made exact
through the use of numerous calculations. As for the overdubbing, instead
of recording all dubs on separate
tracks, the binaural studio was set up
so the guitar amplifier shown in between the feed speakers would send to
the binaural system and be recorded
binaurally. We now have a total
binaural system in the studio!
Another interesting point about
Manfred's system is that you don't
need headphones to get the spatial effect. I heard three of the mixes at the
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Only three receivers in the
world give you master control
of the entire music spectrum.
JVC believes Mat when you buy a full
performance stereo receiver you should
be able to get full performance from it.
Without having to buy expensive add -on
accessories
That's why one of the very special
features built Into JVCs three new top -ofthe -lire receivers (JR-S300 II, JR -S400 II,
JR -S60C: II) is our exclusive SEA fivezone graphic equalizer system. It totally
eclipses the capability of conventional
bass /midrange /treble tone controls of
other receivers. With SEA you're in complete command of every segment of
the musical spectrum -from gut bucket
bass to coloratura highs. SEA also
permits you to custom tailor the sound
to the acoustics of any room, and to
compensate for the shortcomings of
other components in your system.
And if you're a recording buff,
you'll appreciate another exclusive JVC
professional touch. You can switch the
SEA equalizer section into the tape
recorder circuit for simultaneous equalization while you're
recording.
While these
unique features alone
set JVCs pace- setting
receivers apart from
the common herd,
were further insuring
top performance with
a solid combination
of additional features.
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And all the power you'll ever need to
drive your favorite speakers.
So its up to you. Which do you
prefer? A JVC processional recever
with a built -in SEAgraphic equaiizer.
Or one that leaves it out.
JVC America Company, Div'sici
of US JVC Corp., 58 -75 Queens Midtown
Expressway, Maspeth, N.Y. 11378
(212) 476 -8300. Canada: JVC Electronics
of Canada, Ltd., Scarborough, O ^t
For your nearest JVC dealer, call
toll -free (outside 1.Y.) 800 -221 -752.
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studio on the regular monitors and
then a second time while sitting in the
stereo chair -a plush semi- enclosed
chair with small speakers mounted
close to the ears. The effect did become
more pronounced as the sound source
came closer to the ear (for the optimum
effect, headphones may be worn, but
as opposed to previous binaural
recordings, are not necessary).

Ducking Reality

in the concert hall. The music sounded
just as it would had I been in Row
Seven, twenty feet Iran she stage, the
PA rumbling in the hall reverberation.
The vocals are not as up front as they
are on most albums, bc:t that's the way
vocals sound in a lot of concert halls.
The effect is so real that it's scary.
And believe me, after doing three
years of concert touring, I have a good
idea of what concert sound is like. The
audience surrounds, and, yes, it's con-

While listening to one tune,
"Shooting Star," I couldn't help but
feel that, upon closing my eyes, I was

ceivable that you might even duck
from the sound of a firecracker. Upon
hearing "'I Want to Be Black, "' the
sound of the background voices and

especially the saxophone put the vision of the whole thing happening right
in front of me. It is just as you hear it
in concert.
On this project, Manfred used two of
his newly developed $2000 heads to
record the shows. One was suspended
over the band for a more direct music
pick up, and the other in the audience
to gain the concert goers perception.
To set up, position and check out the
heads takes Manfred about four or five
hours. When the show was recorded in
Germany, the remote unit from Dierks
Studios was used; the engineer was
Heiner Friez It was decided that of

MODERN RECORDING
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Is This Any

Build n
When Dick Cameroi, 3oo Foster and Troy Shcncell cf Starfox
Productions in Fort Way le, Indiana, asked us to build their
new 16 :rack Facility, they dicn't ask us for the newest voodoo
magic i^ acoustics :heories cr the latest whizz -bcng gadgetry
in gear. Rather. they waited sub imely comfortob e rooms that
would demonstrate t me anc project- proven ¡performance. And
they wonted tie kind of equipment that had a proud track
record in other suczessful studios.

Ulato
ucJio.

That's why Starfo: callec on El -Tech and us to e)ecu' :e the r new
rooms. Nashville Studio Systems' history of providing
price /performance packages of unexcelled qu:alitç, coupled
with the kind of oter -sae support a mother would be proud of,
let these clients know they need look no further tha us "cr their
turnkey contractor. When we suggested the El- Te:':7 master
record console as their primary gear expenditure, therw knew
our ccncern for their future financial success was c pr?-ie
desig-i parameter.

i

When your budget Cells you Its not a bottomless well, but to ge: the very best
you car afford, you'll want :o call on us like so many other studio owners have.
We know how to talk :o çou (and your budget).

nAsinnue

That's the Way to Build a Studio!

STUDIO
SYSTEMS

16 Music Circle South

Nashville, TN. 37203

CIRCLE 64 ON READER

BERME CARD

(615) 256 -1650

i
EL-TECH

the twenty -four tracks available, four
would be used for the outputs of the
two heads, and the remaining twenty
tracks would be used to record in the

standard multi -track format. This
allows for the remix and overdubbing
to be done in the studio if all concerned
wish to try to eliminate any problems

that the heads may have encountered
in picking up unwanted noise (they do

make good targets for audiencethrown cans). Thanks to Manfred's
remix layout, this is no problem. A
spatial effect can be maintained in the
remix of the individual instrumental
and vocal tracks.

Beyond Binaural
So with all of the extra tracks available and the studio binaural remixing,
some may ask if this procedure is
strictly binaural. Well, if the definition
of binaural is a recording made using
only the head, then Manfred's project
is perhaps one step beyond binaural.
His procedure will ensure a binaural interfacing with overdubbing and maintain a binaural effect. However, a true
binaural recording using only Man-

fred's heads can be heard on the King
Biscuit syndicated radio show which
recorded Lou at the Bottom Line Club
in New York City. To add some icing,
the interview at the club with Lou was
recorded binaurally, which may make
for the first binaural rock interview
with such national air play.
If the excitement so evident in the
control room is any indication of
things to come, this project may
become a milestone in recording technology. Those involved were so impressed with Manfred's procedures
that, according to engineer O'Brian,
Record Plant, New York may become
more involved in this new type of
recording in an attempt to make it
more available to the recording public.

Listening Advantages
So when you get the record, and settle down to listen, you will most likely
hear a mix that will feel so much like
the actual concert, you'll wonder
where the "smoke searching" ushers
with flashlights are. You won't hear
the typical stereo separation with, for
example, drum rolls panning right to

left. What you will hear will be the concert, happening right in front of you.
The bass and all low frequencies will be
in mono, just as they are in a concert
hall, with, as stated before, the real
directional perception happening when

listening ,to the higher frequency instruments. You'll hear the drums,
guitar, saxophone, keyboards, etc.,
sounding and coming at you just as
you would see them set up on stage.
The real advantage to this method is
that Manfred perhaps has done for
binaural what the multi -track tape
system did for recording; he has made
it possible to recreate the concert in
the studio. Rod and Lou have a great
amount of respect for this man's ideas
and are very happy with the outcome.
Speculation has it that this is only the
beginning for this idea. Binaural isn't
all that new. The first tests were done
in the fifties. But with Manfred's
research and developments, you will
surely be hearing more about this idea.
Acknowledgments:
Horst Ankermann, Uwe Sattler
Sennheiser Electronics, N.Y., N.Y.
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Everything you expect
...in

a

Parametric Equalizer /Preamp

...in

Broadly overlapping frequency bands: Bass 25- 500Hz:
Mid 150- 2500Hz: Treble 600- 10,000Hz
Equalization: + 20dB boost to over - 40dB cut in all ranges
Bandwidth: variable from /10th to over 4 octaves In all bands
Variable gain preamp with self -regulated power supply
High and low level Inputs and outputs with 1/4" phone Jacks standard
Input: 100K ohms unbalanced, with maximum input before clipping
at KHz. 4.9 Vrms for high level input: 430 mVrms for low level input
Output: 10 ohms unbalanced, with maximum output level of 8.3 Vrms
+21 dBm) into minimum terminating impedance of 600 ohms
Total available gain: 26 dB (low level Input): 6 dB (high level Input)

a

Tunable Crossover /Bandpass Filter

Applications: stereo bi- amp,mono tri- amp,oras a tunable bandpassfi(ter
Active filter circuits provide 2 -pole Butterworth response with 12dB
per octave roll -off
1Wo crossover points: each accessible via frequency range
pushbutton and continuously tunable from 20 Hz to 20 KHz

1

1

1

input: 100K ohms unbalanced, with maximum input before clipping
with gain set to unity, 8.7 Vrms + 21 dBm1
Output: 100 ohms unbalanced with maximum output of 8.7 Vrms
( +21 dBm) into minimum terminating impedance of 10K ohms
Output level controls: for mid and high outputs with phase
reversal switches
Input level controls: adjustable from unity to +8 dB
Sum signal response:the sum of the high -and low -pass outputs maybe
adjusted to be flat +2, -0 dB 20 Hz to 20 KHz
Signal to noise ratio: 101 dB
Distortion: .01% T.H.D.
1

411

Frequency response: ±-1/2 dB In bypass or with all equalization
controls set to 0, from 20Hz to 20KHz
Signal to noise ratio:109dB in bypass:99dB with equalization engaged
Distortion: .015% in bypass: .025% with equalization in and set flat

At far less than you expect the best to be... $250.00
And, standard with both devices...

At far less than you expect the best to be... S300.00

115 VAC and 230 VAC versions
Dimensions: 19" wide, 13/4' high, 8" deep. Weight 5 lbs.
Construction: steel chasis. 1/8" aluminum front panel, etched and paint-filled
Full year warranty on parts and labor
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300 Windsor Road, Englewood, New Jersey 07631
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The condenser microphone
system that doesn't stop with
the microphones.
Electro -Voice System C.

It's many systems in one. A system of

ems with interchangeable com-

sys

ponents, developed in the real world
of the audio professional. Electro -Voice
System C groups four high- performance condenser elements with two
versatile preamps.°And we know that a
microphone isvirtually useless to a
professional unless accompanied by
support equipment that works. That's
why we,sell these microphones in... ,
Packaged Systems.
E7erything the professional needs
with his microphone is included with
the individual mike in a rugged, foam lined case. Windscreens, shock mounts,
and even a handle for our shotgun
mike. And it's like getting all the
"extras" free, because Electro -Voice
packaged systems sell for about.the
same price as our competitor's mikes

The CL42S Shotgun
System.
Our shotgun reaches farther
and rejects more ambient noise.In fact,
on a side -by-side A-B test, you'll hear
less ambient noise from Ëlectro-Voice.
It features an exclusive line bypass port
that makes it more di- ectional at low
frequencies, without sacrificing the
frequency response ideal

high frequencies, the CL42S main tains high -frequency directivity
through a series of diffraction vanes on the
t

for -boom use. And,
unlike other shot guns which get
very narrow at

alone.
System C offers these four packaged
systems -each, a ready -to -user
complete system.

CH15E
Hypercardioid Head
°

Response: 55 -13, 500 Hz.
With 315A windscreen.

--

CHISS
Hypercardioid System
Includes CH15E head, SE15

preamp, 315 A windscreen,
304 mini -shock mount.

CO15P Omni System

CS 15P Cardioid System
Includes CS15E head, PE15
preamp; 315A windscreen,
312A stand clamp, 15' cable
with connector. .=

Includes CO15E head, PE15 preamp,
315A windscreen, 310A stand clamp;
15' cable with connector.

CO15E Omni Head
Response 20-20,000 Hz.
With 315A windscreen
:

.
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line tube. Maintains sibilance if the
"talent " gets a bit off-mike.

The CS15S Single -D Cardioid

The CH15S Hypercardioid System.

were designed together for boom and
fishpole use. Lightweight. Under
4 inches long. Compatible with
phantom and AB power. And all with
a ready -to -go shock

It loves she stage, has the best gain before-feedback in the business, and
puts sex appeal in any singer's voice
with its bass- boosting proximity effect.
And the shaped high -frequency
response makes the CS15S equally at
home in the recording studio. The
phantom powerablë preamp has wide band response and high sound pressure
level capabilities (140dB SPL for 1%
THD at 1 <Hz) -ideal for the most
demanding close -up vocal and instrument miking applications.

mount.

The CO15S Omni System.

It's two extreme nulls -in excess of
35dB at 1200 off axis create a tighter
frontal pickup pattern than conventional directional microphones. We're
actually more directional than a "mini"
shotgun mike, in a package half the

-

size.

And our element and preamp

System.

It extends response to the very limits
of audibility -20 to 20,000 Hz.
Response that registers the deepest
sonorities; of a great pipe organ, mirrors
alhthe subtlety of solo instruments.
Does full justice to a symphony orchestra. And unlike even the most highly
respected omni's the CO15S is truly
omnidirectional at the very highest
frequencies. Provides a spectral balance
faithful in both clgce -up miking and
distant pickups.
Electro -Voice includesallfour of
these high -performance, packaged
systems in its...
Exclusive Warranty System.
Electro -Voice backs up its System C
with the only unconditional warranty

in the business: for twoiears; we will
repair or replace yotir System C microphones at no charge no matter what,
caused the damage!
We can do it because SystemC, with
its structural integrity through turned steel cases, and positive
ioal
nesting of internal components, more
than meets the E-V standards for ruggedness. You'll experience less downtime, and prompt servicè if anything
does do wrong. Prompt because we
don't have to send things back to
Europe for repair. Prompt because our
modular design simplifies`repaii
-Prompt, because we care.
We don't think the professional
should accept anything less.
For complete information including
an in -depth technical paper On'
Electro-Voice System C, just write to:
. Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, Michigan, 49107

-
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SYSTEM C

Electrol/oicé
agUiban company
600 Cecil St ,Buchanan, Michigan 49107

2S Shotgun ystem

Includes CL42E Cardilineghead,'
SE15 preamp, 343 windscreen,
309 shock mount.

BS9
Remote battery
power supply.

PE is Preamplifier
For stand or
hand -help use.

SE 15

Preamplifier

Fcr boom or fishpole use.

CA10 Attenuator

All were optimistic and cheery last
summer when Modern Recording
observed Lynyrd Skynyrd. Street

Survivors their new album, was being
born; all concerned were laudatory.
General consensus was that it would
be the best album Skynyrd had yet
issued.
The beginning of a late October week
brought the new platter to this
writer's doorstep; immediately, the optimism of group leader Ronnie Van
Zant and others was extremely justified. Songs that we previously had
heard in embryonic form during our
time in Atlanta's Studio One had
blossomed to full adulthood. We felt
that the group was approaching full
realization of their vast technical
abilities, and had succeeded in transferring their "live" energy to vinyl
with a purity seldom exceeded in contemporary rock.
A couple of days later, a motel room
radio brought the news of the tragedy
which claimed the lives of Van Zant,
guitarist Steve Gaines and his sister,
vocalist Cassie Gaines. For the writer,
who had known all three, the loss is
personal as well as artistic.
While most of Skynyrd survives, the
band will never be the same. Therefore,
this feature glimpse of LS in the
studio, a manuscript written in a happier time, becomes in retrospect a parting glimpse.
-R.S.

The more raucous side of Lynyrd
Skynyrd fights, drunken brawls, alleged orgies -has been described and
exaggerated in the fan press, so we
need not tell any war tales here.
However, if popular impressions were
to be believed, a Skynyrd recording
date would have been punctuated by
whiskey -chugging "pier six" knockdown- dragouts, orgies, etc.
Not so. Oh, there were intoxicants
around at the recording of Skynyrd's
new LP, Street Survivors, yet those
cerebral lubricants came from the beer
store down the street. As we really
should have expected, the platter was
recorded in a light, informal, yet totally business -like atmosphere. They may
not be choirboys, but the six southern
rockers are consummate, dedicated
recording professionals.
This Atlanta -based journalist didn't
have to travel very far to observe Ronnie Van Zant and company in action.
The sound factory utilized was Studio

-

One, ' (teen
suburban Doraville, Georgia.
industrial park near one of the freew
exits, the plant has recently undergo
an extensive expansion and moder
zation, at the crux of which was the installation of the 24 -track mixing board.
No neophyte to the manufacture of
chart toppers, Studio One boasts an
extensive history of regional prominence. Opened at the turn of this
decade by song publishing magnate.
Bill Lowery and Atlanta Rhythm Section manager /producer Buddy Buie,
the location has churned out all seven
ARS albums (including the platinum
Rock and Roll Alternative); several
top -forty hits by futuristic Starbuck; a
well -received platter by that revered
Dixie tunesmith, Joe South; as well as
other longplayers and singles by
regional acts on the way to significant
national recognition.

fabu ous sù
Davis, others) Bang ReOÓt+d
Back My Bullets
Capricorn Studios
last year's "live" dou
From The Road, was taped
days in Atlanta's Fox Theatre. So
although they are booked by a New
York agency, managed by Rolling
Stones guiding force Peter Rudge, and
seldom appear on bills with other socalled "southern rock" acts, Lynyrd
Skynyrd has, except for a brief fling in
Tinseltown, never left the South.

Coming Home

Mean and Hungry
In 1972, Lynyrd Skynyrd fit the
above description. They were young,
green, mean and hungry. And if those
terms sound like cliches, rest assured
they apply here. Plying their trade in
Atlanta rock and roll bars, at the point
where they were still dogged by plebian musical abilities, they were
herded into Studio One that year to
record their initial LP which bears the
group's name.
As lead singer and group director
Ronnie Van Zant describes it, "Everything really good we've ever done has
been here, so I really don't know how
we were enticed away from this place.
On our second album, we recorded
Sweet Home Alabama here, yet when
our producer, Al Kooper, moved from
Atlanta to the West Coast, he convinced us at the time to record out
there."
www.americanradiohistory.com

"By returning to Studio One, we feel
we've come home." Testifying is Ronnie Van Zant, the enigmatic figure who
makes the sextet go. His forceful
vocals, true -to -life lyrics, and unsavory
reputation are quite at odds with the
individual we meet in the wee hours of
the morning, taking time from a mix to
chat. He's cordial, perceptive, and
quite lucid as he states his case.
"We are the type of band that really
depends on the room. When a guitar
player hears a note, he wants to have it
come out the same way on the phonograph in someone's home. We have
been in situations where we have gotten mad because a studio wasn't copping what you were putting out.
"Yes, this is our first complete
album here in five years. They have
much better equipment and are far
better organized, but in the same
length of time, we are far more
together, too.
"Why do we like this place? On
recording, we depend a whole lot on
what we call 'room noise' which is the
closest thing to a 'live' sound that you
can get in the studio. According to
those requirements, this is the best
place we have ever recorded. The thing
about it is that Studio One has not got
a truly big name yet, but I can truthfully say they have both the facilities
and the people to work with. If you are
a band like us, if you like hard shit,
you'll realize that to capture that in a
studio is very, very hard to do."
Van Zant reinforces his plaudit with
a more technical description. "The

www.americanradiohistory.com

studio was built almost acoustically
perfect for what we call 'balls.' It has
got a tile floor and it is a very 'live'
room, yet one without leakage. We've
been in rooms that were 'live' like this,
but we had bad leakage problems.
There are six people in Lynyrd
Skynyrd, three guitars, and they do
not believe in turning down."
For a while, it seemed that Skynyrd
would not record here. They experimented a bit at Criteria in Miami,
Florida. While Van Zant is hesitant to
describe the maneuvers that led to the
site switch, the general impression was
that they yearned for the old days.
"Everything we have ever done
which we felt good about was recorded
here. When you are successful at one
place, why mess with it?"
While it was generally inferred that
Criteria was the first choice of producer Tom Dowd, he later accepted the
decision to go to Atlanta. "At first, he
was a bit hesitant," revealed Van
Zant. "When he came here to look at
this place, they were in the middle of
switching from sixteen to twenty -four
tracks, and he wasn't sure that they
would be ready on time. As we all
know, they were and are."

Good Ole Boy

and not on anything I was sure of. We
started out with the idea that we
would build it too 'loud,' and if it
needed deadening, we would go from
there. Now, we have a quality called
ambience. When Ronnie sings, he can
hear his voice come off the walls
around him. Some studios, your voice
can be completely buried, but there's
nothing to absorb the sound here but
the back wall."
"I feel like I'm singing 'live,' I can
here that bounce," chimes Van Zant.
Resumes Mills, "The walls are made of
1/4 -inch plywood;
they do absorb
sound, like those bass frequencies that
can cause you a lot of trouble."
Ronnie also reveals that, "We like to
go 'live' rather than do a whole lot of
overdubbing and punching. Most of
this record, well, we've been doing it
[the material] in concert so we know
the tunes and haven't required a great
deal of rehearsal time. We would arrange it one night, and the next night
come in and cut it."
With a sly grin, Mills then confesses
that, "We didn't have need for all
twenty -four of our tracks. Even so,
this new console is fantastic. You can
do anything in the world with it. It's a
Harrison 3232, with an Allison 65K

Programmer. The Allison will memorize your levels for you. That's one
good thing about having twenty -four

track capability, you have enough
room for storing six different mixes. I
remember on our old board (now sold
to a smaller studio in the area) that we
couldn't bounce things from one track
to another, say to combine tracks one
and three on track two. Now, of
course, we can do it."
Modern consoles are, of course, not
ends in themselves; knowledge weaned
from lengthy experience must be a
catalyst. Here, Mills' countless hours
behind boards, both old and new, come
into play as he discusses studio location settings, products, and technical
specifications.

Mics and Locations
"As far as the location settings are
concerned, the drums went where we
have been putting them for years -in
the corner of the room. Some of the
guitar amps were on one side, some on
the other. This room is V- shaped and
that was the best configuration. We
keep the bass and guitar side by side,
and the drums out of the booth. The

Engineer Rodney Mills (right) and equipment manager Kevin Elson (left).

That last comment was tossed specifically at the appreciative ear lobes of
Rodney Mills. Now chief engineer at
Studio One, Mills is that rare combination of the creative and practical. The
artistic and scientific. His days as a
touring musiciän for several area
ensembles now at least a decade
behind him, Mills spends his time
(mostly nights) dealing in the multifold

technical intricacies that involve
record production. It was and is his
combination of fraternal, "good ole
boy" artist camaraderie, no- nonsense,
almost puritanical work ethic, and
perceptive tonal antennae (disguised
as regular human ears) that prompted
Van Zant to comment on the inside
jacket of Nuthin' Fancy that "the entire album was recorded at Web IV
Studios, Atlanta, Georgia with the exception of "Saturday Night Special"
which was knocked off in one night at
good ole Studio One, Doraville,
Georgia with good ole Rodney Mills at
the controls."
Contrasting with Ronnie Van Zant's
folksy, often rambling jargon, Mills'
observations are much more precise.
"I built this studio on sheer instinct
MODERN RECORDING
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recording, but since installed, is a
noise gate -vocal stresser, which
"automatically cuts off the vocal mic
when the singer has stopped. There
has to be a certain level before it
switches back on."

Playback
From time to time, Van Zant, as well
as his enthusiastic cohorts, dart back

Steve Galles, Artimus Pyle and Ronnie Van Zant (left to right).

keyboards are rear left, and this poses
no problem ... except if the drums are
very loud and the acoustic piano is
very soft. Then, we can either go direct
pickup, or redo the piano."
Of course, all the positioning strategy in the world is academic without
the `'best" mics, a subject which
brings out more of Mills' perceptive
judgments.
"I believe in trying to have as many
different mies as I can. There are mics
[which are] more versatile than others,
but each one sounds different.
"For drams. we came across this
AKG mic that Skynyrd's road crew
had. To my knowledge, it is not even
imported in this country. For kick it
was just great It's got good low end;
we went with it all the way. On the
snare, we used either a Sennheiser 421
or Shure SM 56. Tried a lot of different
mics on snare. Ore premise we knew
already as fact is that condensers are
not meant for a snare drum if someone
is beating hard on At.
"With the toms, we worked with
Shure SM 56s and 57s because of the
sourd. You hit something close to it,
and the whole end builds up, making
the drums sound bigger than what
they are. Only problem with them is
JANUARY /978

that they don't have extended low end.
Overhead, it is AKG C 451s; I like the

brightness, and transparency they
have or. the top end.

"I 1.ke the Sennheiser 421 on
guitars. We put them in real close.
They "lave a nice boost and an upper
midrange that helps them cat thru. We
use the Electro-Voice RE20 on the
bass, and for the acoustic piano, the
AKG 451 again -six to eight inches
above the hammers. Incidentally, I'm
not into cutting stereo piano that
much. i believe in mono piano because
that's what most people will hear. No
one notices the stereo effect except
other piano players who might happer
to listen to the album."
Ronnie Van Zant has a set -up of his
own. "We booth him, and use the
Beyer 500. It gets a real natural
sound," muses Mills. "Some tunes, we
used an AKG 414, which does not
sound like him but has such a crisp top
end and such a nice low end. On the
basic tracks, we used the Beyer, because he felt most comfortable with
that uric. We did no double tracking of
vocals On early Skynyrd things, we
did it a good deal, but Ronnie's voice is
so strong, it really doesn't call for
doubling." Not available at the time of
;

into the control room to audit the
blossoming fruit of their labors. For
such tasks, Mills has mandated "JBL
4350s, which are the biggest they've
got. The way that you satisfy some
people is with volume, so we got tred
of having smaller speakers cranked all
the way up and someone coming back
in, all pissed off, saying that it wasn't
their sound. Those smaller things
would be straining for volume, but
these things can be played at less than
half the capacity and still blow you
away. We also have smaller JBL 4211s
in the recording room, but they are
used strictly as convenience speakers
for talkback purposes."
For virtually intravenous auditory
absorption, Mills prefers "Koss
K6LCS headphones, because they
have level controls. The head room and
the sound pressure are great. That is a
really vital aspect."
What of the recording material?
Mills is emphatic in reply to this question. "We work with Ampex 456 G
master tape. It is the best available in
this part of the country. Our tape
speed is 30 ips with no Dolby. Skynyrd
doesn't like to work with noise reduction- they feel it alters the sound.

Mastering
Once all the material is mixed to absolute perfection, mastering becomes
the next priority. Catching up with
Mills a few weeks later, we find him
just returned from a trip to Capitol
Mastering Labs in Los Angeles.
"We did a lot of stuff out there,
changing the sequences three times so
that the sides would be balanced as to
length. Each side is approximately
eighteen minutes, an ideal length. Me
and Tom Dowd used Ken Perry."
Perry is a gentleman of considerable
repute whose latest efforts have included Rumours (Fleetwood Mac), plus
recent works by Bob Seger, Steve
Miller and Paul McCartney, among
many others. Not a bad track record.
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Guitarist Steve Gaines (left) and lead singer Ronnie Van Zant (right).

Constant Demand
Speaking of impressive resumes,
producer Dowd definitely fits that criterion (no pun intended). Constantly in
demand by the likes of Rod Stewart,
for instance, he is virtually revered by
Lynyrd Skynyrd. Capsulizing, Van
Zant beams, "Tommy is a genius. He
can show people stuff you wouldn't

believe. He's like a father to me, the
best man I've ever worked with. He
gives us complete freedom, but he
always is there with his part. He has
even written some of our best material.
He is also one of the best arrangers

around.
"More went into Street Survivors
than any other album we have ever
done. Maybe there's not a big hit

ROSSINGTON
Peavey

artist amp

mace amp
(four 12" cabinets)

Vocal mics

Vocal
booth

LiHammond
B- 3 organ
Peavey artist amp

COLLINS
Leslie

cabinet

Peavey
mace amp

WI LKENSON
Peavey F800B amp

(8-10"Altec cabinet)

C,P

Peavey artist amp

Ender super amp
I

MIC SELECTION

VOCALS: Neumann U -87
AKG 414
Beyer M500

GUITARS (electric): Shure 53
Sennheiser 421
GUITARS (acoustic): AKG 414
BASS: E -V RE20 & direct

Steinway piano
Peavey

single like 'Sweet Home Alabama' on
it, but it is the best we have ever done.
Studio One, Tom Dowd, Rodney Mills
and all the people here are greatly
responsible for that."

Control room

STUDIO LAYOUT

& 451

ORGAN: RE20 (bottom)
AKG 451 (top)

PIANO: AKG 451 (low strings)
AKG 414 (high strings)
DRUMS: Sennheiser 421 (snare)
AKG D -14 (bass drum)
Sennheiser 406 (hi -hat)
Shure SM56 (tom -toms)
Neumann U -87 (floor tom)
AKG 451 (overheads)
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Here's real action.
You just can't get a combo piano that comes close to
offering as much as a Roland MP -700. Not in
quality, sound, innovations, features, design ... and especially not in a keyboard action. Not at any price.

Roland gives you every important
feature asked for by leading musicians worldwide. We know, necause
we asked them. Recardless o1 the style
of music you play, the Rolanc MP-7OO
makes things happen better for you.
The MP -700 is entirely solid state. ft doesn't
need tuning or maintenance. 11's bu it to take
the roughest use on the road. It has a bass
section and pitch bend. Plus. Roland g ves you
amazing variations of sound, tone cclors and

effects. Most important, Roland's exclusive rnehanical action is so similar to that of a conventional
piano ycu probably can't tell the difference.
The most impressive design combinations ever
built into a combo piano... ycu get them all in a
Roland MP -700. It's definitely the greatest.

RolandCorp US
FREE deluxe brochure and name of your nearest

Roland Dealer. Write to Department 10-046,
RolandCorp US, 2401 Saybrook Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 90040.
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TOOL
ROAD

)1:1
TOTAL
Possible Total 17
My total

Do you know the difference
between flanging and
phasing?
Yes -1 pt.
No -O pts.

By Bob Berliner

i

(

RULES

How many types of audio
delay methods can you think
of?
112 pt. ea.
up to 2 pts.

)

Do'
The object of the game is to see how you and your studio rate in terms of maintenance potential and capabilities, experience and flexibility. In short, the object is to
find out whether or not you and the studio are operating at maximum efficiency and if
not, how you can get that efficiency.
Follow the arrows along the road board answering each question as you go along.
Answer each question (honestly) and then total your points at the end of each section. If you don't understand a question, suffer the consequences and deduct the
whichever is most applicable.
points or simply don't give yourself credit for
When you reach the end of the road, go back and total the points of each section to
get your grand total. Then refer to the scoring table to get your rating. There's no time
limit and you are allowed to look up references as you go along.

EQ

it-

r

I

EDUCATION
ALLEY

it

understand some
electronics theory

have some idea of how
works but can't fix it.

I

pt.

1

know how it works and
can connect it all
I

3
I

I

pts.

have some technical

schooling

in

electronics.

4 pts.

together.
2

pts.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Do You Really:
Have a tool kit?

Have a long nose,

-2 pts.
Sort of -1 pt.
No -0 pts.
Yes

-2

flashlight?
pts.
Yes -1 pt. No
Have a soldering iron,
solder and solder wick?
Yes
pts.No-O pts.,

-0

-2

-2

-0

i`

-0 pts.

-0

Possible Total 14

Have Q -tips, alcohol &

Have a flat head & Phi iipE
screwc river?
Yes
pts. No -O pts,

-3

-0

Have contact spray?
Yes -112 pt.
No

Have a nut driver set?
Yes -1 pt. No
pts.

Have a working

TOTAL

Have an Allen wrench set?
Yes
pts.
No
pts.

cutters and strippers`
Yes
pts.No
pts.

audio cleanser?
Yes -112 pt.
No

(am trr ved
or nerf
pE ge,

My Total

-0 pts.

1

Do you know what a

gobo is?

Yes-1 pt.

No-0 pts.

Do you know what
snake is?

a

Yes-1 pt.

Do you know how tc

No

measure head room?

Yes -1 pt.

-0 pts.

Several years using and
fixing audio equipment
3 pts

\

Very experienced with studio
equipment and crazy

No -O pts.

musicians

you know what pre- or pc st-

5

means?

pts

Yes-1 pt.

No -O pts.
No audio experience,
just an interested

beginner
1

pt

Some studio experience
(have mixed, will travel)
2 pts.

I

understand the circuits

and how they

interconnect.
5

pts.

completely understand
the system philosoph,'
and can also redesign it.
I

Jo you know Chas Law
and how to use it?
Yes
pts.
No -O pts.

-2

TOTAL
Possible Total 14
My Total

6 pts.
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EXPERIENCE
STREET

1

Do you have a

Multimeter?
Yes

Do you know how to check

-2 pts.

voltages with your
multi meter?
Yes
pts.

No -O pts.
Does the R x 1 scale

work?

No

-2

Yes
pts.
Not sure -O pts.

I

-4
-2

-2
-0 pts.

Do You Own:
An audio oscillator?

Do you know how to

Do you own a head

test diodes and transistors with your
Multimeter?
Yes
pts.
Not sure -O pts.

demagnetizer and know
how to use it?
Yes
pts.

-3

A

No

Do you have alignment tapes for
your tape machines?
Yes -for all speeds and tape
widths
pts.
Yes -for most speeds and
widths
pts.
Yes -have a few but high end is
down -1 pt.
No -O pts.

-2
-0 pts.

Yes-2 pts.

A set of

No -O pts.
clip leads and assored test

cables?
Yes
pts.

-2

No -O pts.

An AC VTVM?

Yes

-3 pts.

No -O pts.

spare I/O module
for

console?

Do You Have:

2 pts.

spare set of
electronic cards
tape machine? for
Yes
pts.
No
pts.

Audio hook -up
cables?

A

1

-2
-0

pt.

Mic cables?
2 pts.
Speaker wire?
1

A spare Dolby
Cat 22 or
module?
dbx

-2
-0

Yes
pts.
No
pts.
Spare headphone
transducers?

Yes-1 pt.

pt.

No

-0 pts.

o
J^

.4se

!`_?"

/

Do you:

Know who to call for

Work with & buy from a
few good audio dealers
or shop for price?
Good dealer (yea)

technical assistance
on each piece of
studio gear?
Yes
pts.
Not all -1 pt.
None -O pts.

pts.
Price shop (nay)
1 pt.
3

IN

-

-2

NI

III_ MI_
www.americanradiohistory.com

Have a complete set of
tech manuals on your

studio equipment?
Yes
pts.
No -O pts.
Return warranty exchange
parts promptly to your
dealer or manufacturer?
No-0 pts.
Yes -1 pt.

-2

Do You Cwn a:

Do you have:

Distortion analyzer?
Yes
pts. No -O pts.
Oscilloscope?
Yes
pts. No
pts.
Flutter meter?
pts
No
Yes
pts.

-3
-3
-2

No -O pts.

voltme:er'
Yes -2 pts.
No -O pts.
Di _ ital

Yes

-2 pts.

Possible Total 40

No-0 pts.

My Total

Colby cat 35 tester (if you have
Colby)?

Real -time analyzer?

-3 pts.

and tape machines?

-0
-0

Do You Own a:

Yes

TOTAL

-es- e) tender cards for console

Yes -1 pt.
C,o

No-0 pts.

you crefer pink noise or white

ncis ??

Pink -2 pts.

White -112 pt.

(FINIT INTNEMKRECORGING STUDIOS

A spare pressure

tape machines? ro lev for

Yes-2 pts.
No_0 pts.

complete set
of
transistors and
diode
major equipment?
for
A

Yes-3 pts.
No-0 pts.

A set of bulbs
of each type
(a'ways need bulbs!)
Yes-_2 pts.

No-0 pts.

Belts for
tape machine (if
used)?
Yes -..1 pt.
No_0 pts.

Do you Have:

Spare fuses for all

your equipment?
Yes -1 pt. No
pts.

-0

At least two of each relay
lape used in the studio?
No

Try to find out if any service bulletins are out on
your equi :ment?
Yes
pt. No -O Fits.

-1

Install these service
bulletin updates on y: ur
equipment?
Yes -1 pt. No
pts.

Have you been to an
audio shop. lately?

Yes
Na

-2 pts.

-` pt.

-2 pts.
-0 pts.

Yes

Do you subscribe to

Modern Recording?

Yes
No

-2 pts.
-1 pt.

Technical
Support
Junction (cont.]

-0

MEE
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Do you schedule

maintenance for your
studio ...

When outside tech help
comes in, do you schedule
service time?

-2 pts.
-0 pts.

Yes
No

once a week ? -4 pts.
once a month ? -2
pts.
never -1 pt.
we fix problems
as they come up.

When you use outside service
help, do you pay the bill

promptly?

-2

Yes
pts.
As soon as we can -1 pt.

Let him wait -1 pt.

Do you keep everything

running, rarely need outside
help?

Yes

-7 pts.

(D)

Do you locate problem

and repair it from service

stock?

Yes

-5 pts.

Do you pin problem
areas down, but need
outside help to fix?

Yes

-2 pts.

Do you check fuses and cables
but then are at a loss to 'ix?

Yes-112 pt.
Choose only one of
boxes A, B, C or D

(C)

(A)

(B)

RyGNALtJLCI

Do You:
Own a set of

ech. Junc.
continued

transistor/diode substitution books?
Yes -1 pt.
No -O pts.
Complete & return all
warranty cards?
Yes -1 pt.
No -O pts.

Do you have to rush

around looking for a
mic?

once/yr.-3 pts.
twicelyr -1 pt.

more than twice-0
pts.

www.americanradiohistory.com

ohms a British
housing project?
Is 600

Yes- - 1 pt.
No- + 1 pt.

IMI

.

1I

Do you like what you are
doing in tFe audio
business?
Yes
pts.

-5

don't know -3 pts.
If no, why did you bother
playing this game??
I

TOTAL
Possible Total 20
My Total

DANGER

FALLING
SPECS ZONE

Wirr
TROUBLE
SHOOTERS
COURT

LRATE YOURSELF
Below 25

SC ORI NO

-

Welcome t) audio. Start by reading the articles in Modern Recording. Learn how to cse a multimeter. Build up a good tool kit, and a few
spare parts. Have fun learning.

TOTAL
Possible Total 22

25-50

-

50 -80

-

You know how to connect equipment but have recently had equipment failures during sessions. Buy some tools, at least a multimeter and
learn how to use it. It would not hurt ID obtain the maintenance manuals for
your equipment and learn at least some routine service procedures.
You have been n the recordinç business for a while, and only call for
outside service help on the hard problems. It would not hurt to have an audio
oscillator, and new alignment tapes. Start thinking spares and build up a
small stock of transistors and diodes. slake sure you have a complete set of
technical books on your equipment. Start working with one or two good suppliers so that you only have a few places to' call when problems come up or
you need something in a hurry.

80-110

What size speaker wire do you
use?

22 ga-112 pt1$ ga.-1 pt.
10-12 ga.-2 pts.

-

You have a good start on teg equipment and spare parts. Most of
the routine service and test measurements in the studio are within your present capability. What is needed is soma of the extras such as extender test
cards for the console, tape machines of Dolby. A real -time response analyzer
might be in the cards. We suggest you find out from manufacturers of your
equipment what service bulletins mighr be available and begin updating your
equipment as time perrrits. Review yoir spare parts. It might be a good idea
to have some extra carts or power supply components. Try to get your employer to let you attend some of the training schools run by the equipment

manufacturers.

140 -150 110 -140

You have a well- equipped shop, excellent technical background
and probably work the hell out of the studio without much down time.
You rarely rave technical problems you can not handle in- house.
snart he would give you an immediate raise.

If your employer were

www.americanradiohistory.com

Whichever half pinch 8 track machine you choose,
the Sound Workshop 1180 remains the
most together recording console in its field.

S'

.40.11

The 1280B-8E0 with optional Meter Bridge

the Sound Workshop 1280 recording console

Sound Workshop
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS

1

It sounds better.
1040 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, New York 11576

www.americanradiohistory.com
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BY LEN FELDMAN

Recording Revolution Ahead?
have just returned from my semi- annual visit to
Japan. The visit was timed to correspond with the
annual high- fidelity show which takes place at the
Harumi convention center in Tokyo. If you can visualize a combination of an AES Convention, a CE Show
and a consumer -type high fidelity show all rolled into
one you will get some idea of the scope of this mammoth event.
Awareness of good sound and dedication to high technology in consumer and professional audio products is more evident in Japan than perhaps anywhere
else in the world, including the United States. These
days, if you want to know what's just over the horizon,
the best way to find out is to learn, first hand, what
Japanese audio manufacturers are up to in their own
domestic market. The products and audio techniques
on display at the Japan audio fair are usually the ones
yuo will see here six months or even a year from now.
Even a quick walk -through of the show (language
barrier notwithstanding) proved to me that the recording industry may well be on the verge of a major
upheaval-both at the recording studio level and at
the software level. As many of you may have already
guessed, I am talking about PCM recording. For the
uninitiated, PCM stands for Pulse Code Modulation.
Nearly half -a -dozen companies exhibited various
forms of tape recorders which employ this new recording technique.
In a PCM recorder, analog audio signals are first
converted to a series of pulses of varying width. These
pulses are all of uniform amplitude (unlike analog
audio signals which, in a conventional tape recorder,
must be faithfully stored as continuously varying
degrees of tape magnetization). As in any audio -todigital conversion system, the number of pulses per
second recorded onto the tape must be many times the
highest audio frequency to be translated. That means
I
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that the tape recording system must be capable of
wide -band response approaching the bandwidth capability of a video tape recorder. Obviously, these days
that is no longer a major problem, as evidenced by the
number of commercially available video cassette and
other video tape systems, such as the well known Beta Max system manufactured by Sony and now available
for home use.
But once the problem of bandwidth is solved, the
benefits derived from PCM audio recording are many.
For one thing, since in a PCM system audio information is stored in the form of fixed amplitude pulses,
residual tape noise is always far below the level of the
recorded pulses and therefore does not figure in the

reproduction process as the pulses are "read" by the
tape playback head. This, in turn, results in a much improved signal -to -noise or dynamic range capability.
Typically, PCM tape recorders are boasting dynamic
ranges of as high as 85 dB. Even the very best conventional analog tape decks now in use in professional applications are capable of no more than about 65 dB of
dynamic range, measured from tape saturation level
down to residual tape noise level. Signal-processing
devices such as Dolby and/or dbx are often used in professional studio applications to improve this 65 dB
figure somewhat, but, in the course of dubbing individual tracks in creating the final master or mixed down tape, some of this added dynamic range is sacrificed, since each successive dubbing adds a few dB of
noise to the finished product. Not so with a PCM tape
which can be copied repeatedly with no degradation in
signal-to- noise. With an 85 dB (or more) dynamic range
capability, there is hardly ever a need to employ peak
limiters or compressors when recording a "live" performance, since 85 dB of dynamic range is about the
amount needed to record such "live" performances.
Another advantage of the PCM recording system
has to do with its low order harmonic distortion. Traditionally, head-room in a conventional analog tape
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recording has been defined as the recording level which
results in 3% total harmonic distortion during
playback. In the case of a PCM recorder, pulse amplitudes can be kept well below that tape saturation point
and the new PCM tape decks are boasting harmonic
distortion levels as low as 0.03 %!
Finally, thanks to the PCM recording techniques,
wow -and -flutter can be reduced to totally inaudible
levels. Thus, it would seem that all the ills of conventional tape recording can be solved with PCM recording. Unfortunately, that is not quite true just yet. For
one thing, the PCM recording technique, to date, stops
at the master tape. The final product sold to consumers- namely the phonograph record itself-is still
very much an "analog" product with the usual groove
wiggles and modulations used to convey audio information via the cartridge stylus. Thus, the best that
can be said for discs that are pressed from PCM tape
masters is that they should approach the fidelity and
signal -to-noise capability of some of the newer direct to-disc recordings which have been showing up in increasing numbers lately and which by -pass the tape recorder completely. These discs, as most readers probably know, are pressed from master lacquers which are
cut at the time of the musical performance itself.
The inherent disadvantage of direct -to -disc records
is, of course, the fact that there can be no "multiple
takes" or multi-track mix-downs -the mainstays of
modern popular recording technique. The performance
must be perfect the first time, and all of the musicians
and vocalists must play together as they would in a
"live" concert. As of now, the same thing applies to
the PCM tape recorders. Eight or sixteen -track PCM
recording capability is still off in the future, simply
because of high cost and because PCM tape deck
manufacturers have not seen fit to offer such machines
as yet. No doubt that limitation will be overcome as
costs come down and the PCM technology improves
with time. In any case, we were informed that several
recording studios both in Japan and in this country
and abroad have already expressed extreme interest in
the new tape mastering technique and some have even
placed orders for first-generation PCM professional
tape decks for use in their studios.

The Ultimate Recording Revolution
One exhibit which we saw at the Tokyo hi -fi show
suggested that the PCM recording idea may one day
even be extended to home software. Teac Corporation
showed a working model of a PCM disc player. The
system shown was reminiscent of the video disc
system developed jointly by Philips and MCA and
which is soon to be marketed by those companies via
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Philips -owned Magnavox. In this system, a thin
plastic disc contains pulse-encoded information which
is visually traced or tracked by a laser beam pickup
system. In the case of the video disc, rotation is at
many hundreds of rpm in order to provide for the 4.5
MHz bandwidth necessary to encompass the video information. In the case of an audio PCM disc with its
lower bandwidth requirements, rotation of the PCM
disc can be done at more moderate speeds. Again,
because of the language barrier, we were unable to
learn the actual rpm of this prototype disc but would
estimate that it was not very different from the usual
331/a rpm to which we are all accustomed.
To be sure, the transition from conventional vinyl
mechanically -tracked phonograph records to laser beam traced PCM discs is not something that is going
to take place overnight. A multi-billion dollar industry
is not going to give up and just fade away. But just
consider what benefits might be had from such discs in
the future. The full dynamic range (85 dB or more) of
the PCM master tape could be "transcribed" intact to
such discs, since both would employ the same pulse
code modulation principle. Since there is no physical
contact of a stylus when playing such a disc, the disc
might be expected to last indefinitely, with no signs of
wear or audio degradation whatever. The ultra -minute
grooves which contain the PCM information would
make it possible to produce discs with much more playing time than even present day LP discs and the discs
themselves would be extremely inexpensive to mass
produce. Cost of the playing mechanism, of course,
would far exceed the cost of a conventional record
player at first but such costs might be expected to
decrease rapidly once such a system gains universal
acceptance.
Such painstakingly achieved signal- processing techniques as Dolby, dbx as well as all manner of peak
limiters and compressors would become a thing of the
past since .they would no longer be needed to "contain" the full dynamic range of recorded audio programming. Furthermore, millions and millions of dollars worth of professional recording equipment, not to
mention the billions of dollars worth of home record
playing equipment would become antiquated.

How Soon Will

It All Happen?

No one can guess how soon the conventional vinyl
LP record will become a relic, but the economic realities of the new PCM recording technique suggest that
such a major revolution is still quite a ways off. In
other words, don't discard your record collection just
yet. If nothing else, they may become valuable as
audio antiques some day.
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JBL 6233 Power Amplifier

General Description: The model 6233 from JBL is
a stereo power amplifier intended for professional and
commercial applications. It is rated for continuous
output power per channel of 200 watts into 8 -ohm
loads, or 300 watts into 4 -ohm loads. Inputs at the rear
are XLR connectors; speaker outputs are standard
binding posts. The rear panel also contains a grounding terminal, an operating line -voltage selector
(100 -120 V AC and 200 -240 V AC), a 15- ampere fuse holder and the unit's AC power cord which terminates
in a three-prong (grounding) plug. The rear is partly
covered with a screen behind which are the output
transistors and their heatsinks. This area actually
lines up with a vented section on the front panel and
between them is a cooling fan whose operation varies
depending on power drawn and the amplifier's internal
thermal conditions.
Input level controls for each channel are on the front

panel together with the power off/on switch and
luminated indicators showing power output levels.

Test Results: Tests conducted by MR

il-

on the JBL

6233 amplifier confirmed or exceeded manufacturer's

published specifications. The amplifier thus offers
very high power at very low distortion, plus the kind of
ruggedness and reliability of concern to the professional user. There is also a temptation to think of this
amplifier as a super hi -fi model for use in an all -out
home stereo system except for the high power it can
draw from the line, plus the fact of its cooling fan
which does get a little noisy when it runs at full speed
(which happens intermittently, depending on power
drawn and thermal levels inside the amplifier). In normal use, the fan operates at a slow speed and the noise
produced is barely audible. At top speed, however, we

hlks
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measured an SPL level of nearly 70 dB when standing
within 1 meter's distance of the amplifier. While this
probably would be unacceptable for home hi -fi use, it
probably would "pass muster" in professional applications where an amplifier typically is somewhat
removed from the rest of the sound system (and from
the audience).
This point aside, MR could not help being impressed
with the performance of the JBL 6233. Its power output was higher, its distortion was lower, and its fre-

General Info: Dimensions are
mountable), 51/4 inches high,
front panel. Price is $1500.

inches wide (rack inches deep behind

19

171/2

Individual Comment by N.E.: One wag who was
present in the studio during tests of this r mplifier said
something to the effect that all you hay to do these
days to offer a professional amplifier is LI put XLR

JBL 6233: Front panel view.

quency coverage was wider than JBL claims. S/N was
excellent at the rated 100 dB down level. Input sensitivity was below 1 volt for full rated output.
The professionalism of this amplifier does not stop
at the XLR sockets. Examination of the 6233's insides
revealed very rugged and careful construction, with an
extraordinarily high amount of internal shielding

i
:"1

connectors on its outside, and add a noisy fan to its inside. He changed his tune, however, as we got more
into this amplifier and he soon agreed that while he
would not use it for his home stereo setup, he certainly
would have no hesitation in recommending it for use in
a studio or in sound- reinforcement and PA applications where very high and very clean power plus relia-

1::i
:.::.:.:':+:.:.::
iiA'
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y
.1a1:a:: ,1
aooea.a01E.,.
JBL 6233: Rear panel view.

throughout the chassis. The interior photo gives some
idea of the unit's superior organization and parts
layout, although not all of the shielding is evident
since we removed some of the covers in order to provide a closer look at the circuitry itself.
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bility are required. I'll go along with that. The performance measurements detailed elsewhere in this
report speak for themselves, but two points ought to
be made for underscoring that data. One: while an
amplifier of this class normally does not have to corn-
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ply with FTC power- disclosure rules, it is to JBL's
credit that this one actually can do so. The power rated
is available all across the 20 Hz to 20 kHz band, and

tween home -use "professional" power amplifiers and
those which are intended for true professional use,
sans the quotation marks. The JBL 6233 definitely
falls in the latter category, which is evident from its input sockets to its output in terms of construction and
of performance measurements. The fan is noisy at
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JBL 6233: Harmonic and intermodulation distortion

characteristics.

times but in most professional setups it would not normally be within earshot, and it does assure you that
the amplifier is being kept comfortably cool regardless
of power generated and dissipated during operation.
The front -panel power monitors are, in my view,
superior to the use of VU meters or even so -called
"peak- reading" mechanical meters since these indicator lights do respond instantly to peak signals and
thus will alert the operator to the imminence of rising
distortion. And they do so just before clipping level is
reached and thereby can alert you to the need to keep
things below clipping level. In any event, the professional user doubtless will be using more conventional
VU meters elsewhere in a system.

JBL 6233: Internal view.

rated distortion was never exceeded across that band
for full rated output. Even the preconditioning test
(running the amplifier for an hour at one-third its rated
output into 4 ohms), a rigorous test applied to "consumer" amplifiers, posed no problems with this unit,
although under actual use conditions such continuous
internal "dissipation" probably would never occur.
The other point relates to the unit's power draw
which can be considerable -850 watts at 15 amps from
the line is the rating -legend on the rear. Aside from the
obvious caution about turning this amp on from a
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JBL 6233: Distortion vs. frequency.

characteristics.

preamp -control unit, one should re-check all powerdraw ratings in the total system in which this amp
may be used.

Individual Comment by L.F.:

This amplifier
serves to illustrate the difference that still exists be-
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It is worth noting that the unit's frequency response
has been extended far enough to satisfy the "wide
band" school of audiophile without imposing unnecessary cost on an amplifier that will probably be used in
many sound- reinforcement and studio -monitoring applications where one seldom hears discussions concerning the merits of amplifiers whose response extends to
"channel 5."
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In all, it seems obvious that JBL is eminently
capable of building the kind of amplifier their loyal
following is looking for. If your only familiarity with

JBL is in terms of their speaker line, you would do well
to take a look at (and give a listen to) the model 6233
amplifier.

JBL 6233 AMPLIFIER: Vital Statistics
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

Continuous power/channel at

300 watts into 4 ohms;
200 watts into 8 ohms

380 watts into 4 ohms;
300 watts into 8 ohms

Power bandwidth

300 watts into 4 ohms;
200 watts into 8 ohms
20 Hz to 20 kHz

Frequency response
Damping factor

± 0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

confirmed
confirmed
10 Hz to 20 kHz
1 dB, 10 Hz to 20 kHz

40

40

Rated THD
Rated IM

0.05%
0.05%

0.006% (4 ohms)
0.017% (4 ohms)

100

100
0.70 V

1

kHz

LAB MEASUREMENT

Continuous powerichannel,
20 Hz to 20 kHz

Residual hum & noise
Input sensitivity
Input impedance

(- dB)

0.77 V
20 K ohms
CIRCLE

1

confirmed
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White 410() Stereo
Equalizer

General Description: The model 4100 from White
Instruments, Inc. is a stereo equalizer offering ten
bands on one octave per channel. I.S.O. centers are
31.5, 63, 125, 250, 500, 1 K, 4 K, 8 K and 16 kHz. The
control range for each band is ±10 dB. In addition to

level. The low -cut knobs are marked from 20 Hz to 160
Hz. The channel level knobs are marked from -20 to 0
dB. In addition each channel has an overload LED indicator. Finally, there are the switches for bypass (EQ
in/out) and for power off/on.

this EQ facility, the model 4100 includes a low -cut
filter on each channel plus the option of being used as
an electronic crossover for driving a bi- amplified
reproducing system
A relatively compact unit, the model 4100 uses
rotary controls instead of sliders for handling the EQ
adjustments. The front panel contains identical rows
of twelve knobs for each channel: ten for the EQ bands,
one for the low -cut option and one more for channel

At the rear are the signal input and output jacks
(standard hi -fi pin jacks) which are marked for normal
(EQ) use and for use in bi -amp hookups. The rear also
contains a grounding terminal, a fuse -holder, the
device's AC power cord fitted with a three -prong
(grounding) plug, a voltage selector switch (115 or 230
V AC) and a special eleven-pin socket to accommodate
a White network for use in the electronic crossover application. When used as an equalizer, this socket may
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be ignored (it comes properly strapped for EQ use).
The White 4100 is supplied with two pair of stereo
signal cables, an AC plug adapter for two -prong
sockets and a "security cover" that may be fitted over
the front -panel controls once proper EQ adjustments

have been made for a given situation (a chart inside the
cover may be used to note the control settings). The
black metal housing of the model 4100 is set off by
walnut side panels. For rack mounting, additional
hardware may be ordered.

Fig. 1: White Instruments 4100: Octave by octave
response range.

Suggested uses of the 4100 include, in addition to
EQ for reproducing systems, and bi- amping, applications in small sound -reinforcement systems where full
one -third octave EQ may not be needed. It also can be
used to pre- equalize material just prior to mixing in a
multichannel mixdown board or recording setup.

General Info: Unit

is 181/2 inches wide (including
wood side panels); 31/2 inches high; 63/4 inches deep.
Weight is 7.5 pounds. Advertised price is $599.

Individual Comment by L.F.: Not all equalizers
are alike, obviously, and in the case of the White model
4100 it is the differences that particularly impressed
me. The unit has rotary knobs instead of sliders.
Behind these knobs are rotary potentiometers that are
high- quality sealed MIL -Spec types not likely to
become noisy with repeated use. Calibration is linear
and is provided for every dB of boost or cut on each
knob. The extra controls -level adjustments and variable low- frequency filters -are very useful and accurate additions to the control panel. I also liked the
facility for converting the 4100 to use as an electronic
crossover, if desired. The instruction manual supplied
with the device is very good. It describes the complete
equalization procedure, and the manufacturer is not
afraid to suggest that the process be performed by a
qualified technician equipped with a pink-noise source

Test Results:

The White 4100 is supplied with a
fairly comprehensive list of specs, which, save for a
small difference here and there, were confirmed or bettered in MR's tests. The latter kind of test result was
especially noteworthy in the case of the centering of
the EQ frequencies. White claims they are within ±6
percent; we found them to be more accurately centered
than that -within ±4 percent. What is more, the boost
and cut range of each control was uniform, and precisely 10 dB. An oscilloscope photo made in our lab (Fig. 1)
shows the range of the ten octave -controls.
The action of the variable low- frequency filter controls, which provide selectable rolloff of response on
either channel from about 160 Hz down to 20 Hz is
graphically shown in the other 'scope photo (Fig. 2).
MR considers this feature a worthwhile addition to an
equalizer since without it, even if the lowest band
(usually 20 Hz or, in this device, 31.5 Hz center frequency) is set for attenuation, the response usually
rises again below the lowest center frequency, and so
the last lowest band control is relatively ineffective in
reducing high amounts of turntable rumble or vibration, when such reduction is needed.
Another useful option of the model 4100 is its rear panel provision for the insertion of an external network (White model 4101 for 12 dB /octave slopes, or
model 4102 for 18 dB /octave slopes) which enables
the unit to function as an electronic crossover device.
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Fig. 2: White Instruments 4100: Examples of low -cut

filter response obtained with various settings of the
continuously variable high -pass filter.
and a real -time analyzer. Their own dealers are evidently encouraged to perform this service (for an additional charge, of course), and I heartily agree that a
layman attempting to perform system EQ "by ear" is
more apt to come up with poorer sound balance than if
he or she left well enough alone and did not bother with
an EQ device in the first place. I have always felt that
an equalizer is not a "sound effects toy" and that
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anyone serious enough about a sound system to consider buying this kind of device should be advised, and
helped, to integrate it correctly into the system.
The slide -on "security cover" (which may be fitted
over the front panel after controls have been adjusted)
is a further reminder to the user about leaving well
enough alone and will discourage future tampering.
Compared to what is available these days, the 4100
may be a little high- priced (it has no bandwidth adjustment and no shifting of center frequencies). Notwithstanding that, the device is very well engineered. It
uses, incidentally, regular LRC filters incorporated in
the negative feedback loop of IC op -amps, which to me
demonstrates that when a designer knows what he is
doing he can use good old- fashioned coils and capacitors in an equalizer and still come up with a unit that
boasts very low distortion and very high signal -tonoise ratio.

Individual Comment by N.E.: The White 4100
conveys an impression of very careful design and
superior engineering, but I am not sure to whom this
device is being addressed. The owner's manual starts
in a manner to which the music system owner would be
accustomed, but then it shifts its emphasis to more advanced levels, going into the use of a pink -noise generator, standard microphone and real -time analyzer
-devices that are not likely to be part of the normal
collection of goodies owned by even the most avid of
home audiophiles. In my view, the manual ought to be
revised so that it clearly indicates procedures for using
the device, albeit in a limited way, that the home
system owner could manage, and then goes into increasingly complex (and accurate) methods of equalizing. The manual also does not make it quite clear that
when the 4100 is used as an electronic crossover for biamping, it still can function as an equalizer.

WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC. MODEL 4100 STEREO EQUALIZER: Vital Statistics
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

Operating range (frequency):
Control range (frequency):

20 Hz

Control range (amplitude):
Low-cut control:

(

LAB MEASUREMENT

(

3 dB) 20 kHz
1 dB)
Ten bands (each channel) on one
octave I.S.O. centers from 31.5 Hz to
16 kHz
10 dB to + 10 dB
12 dB /octave active high -pass filter,

20 Hz

160 Hz

Confirmed (see Fig.

(

-1.O dB) to 20 kHz

(

-1

dB)

Confirmed
Confirmed

continuously variable from 20 Hz to
Gain:

Operating level (input):
Maximum output:
Overload detector.

Distortion (THD):

(IM):

Noise:
Dynamic range:
Input impedance:

Output impedance:
Output load:
Frequency tolerance:

`THD MEASUREMENTS

All
All
All
All

controls
controls
controls
controls

max., 0 dBm output

centered, 0 dBm input
min., 0 dBm output
max., + 18 dBm output

Unity gain with all controls in flat
position. Calibrated attenuator at
input of each channel for level
setting.
0 dBm (approximately 0.8 Vrms)
recommended

Confirmed
Used as reference input for tests

+18 dBm with all controls in flat
position
Peak level detector set
approximately 2 dB below maximum
peak output. LED indicators
Less than .08% at 0 dBm, worst
case control settings; less than

+ 19.5 dBm

LED lights at + 16.5 dBm

0.1% at + 18 dBm
Less and .004% (SMPTE)
Better than 92 dBm (19
microvolts) over 20 kHz bandwidth
110 dB
Greater than 40 kilohms, single
ended, AC coupled
Approximately 100 ohms
600 ohms or greater
±6% of center frequency

20 Hz

0.1%
0.05%
0.07%

2)

*See table below
0.01%

92 dBm
111.5 dB

Confirmed
Confirmed
± 4% (worst case)

1

kHz

0.01%
0.03%
0.025%
0.075%

20 kHz
0.1 %

0.1%
0.06%

CIRCLE 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Allen & Heath Mini Limiter

General Description:

The Allen & Heath Mini
Limiter is a compact single -channel limiter designed
for use in a PA or "live " -recording system. Inputs are
provided for line and for low -Z balanced mic.
Front -panel controls include five pushbuttons, a
slider and the power switch. Two pushbuttons are
white: one selects line or mic; the other is for limiting
or not. The other buttons, colored red, include one for
attack (slow or fast) and two for release -one is slow or
fast; the other, slow or medium. Pressing both the last

Allen

&

Furnished in a neat black metal housing, the Mini
Limiter has four small "feet" on its underside.

Test Results:

Most of the manufacturer's specs for
the Mini Limiter were confirmed in MR's tests, and
the general conclusion was that this relatively tiny
device has a surprising amount of versatility. Its limiting action was judged to be very good, with strong effect but without encroaching on frequency response,

Heath Mini Limiter: Front panel view.

two buttons together introduces an automatic release.
To the right of these buttons is an LED that comes on
when 3 dB of limiting occurs. To its right is the
horizontally-mounted slider for input level. Farther to
the right is the LED for power on and the power
switch.
The mic input at the rear is an XLR connector. Other

and with keeping harmonic distortion well within acceptable limits.
As for "breathing" or "pumping" effects, MR found
that they can be overcome by experimenting with the
two degrees of attack time, and the two degrees of
release (decay) time, provided. We never did quite settle on how to use the "auto" release option; under most

Allen & Heath Mini Limiter: Rear panel view.

signal jacks are standard 1/4 -inch phone jacks and include the line input, a stereo link connection, an output
for zero dB and an output for -30 dB. The unit's AC
power cord and a fuse- holder complete the rear panel.
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program material conditions the decay time was too
slow when the "auto" position was activated. The
available slow and fast release times, however, did provide enough permutations for most of the test pro-
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gram material (vocals, using a mic; and previously recorded tapes with signal expansion etc.) to satisfy
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Fig. 1: Allen & Heath Mini Limiter: Output vs. input
characteristics with threshold set for approximately

OdBm.

limiting needs, at least on an experimental basis.
In static sine -wave tests, it became clear that the
Mini Limiter -properly calibrated in terms of thresh hold -gets to work promptly and almost totally. No
"rounded edges" were discernible on the input- versusoutput signal curve {see Fig. 1).

General Info:

Mini Limiter is 121/4 inches wide;
inches high; 4'/2 inches deep. Price: $130.

11/2

Individual Comment by L.F.:

Anyone who
needs a single -channel limiter might consider this
handy petite device. Other than the "auto" option, I
found it did its intended job remarkably well. I
wonder, however, why the unit includes a microphone

input channel (at what was no doubt some increase in
cost) unless the manufacturer envisioned users purchasing one Mini Limiter for each mic channel in use.
Myself, I would simply continue to use a good mic
mixer for each of my stereo channels, and would insert
a pair of Mini Limiters (one per stereo channel) at line
level, farther down the audio-signal line. I suppose, of
course, there are some PA applications (a single lecturn speaker mic, for instance) where only one mic is
involved. In such a setup, a limiter such as this oneinstalled between the mic output and the PA amplifier's line input -would be all the PA system operator
needed. On the other hand, in such a minimal installation most operators probably would be insufficiently
versed in the application to even bother with a limiter.
Be that as it may, if space is at a premium in your
setup and you have been looking for a small limiter
that does not skimp on circuitry and that does its job
as well as any limiter can be expected to do, this device
may be just what you want.

Individual Comment by N.E.:

The compactness

of the Mini Limiter, plus its mic -input option, may be

counted on by the manufacturer to appeal to some
sound -system operators who otherwise might not
bother with any limiter, although for more sophisticated setups and users, its mic channel would be
superfluous. However, it is precisely for the former
kind of user that some explicit instructions would be
needed, and no real instructions were supplied with
either of the two test samples we received at MR. Instead, a rather poorly reproduced set of specifications
accompanied the units which could be interpreted only
by someone with previous technical knowhow in terms
of this particular class of equipment.

ALLEN & HEATH MINI LIMITER: Vital Statistics
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

LAB MEASUREMENT

- 70 dBm
- 25 dBm

- 70 dBm
- 23 dBm

- 52 dBm
- 70 dBm

- 54 dBm

Sensitivity at threshhold for

0 dBm
out, fader at mar..
Mic
Line Input
Unweighted noise, max. gain
Mic
Line
Available limit range
Attack times
fast
slow
Decay times
slow
fast
auto
Distortion during limiting
Distortion at +10 dBm out
Max. output (m limit out)
Frequency response, any condition
Power consumption

19 dB

confirmed
confirmed

c. 100 usec.
c. 5 msec.

100 msec.
c. 4 usec.

between 50 msec. and 2 sec.
'< 0.25%
-c 0.10%
+17 dBm
± 1 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
11 watts
CIRCLE
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- 72 dBm

20 dB

3
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confirmed
confirmed
60 msec. to 1.8 sec.
0.19%
0.09%
+18 dBm
1

dB, 10 Hz to 50 kHz
11

watts
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TEAL /TASCAM 40 -4

Four-channel
Tape Recorder
By Brian Roth and Jim Ford
General Description: The announcement

of the
tape recorder raised our curiosity
since we were very familiar with the world famous
TEAC 3340 models. We were quite interested in seeing
TEAC's new generation of multi-track recorders.
Very similar in design and operation to the Tascam
80 -8 eight -track model, the 40-4 records and plays back
four channels of material on quarter -inch tape. This
stout machine, weighing in at about seventy-five
pounds, includes sophisticated sync playback and
monitoring circuitry that makes "track building" very
straightforward.
The unit operates at 71/2 or 15 inches per second tape
speed (selectable by a front panel switch) and accepts
up to 101/2-inch reels (large or small hub sizes are accommodated by a front panel tension selection switch).
40 -4 four-channel

-

11111r
4

it

Front panel controls include the usual tape motion
buttons as well as a tape lifter override switch to allow
editing or cueing. The four digit tape counter (which is
not calibrated for actual running time) is tied in with a
memory switch that will automatically stop the tape
motion during rewind when the machine's counter has
returned to zero.
Four "function select" switches allow recording on
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one or more tracks; these operate in conjunction with

three "output select" switches. When the "input"
switch is activated, the recorder is in "source" status
with the meters indicating input line level and the recorder outputs producing the line input signal. The
"norm" switch activates sync playback from the record head if none of the four "function select" switches
are pressed. When a function select switch is engaged,
that track changes to an "input" or "source" mode.
The "norm" mode of operation allows easy punch ins so that mistakes on an otherwise good take can be
corrected. It is possible to rewind to a spot on the tape
before the mistake, and begin playing the tape in sync
mode. The machine is activated into a record stand -by
mode by pressing the "record" and "play" buttons.
Actual recording will not take place until a "function
select" switch is activated. As the tape runs, the musician will hear sync playback from the recorder's output. When the part of the tape arrives with the
mistake to be recorded over, the "function select"
switch for the particular track is pushed and recording
is initiated. In addition, the recorder's line output (and
metering) for that track automatically transfers from
sync playback to "input." Consequently, the musician
will hear the material originally recorded right up to
the time of punch-in, then he will hear what he is
recording over the mistake. When the punch -in is completed, the "function select" switch for that track is
deactivated. This terminates recording and reverts the
line output and metering back to sync playback.
A third "output select" switch labeled "monitor"
connects the playback head into the output circuits to
allow monitoring off the tape. This function is used
mainly during mixdown or for alignment of the record
circuit internal adjustments. In this status, the
playback head signals are routed to the line outputs
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and meters regardless of the setting of the "function
select" switches.
Four volume pots below the VU meters control the
level of the line input signals. Output volume levels are
internally adjusted. The VU meters feature peak
overload indicators.
On the tape transport itself, TEAC has wisely
chosen to use a roller coupled with a flywheel in the
tape path to the left of the head assembly. This inertia
roller will help isolate tape fluctuations caused by the
supply reel, and should be superior to the fixed (nonrotating) guide more commonly used.
The head assembly of the 40-4 features a hinged
head cover to allow easy access to the heads for cleaning or adjustment.
The rear panel provides the necessary line inputs
and outputs for the four channels as well as a remote
control socket and an interconnect socket for the optional dbx noise reduction unit.
The recorder under test was supplied with the dbx
accessory which mounts at the bottom of the recorder.
Our sample was a pre-production prototype and had a
single "in -out" switch for the dbx. Production models
will feature individual in -out switching for each track.

Field Test: We connected the 40 -4 into a Soundcraft
console and ran a recording session. First, we checked
the fidelity of the machine by dubbing some high quality records and comparing the input signal with the
playback off the tape. Overall, the sound quality of the
40 -4 was very good with little deterioration of the input signal noted, even when in the sync playback
mode. There appeared to be some sound character
change at the higher frequency region, but it was not
major. Without the dbx switched in, the recorder
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sounded somewhat hissy. Naturally, the dbx completely removed all tape hiss.
Due to the fact that the 40 -4's dbx unit cannot encode a signal and decode it simultaneously, the user
cannot listen to signals from the tape as he is recording. Instead, the dbx routes the input signal right back
to the line output jacks. Thus, we could not do a direct
A -B comparison of input signal and dbx encoded/
decoded signal from the tape. However, it appeared
that the dbx did not introduce much additional coloration to the signal (which it shouldn't if the recorder is
properly aligned).
We would have preferred having level matching controls for the dbx's input because the particular console
used had a +4 dBm line output level. This would cause
the recorder's line output level to be much higher during recording than during playback due to the fact
that the recorder's input signal was routed directly to
the output jacks while recording. During playback, the
decoded tape level was at its nominal -10 dB level and
thus much lower. This problem will not appear in installations utilizing mixers with lower level outputs.
Our next step was "track building." The automatic
punch-in monitoring was a great feature. We would
have preferred a slightly different logic arrangement
in the "norm" status so that sync playback could be
monitored regardless of the function select switch's
position until recording was actually initiated, at
which point the monitored output signal would transfer from sync to input. This arrangement is used on
many large multi-track studio machines and simplifies
punching in several tracks at once. Nevertheless, the
automatic monitoring function was quite effective.
Punch-ins were practically silent except for situations where new material was dropped in right on top
of old material. Under this condition, a pop was heard
when recording was introduced and an odd distortion
was recorded when punching out. The use of the dbx
accentuated these noises. Thus, we suggest that all
punch -ins and punch -outs be done at a "hole" in the
program where no music is recorded; under this condition, punch -ins should be silent.
We noticed that as the monitor circuitry switched
from sync to input there was a momentary absence of
signal at the recorder line output. Although this
wasn't recorded on tape, it was disconcerting to the
musicians.
Tape handling was excellent under most all conditions. When using partially full reels of tape we noted
that the 40-4 would drop some slack tape on the takeup side and cause the end of the tape arm to drop when
the machine was stopped during rewind. This problem
was not observed with full reels of tape.
The machine features full transport logic so that it
was impossible to damage the tape regardless of the
sequence in which the tape motion buttons were
pushed.
After recording three tracks, we decided to see if we
could "ping-pong" those tracks onto the fourth using
the sync playback mode on the recorded tracks. Since
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both playback and record functions are happening at
the same time within the record head, it is often found
that an oscillation (squeal) occurs due to the record
signal feeding back into the tracks of the head used for
playback. However, no such problems were noted if
the previously laid tracks were at a normal level (not
recorded at too low of a level).
Since the sync playback response of the record head
is so good, this means that "ping- ponging" in the sync
mode is possible. There are many occasions when this
will be necessary on a four -track machine, since it may
be desired to transfer two tracks onto a third while
maintaining sync with the fourth track. The combination of high quality sync response (rivaling that of
high dollar studio recorders) and sufficient track to
track isolation in the record head make this technique
a possibility if care is taken to maintain high levels on
the tape. We suggest that ping -ponging done in the
sync mode be transferred to one of the outer tracks so
that the track being recorded on is not between two
tracks being played back. Otherwise, potential feedback problems will come to life.
We were quite satisfied with the recorded results obtained. The well thought out logic functions made normal multi -track recording very easy. The sync playback sound quality was astonishingly excellent, ,and
the overall sound was very good with the exception of
the somewhat high levels of hiss noticed when the dbx
was not utilized. We feel that the noise reduction accessory would be a good idea.

Lab Test: Our first check was playback frequency
response both through the record /sync head and
through the playback head. The response for either
head was virtually identical being within ±1.5 dB up
to 15 kHz at 15 ips, the highest tone on an Ampex
alignment tape. Track to track relative phase was
almost perfect with only a small amount of "jiggle" of
the relative phase between the two outer tracks.
Overall record/playback response at 15 ips was ±1.5
dB from about 60 Hz to 20 kHz on the worst case track
(#3); other tracks were slightly better. Response was
down -3 dB at 45 Hz and 24 kHz typically. There was
only a negligible difference between the overall
response of the playback head and the sync head, quite
an accomplishment! Response through the sync head
was -3 dB at 21 kHz typically with only a slight
variation from channel to channel. All tests were made
with Ampex 456 tape.
Playback at 71/2 ips was flat within ±2 dB up to 15
kHz and overall response was down -3 dB at 16 kHz
through the playback head and 14 kHz through the
sync head. The low end response at 7'/2 ips was typically -3 dB at 30 Hz.
Next, we checked the unweighted noise level from
the tape after having recorded a period of silence on
Ampex 456 tape and noted the noise floor to be -54
dB below 0 VU or -60 dB below +6 VU which TEAC
uses as a reference in their specs. The noise was caused
by the recording process since the noise level of
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playback of virgin tape was about 10 dB better than
the noise of biased tape.
The dbx reduced the noise level by about 35 dB to
-90 dB below 0 VU. This is dead silence for all practical purposes.
Distortion at 0 VU at 1 kHz (15 ips) was masked by
the noise level. The measurement was .4% THD, quite
good. Distortion at +10 VU at 1 kHz was still a
respectable 2 %. Visible overload at 1 kHz did not occur until about +13 VU. The dbx increased the overload point to +22 VU.
Wow and flutter was .04% NAB weighted at 15 ips
and .07% NAB weighted at 7'/z ips. Crosstalk between
channels during playback was -55 dB at 1 kHz. Crosstalk through the sync head (one channel recording and
one channel playing back) was -35 dB at 1 kHz decreasing to -15 dB at 15 kHz, sufficient to prevent head
feedback if the signal to be played back is recorded at 0
VU nominal.
The construction of the unit was very good. The
record/playback electronics for each channel are on individual plug -in circuit boards located behind the
hinged front panel that holds the VU meters and input
volume controls. Access to the audio electronics is
very easily accomplished by removing two screws
from the front panel and swinging the front down.
Nearly all audio adjustment pots (equalization, bias,
etc.) are mounted along the front edge of the circuit
cards. The normal mode playback (sync) level pot and
meter calibration pot on the sample were not the
upright mounted type and could not be adjusted without a circuit board extender card. However, the
owner's manual shows these are upright -type pots so
that is probably particular to the prototype nature of
the test unit.
Since there are separate level and equalization controls for both the sync and playback heads, there is a
large quantity of adjustments to be checked during
set-up, more per track than on many studio models.
However, this isn't too bad since the adjustments
allow individual optimization of both sync and regular
playback modes.
The owner's manual contains a complete set of logical instructions on machine alignment. However due
to the complexity of the machine, the novice had best
leave alignment to a qualified technician, especially if
test equipment is not available. For the brave, the
owner's manual gives the necessary info.

Conclusions: Overall, it appears that TEAC has
designed a great machine both in terms of functionality and sound quality. Noise performance could be improved, but the dbx eliminates the problem (just be
sure the recorder's equalization is set for flattest
response or else the dbx will exaggerate the response
errors). We were able to make first class recordings
with the 40 -4, and even punch-ins were a breeze. The
40-4 should be right at home in a budget conscious
studio that still expects high-quality results.
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HIGH BIAS.
These cassette deck manufacturers use SA
as their reference for the 91gh(Cr02) bias /E4 setting:

AIWA AKAI CENTREX JVC
KENWOOD MERITON NAKAMICHI
OPTONICA PIONEER ROYAL SOUND
SANSUI SHARP TEAC TOSHIBA
UHER YAMAHA
And are joined by these
in recommending SA for use in their decks:

BANG & OLUFSEN DUAL FISHER
HARMAN/KARDON LAFAYETTE
SANKYO TANDBERG
AND MANY OTHERS.

There's been a quiet revolution going on in the cassette world.
Leading makers of quality
decks
have
adopted
TDK
as
their
reference
standard
cassette
SA
tape for "High" (Cr02) bias and
equalization settings. Why TDK SA? Because TDK SA's advanced tape formulation and super
precision cassette mechanism let them (and you) take full advantage of today's advanced
In addition, a growing number of other companies are recommendcassette deck technology.
ing SA for use with their machines.
So for the ultimate in cassette sound and performance,
load your deck with SA and switch to the "High" or "Cr02" bias /EQ settings. You'll consistently
get less noise, highest saturation and output levels, lowest distortion and the widest dynamic
range to. let you get the best performance from any
quality machine. But you needn't believe all this
just because we say so. All you have to do is check
our references.
TDK Electronics Corp., 755 Eastgate Blvd., Garden City, N.Y.11530.
ht

Canada: Superior Electronics Industries, Lo.
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TDIK.

The machine for your machine.

Reviewed by:

SEDGWICK CLARK
NAT HENTOFF
JOE KLEE
GIL PODOLINSKY
RUSSELL SHAW

GROOVE VIEWS

1
certain drive and propulsive sense rare
to the rock idiom, these capable musicins often fall back on comfortable

LITTLE FEAT: Time Loves A Hero.
[Ted Templeman, producer; Donn Lan dee, engineer; recorded at Sunset Sound
Studios, Hollywood; Warner Bros. Re-

Studios, North Hollywood;
Western Recorders, Hollywood; and the
Record Plant, Sausalito, Ca.] Warner
Bros. BS 3015.

cording

Performance: Mechanically functional
Recording: Adequate

Little Feat has its definite strengths.
As a jamming band, they can really
cook; the rhythm section is especially
skillful. Yet, though possessed of a

jazz -rock cliches.
"Day At The Dog Races" is a case in
point. Ritchie Hayward's drums and
Sam Clayton's percussive backing give
the piece a sense of movement; yet the
frankly cheap shot guitar and keyboard
feedback and space effects only serve
to diminish the piece.
As guitarists, Lowell George and Paul
Barrere contribute very little. "Old
Folks Boogie" is punctuated by hackneyed slide guitar phrasings which
sound no different than those produced
by an average southern bar band. The
acoustic, country- flavored "Missin' You"
falls far short of eloquence, sounding
like a Jerry Jeff Walker reject.
Give credit, however, to the producer

and engineers, who have attained an
intangibly rich sound. Perhaps it is no
fluke that Little Feat's most ardent
fans seem to own the biggest component sets. There is a good deal of clarity,
not to mention the technical proficiency evident in the precise, bell -clear
tones; but all the mixing boards and
sophisticated systems in the world cannot mask ordinary lyrics, and clinical,
R.S.
yet exacting, musicianship.

ROBIN TROWER: In City Dreams.
[Don Davis, producer; Don Gehman,
Alex Sadkin, engineers; recorded at Criteria Studios, Miami.] Chrysalis CHR

1148.
Performance: Slight change of direction
Recording: Flowing

LITTLE FEAT: Exacting yet clinical
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In comparing this to Trower's first LP,
Twice Removed From Yesterday, we
notice various changes in both the musical and recording directions. First of all,
Trower was then a blues trio and drawing heavily from Jimi Hendrix. Now
bassist/vocalist Jimmy Dewar only sings,

THE ELECTRONIC DRUM

CARMINE faVICE

ROBIN TROWER: Ineffectual changes

and added bassist Rustee Alan has
brought some funk rhythms with him.
The first album, produced by fellow
former Procol Harum member Mathew
Fisher relied heavily upon reverb for
guitar, echo for vocals and upper frequency panning on cymbals, as well as
some tape reversals. The guitar, the
main reason why we came, was allowed
to get as dirty as possible. In City
Dreams, produced by Davis, still features Dewar's bluesy voice with slight
echo treatment, the use of panning for
effect, but there's more evidence of guitar overdubs and experimentation with
the mix than before. Also, the guitar
doesn't come through as raw in comparison, with reverb still having a place
on this effort.
The material is not as Hendrix- bluessounding either. Working basically with
4/4 stuff, Davis tries to add to songs like
"Sweet Wine of Love" by occasionally
putting echoed claps and finger snaps
in sync with the downbeat played on
the snare. However, they are nearly lost
due to their irregularity and placement
in the mix. In similar situations Fisher
added Hammond organ placed back in
the mix with little volume to get a great
haunting effect.
Davis' ineffective use of the tambourine on "Falling Star" adds nothing to

PERCUSSION WILL NEVER BE THE SAME
Syndrum is o totally new opprooct- to percussion. Whether used sine y or in
sets of fou or more, Syndrum allows you to to :ally exploit the possbilities
electronics offers the drummer ArrJ the vonab'e controls of Syndrur allow
you all the options of electronic percussion without sacrificing technicue. It is
this concert of dynamics and control that distinguishes Syndrum os o nusicol
ins :rument for the drummer. The p-ofessionol ccceptonce of Syndrum is unprecedented os the 'ol owing list indicates:
Carmine Appice (Rod Stewart)
Ho Blaine (Studio & John Denver)
Mike Botts (Bread)
Bill Curtis (fatback Bond)

Philip Ehot (Kansas)
John Guern (Studio S _A Express)
Evan Kaplan (Percussionist)
Russ Kunkel (The Se:tion)
Jerry Marcito (Studio.
Chat McCracken (Studio)
Gi Melle Composer /Producer)
Dereck Pe lirai (Little River Band)
Jeff Porcaio (Studio S 3oz Scoggs)
Kelly Shorohon (Dan Fogelberg)
Ec Tuduri Studio)
Dove Williamson (Cl ricion)

Mike Baird (Studio:
Josef Bk cker (Malcolm Cecil
Terry Bozzio (Frank Zappa)
Les DeMerle (Studio & Transfusion)
Ty Grimes (Tim Wesberg)
John Hartman (Doobie Brothers)
Keith K iudsen ( Doobie Brothers)
Ed Morn (Frank Zcppo)
Rick Marotta (Linda Ronstoct)

Ralph McDonald (Studio)
Jim

Monroe (Studie)

Joe Pollard (Studie)
Alejo PDvedo (Mimie Riperlon)
Richard Perry (Studio 55)

Pete Vionee (Garu Lewis)

And more!!! Current 5c soon to be released albums featuring Syndrum
include those of Carly Simon, Hcll & Ootes. Lindo Ronstadt, John Denver,
Doobie Brothers, A phonso Johnson. Roger Miller, Eoz Scoggs, Don
Fcgelberc. Leo Sayer, Kansas. Joni Mitchell, _omes Taylcr, Stevie J.Jonder,
LA Express, etc., etc., etc.
Steve Miler, Grotek.l Dead, Tom Scott & tf

e

For o cono ete Syndrum Owners Manual seni 81 to
Pollard Industries, Inc.. 9014 Lindblade Street. Culver City Californi 90230.
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percussive effectively used here and it
adds nothing for this tune either. While
the material is fine and the addition of
Alan's funk inclinations on bass should
interest new listeners, it's the little
production things that went flat. Why
the "live " -in- the- studio approach to
"Farther Up The Road ?" "Live" is
fine, but to attempt to alter that by
backing off the guitar through the use
of a limiter /compressor distracts from
the intent. I think that when dealing
with a trio /with vocal situation, the gimmickry adds nothing, or at least
nothing was gained by what Davis'
imagination led him to attempt. That
being the case, I prefer the results
Mathew Fisher obtained.
G.P.

ROY HARPER: One Of Those Days In
England. [Roy Harper, John Leckie,
Peter Jenner, producers; John Leckie,
Mark Vigars, engineers; studio unlisted.]
Chrysalis CHR 1138.
Performance: Jolly good
Recording: Flawlessly clever
A persistent occupant of the British
best seller charts, Roy Harper is still

ROY HARPER: Deserves recognition
One Of Those Days ranks among Harper's best. His lyrics are probingly poetic, forsaking simple rhythm schemes for
highly complex meter. Fortunately, the
intricate harmonic and compositional
sense present in Harper allows fm a
perfect fit of words and melody.

almost an anonymous figure in the
United States. Perhaps because his lyrics deal in subjects so English that only
a subject of the Queen can truly
comprehend them, Americans have
missed out on this fine craftsman for
too long.

Most $1200. delay units can't

match the performance of the
$269.95 New Morley Electrostatic
Delay Line. Here's proof:
Distortion free

-

meets recording levels

for frequency response and noise.
Shortest delay time on the market
as short as 10ms for rich, full

-

doubling effects.

Continuously variable delay control
for precision setting from 10ms up
to 330ms.

Delay only output for mixing.
Infinity of repeats from single
response to runaway.
For live use by vocalists, amplified instrument or PA. Mono or Stereo.

IMORLEY

And, in its own price
range this patented
Morley EDL is indisputably
the finest delay line available -- bar none:
tape, digital or analog. But then, you really
wouldn't expect less than the best from Morley.

MOR LEY.

We built

r

it failsafe because your

career depends on

it

_

and so does ours.

FREE catalog and crazy bumper sticker

1811 Magnolia Blvd.,

M

O R LEY

Burbank Ca. 91506
(213) 843 -7122

Name
Address

City

Zip
J
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A Complete Recording Control Center
For Every Music Lover.

The Sansui AX-7 Mixer with Reverb.

The Sansui AX- 7mixer

with reverb

a unique new
component that is ideal for
every musician, audiophile
and serious recordist. With
an AX -7 you can creale professional quality recordings
at home, using your existing
high fidelity components.
You don't have to spend
money to redesign your entire high fidelity system. You
can experience a whole
new world of recording for
less than $240 *.
Mix up to 4 live or recorded sources and then
remix using 3 stereo tape
decks. Produce your own
demos and masters complete with sound effects.
The possibilities are
limitless. Combine The input from any of your
high fidelity components,such as your tuner
or amplified turntable, with musical instrument
pickup, vocal or any other source. You can
pan from left to right or any point in between.
To add a new and unusual dimension
to your recordings you can add precisely conis

trolled amounts of reverberation to one or more of the
four main inputs. Add a lot,
add a little. It's your show.
Each input has its own
individual level control and
20dB switchable attenuator
to prevent overloaaing. You
may get carried away but
your AX -7 won't. For the optimum in tonal quality, the
AX -7's special adaptor circuits allow the insertion of
equalization, noise reduction, decoders and other
audio processing devices.
And the Sansui AX -7 mixer
with reverb is mountable in
any EIA width rack.
Ready for a hands -on
demonstration of this unique
new component? Just see
franchised
your
Sansui dealer. He'll show you a
whole new world of musical pleasure.
'Approximate nationally advertised value. Actual retail price set at
the option of the individual dealers.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York 11377 Gardena, California 90247

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., ID.. Tokyo, Japan
SANSEI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
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Canada: Electronic Distributors

Stuzsui_

whirlwind
QUALITY

the

By Nat Hentoff

thunòEPstoRm
dm,nò

MEDUSA

the

spiwC

BaEE

SNAKE
COBRA

imP
SLP

MK
SK

AD
BULK CABLE

CONNECTORS

Largest supplier
of cable systems
to the commercial
music and recording
industries

whirlwind music
P.O. Box 1075

Rochester, N.Y. 14603
716/663 -8820

What has drawn me to Cecil Taylor for
more than a quarter of a century-I first
heard him in Boston when he was a student there-is his hurricane -like emotional force. No pianist in jazz history
has demanded more of himself, his colleagues, and his listeners. And that demand is primarily emotive, despite his
corollary continuing explorations in
forms, timbres, and rhythms.
As Taylor has said, "To feel is perhaps
the most terrifying thing in this society."
And I am convinced that much of the
resistance to his work until fairly recently has been due to his almost ravenous
emotional energies. They can indeed
be frightening. But he is finally finding
an ever larger audience which now
should be ready for one of his most
challenging recordings-The Great Concert of Cecil Taylor (Prestige). Performed in Paris in 1969, this is its first
American release. And as Gary Giddins
writes in his exemplary notes, it fills a
significant gap in Taylor's recorded
canon because these three LPs are "the
truest representation of Cecil Taylor's
music as experienced in concert." That
is, Taylor requires extended space and
time to fully plumb his feelings and his
ideas, and this is his longest continuous
recording.
With drummer Andrew Cyrille, alto
saxophonist Jimmy Lyons, and soprano tenor Sam Rivers, Taylor creates a stunning, sometimes lyrical, sometimes
demonic series of whirlpools within
whirlwinds that you ought to just
plunge into. This is not music for celebration. As Taylor has said, "In part,
my music is about magic, and capturing
spirits."
I can't say that the recording engineer
fully captured the looming immediacy
of Cecil's sound -presence and his slicing

interplay with the other musicians. But
so central is this album to an understanding of Taylor's immense musical
importance that the audio deficiencies
are not vital -no more, say, than those
of the Louis Armstrong Hot Five recordings.
Keith Jarrett is more immediately
accessible than Cecil Taylor, and while
not nearly so overwhelmingly original,
is capable-as in Byablue (ABC) -of
rivetingly sustained performances that
fuse reflective lyricism with blues- colored urgency. This new set is one of Jarrett's most deeply satisfying so far
because of the strength of his associates
-Charlie Haden and Paul Motian in the
rhythm section and Dewey Redman on
tenor and musette.
The themes, most of them by Paul
Motian, are melodically inviting, intriguingly structured, and allow each player
ample space for introspection within
the collective whole. In a way, this
music has elements of modern ballet
diverse solitudes converging in a common, if transient, discovery that there
are answering voices out there. If the
music lacks Cecil Taylor's thunderstorms
of energy, it nonetheless has its own
introspective force. Poignancy, too,
has power.
The recorded sound is excellent, having an incisiveness that this kind of
romanticism requires lest it project too
softly.

-

CECIL TAYLOR: The Great Concert of
Cecil Taylor. [Producer not named;
Prestige
Claude Jauvert, engineer.]
P- 34003.

KEITH JARRETT: Byablue. [Esmond
Edwards, producer; Tony May, engineer]
ABC /Impulse AS -9331.
.
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WC@RLDIINCbS

PRO SHOP

"MOM

A &ui4i TOE Tke
ftieirixL Baiine&i By TIu Ptoi!

1-leARA

Compiled from Recording Institute of America's interviews with key executives and "hitmakers", plus Reference Directory and Dialogue's Viewpoints of industry "stars".

Listen to the industry "pros" describe the
workings of the Music Business. Hear the
most respected attorneys of the entertainment field define and discuss the legal
terminology of Recording Contracts, Songwriter Contracts, Professional Management
Contracts. Over 31/2 hours of professional
could be the most important
reference
200 minutes of your life!

...

Plus .. RIA Reference Directory, including
sample songwriter affiliation forms, sample
artist contracts, writer contracts, etc., in
addition to a Directory of Record Manufacturers, Music Publishers, Personal Managers,
Producers and Booking Agents. Also Record
-

World's "Dialogues" with over

50

candid

interviews from Record World magazine, and
a cress- section of "star" personality interviews.

You get all the above (regularly $49.95)
for only $39.95 for MR readers.

-a muss

for every creative tape recorder owner!

ORDER FORM
/nOO ©AN
(2CCO2DII(JG

HOME RECORDING TECHNIQUES is
three hours on two 7 -inch, 71/2 ips, 4track tapes, including a booklet of
diagrams on:
sample mi-

- MAIL TODAY

Magazine

14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050
copies of 'Music Industry
Cassette Library" at $39 95 each
copes of "Home Recording
D Please send
Techniques" at $15 95
D Please send

crophone
placement
instrument
set -up
console and
machine
patching for
special effects

I

I

I

I

Please Print

Name
Signature

-

Address

and MUCH
MORE!

City

Zip

State
Ch ec kf

Total Amount

Money Order for $ _

ONLY $15.95

JL

10 Day Money Back Guarantee

DATE

/_r_ -_

J

That
Good Sound

A Harper album does not offer gargantuan feats of musical virtuosity, yet the
playing is quite adequate. The morose,
apathetic sarcasm of "One Of Those
Days In England, Part 1" is underscored by a grudge- bearing John Halsey
drum track; similarly, the sentimentality
of "Cherishing the Lonesome" is orchestrated with a solitary acoustic guitar.
Parts two through ten of the title track
take up all of side two, giving the particular piece epic identity. A cornucopia of
personal, wry thoughts, this album
benefits greatly from clever production,
which integrates the musically onomatopoetic elements into the complex, flowing text.
R.S.

STOMU YAMASHTA: Go Too. [Dennis
McKay, Stomu Yamashta, producers; no
engineer credited; recorded at Camp
Columby, New City, N.Y.] Arista
AB 4138.
Performance: High energy
Recording: More input needed

More and more groups
are insisting on mixers by
Interface Electronics because
their rugged advanced design, high quality components,
modular construction, immunity to stray fields, and
multiple options result in
much better performance and
a flexibility that allows you to
have it your way, with everything in one frame including
submasters, large lighted VU
meters, equalizers and crossovers. Series 104/108 can
handle up to 32 inputs and up
to 8 stereo submasters; and
we make the only professional Stage Monitor mixer,
available complete with
equalizers and intercom.
Write for more information.
INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
3810 Westheimer, Houston, Tx 77027
Telephone (713) 626 -1190
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While this is percussionist /composer
Stomu Yamashta's second release under
the group name Go, he has released several albums prior to these available only
on import and primarily featuring oriental instruments and experimental music.
Here, he follows a cue from Alan Parsons in selecting known and unknown
musicians alike for a basic session album
approach to a concept. The Yamashta
variation includes using the same personnel from song to song, no conceptual web holding the whole thing together, and no involvement in the actual
engineering. As a result, and from a
strict technical /engineering standpoint,
this album is good, but does not compare
with the Parsons Project's two albums.
While still employing Michael Quartermain's lyrics, Yamashta has turned the
arrangement aspect of the album over
to Paul Buckmaster. With synthesizers,
vocals and the Martin Ford Orchestra
being the main impetus, the mix is
primarily a basic one with everything
centered, then adding and subtracting
instruments depending upon the parts.
While the music is more difficult for the
average listener to grasp than Parsons',
it is almost commercial compared to
what Stomu was doing three or four
albums back.
I find the lyrics and interpretation
weaker on this outing than last, and
maybe he bit off more than he could
chew in terms of the size of the project and the number of people involved.

STOMU YAMASHTA: Hard to grasp

Featured vocalist Linda Lewis' unique
voice is hard to take, either because the
music is not geared to her high -pitched
squeak, or because we're asked to listen
to it for too long. While Buckmaster's
contributions all seem to work, Quarter main/Yamashta's unfortunately do not.
G.P.
RY COODER: Show Time. [Ry Cooder,
producer; Lee Herschberg, Ray Thompson, engineers; recorded at Great American Music Hall, San Francisco, Ca.]
Warner Bros. BS 3059.
Performance Stunningly versatile
Recording: Highest quality

This is just about a perfect album. The
material is superior, the recording is of a
fealty not frequently found on "live"
issues; and the playing ranges from
absolutely
merely
sufficient
to
consummate.
The central figure, Ry Cooder, is a
walking amalgam of American music
styles- country, blues, folk, rock, you
MODERN RECORDING

Power amplifiers have been the stepchildren of the electronic
revolution for too long. Many so-called "power amps' are nothing
more than redesigned hi -fi amplifiers. Others sacrifice sound
quality to attain high volume levels. Still others risk blowing out
expensive speakers every time the volume is turned up.
Tapco meets the challenge with two new stereo power amplifiers.
Both are designed from the ground up. Both employ Tapco's
exclusive Power Sentry a to control clipping distortion and help
protect expensive horn drivers. Both are designed to reproduce
distortion -free sound at the volume levels demanded by today's
professional musicians. And both are engineered and built by the
most respected name in sound reproduction.

CPí20
Rated at 61 watts per channel in stereo, 122 watts mono. Each
output is caoable of 500 watts total stage dissipation for only 61
watts of rated output power. Sophisticated protection circuitry
guards against gross fault conditions without ever affecting sound
quality. Power Sentry A protects against clipping distortion, and
advanced -design convection cooled heat sinks keep the CP-120
running cool even at full power. $339.00
Tapco power ratings are in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission
rulings concerning power output claims.

CP

5001 C P 500M

Designed for full -range sound amplification, or for bi-amp setups
with its counterpart, the CP-120, this fan -cooled stereo amp is
rated at 255 watts per channel in stereo, 510 watts mono. Tapco's
exclusive Power Sentry protects against prolonged clipping
distortion, and consequent loss of tonal quality and danger to
speakers. Output protection circuitry is safe and confident. Each
of the 8 output devices per channel is rated at 250 watts, providing
a total output stage dissipation of 2000 watts. An optional readout
package is available (CP- 500M). $649.00

i

(FI,

Send me full information and specifications on
Tapco Power Amps.
Yes, I'd also like this ad reproduced on a T-shirt.
am enclosing $3 95 for each shirt ordered.
large
ex. large
medium
small
Size:
Make checks and money orders payable to TAPCO
I

NAME
ADDRESS

i

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Send to: Ahmet Akimbo, Tapco, 3810 148th Avenue
Northeast, Redmond, WA 98052.
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name it and he's touched on it. In the
space of one disc, he ranges over more
of the musical spectrum than many
performers do in their whole career.
In the early sixties, a soul band named
Gary U.S. Bonds hit the top of the
charts with "School Is Out." As the
title indicates, the tune should be
played in a party atmosphere. That's
what Ry and crew do. Cooder, deftly
playing an electric guitar, is backed up
vocally by the tight harmonies of Eldridge King, Terry Evans and Bobby
King. The stomping of drummer Isaac
Garcia reinforces the festive atmosphere.
The aforementioned vocal trio contributes other worthy moments; the acappella intro of the classic r&b ballad "Dark
End Of The Street" is another bright
moment. These three gentlemen are a
force to be reckoned with.
Despite the flowing guitar playing of
Cooder (whose brilliant mandolin work
is not represented here), the prime plaudits must go to Chicano accordionist
Flaco Jimenez. Somewhat a legend in
his own right, Jimenez authors two
tuneful rides on "Viva Seguin" and
"Volver, Volver."
The technical area is well taken care
of. There is simply no fault to be found
with the mix; editing is done with respect for the artists, and most important
of all, the listener is left with an impression that the presentation was staged
in his own living room. The cozy, folksy

EARL HINES: Live At The New School.
[Hank O'Neal, producer; Fred Miller,
recording engineer; recorded at the New
School for Social Research on March
27, 1973.] Chiaroscuro CR -157.
Performance: Hines at his highest
Recording: "Live" in concert

Hank O'Neal's Jazz Ramble concert
series at the New School has always
served a double function. It has brought
the best jazz artists to an excellent audi-

torium in a scholarly atmosphere where
one may expect an enlightened and
appreciative audience. It also serves as a
working laboratory for O'Neal's course
on sound recording offered at the
school. Thus far, recordings issued from
these concerts include a program by the
Ruby Braff /George Barnes Quartet, a
program by Wild Bill Davison, Eddie
Condon, Gene Krupa, Kenny Davern
and Dick Wellstood and this, the first of
two solo recitals by Earl "Fatha" Hines.
The best thing about a solo Hines recital is the way his left hand plays the role
of the rhythm section. Interestingly
enough, when Earl has a bassist and a
drummer to make things easier for him

3216
Tangent proudly
announces the 3216, an
exciting and versatile
professional console!
Boasting a clean, transparent sound, the 3216
offers expansive

flexibility

and powerful
equalization.
And the 3216 has the
same silent operation as
the other Tangent
consoles hailed as
"astonishingly quiet"
by Modern Recording!
Call or write today for
complete information.

ongenT

musical

engineering

2810 south 24th street
phoenix, ari one 85034

602- 257 -0653

8"
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RY COODER: Musical amalgam

nature of the room obviously is responsible for some of this, but nonetheless,
engineering and like personnel should
take a well deserved bow.
R.S.

he relaxes his left hand rhythm section
and things are far less swinging than
they would have been if Earl had just
done them solo. An example of the
MODERN RECORDING

Create Sounds or Songs

Recording

is Your Next Creative Step!

When today's music conscious society made recording the new art of self-expression, the RIA created the nationally acclaimed ten week course, entitled Modern
Recording Techniques, in the art of multi -track recording. All classes are conducted
on location at 16 and 24 track recording facilities. Under the guidance of professional recording engineers as instructors, the students see, hear, and apply the techniques of recording utilizing modern state of the art equipment. The course includes: mono, stereo, multi -track (4,8,16 track) magnetic tape recorders -theory
and operation: microphones -basic theory and operation; control console- function
and operation; overdubbing principles, echo techniques, equalization and limiting
principles, multi -track "mixdown" principles (16 track to 2 track stereo); and
tape editing techniques. The course concludes with live recording sessions so that
the student may apply the techniques learned. The RIA is the largest and most respected network of studios offering musicians and creative audio enthusiasts the
chance to experience the new world of creative recording.
FOR INFORMATION ON RIA'S MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES COURSE,
CALL OUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES:
NEW YORK,

DENVER, CO.
Applewood Studios
(303) 279-2500

N Y

RIA
1212)582.0400
UPPER NEW YORK STATE

Michele Audio
1315) 769 -2448

(704) 377-4596
COLUMBUS, OHIO

CHICAGO, ILL.

Mus -1 -Col Recdg.

Universal Recording
(312) 642 -6465

16141 267-3133

LA /ORANGE COUNTY
United Audio
(714) 542-4427

ATLANTA, GA.
Axis Sound Studios
(404) 355-8680

SEATTLE, WA.
Holden, Hamilton &

PITTSBUFGH, PA.
Audio Innovators
(412) 391 -6220

Roberts Redcg.
(206) 632-8300

NEW HAVEN, CT.
Trod Nossel Productions
(2031 269-4465

BALTIMORE, MD.
Sheffield Recdgs. Ltd., Inc.
(3011252-2226

\%,....,

CHARLOTTE, N.C.
Reflection Studio

r

INDIANAPOLIS, IN.
Tape Masters
(317) 849-0905

RICHMOND, VA.
Alpha Audio
(804) 358-3852

DETROI
R IA

F,

MI.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Master Sound Recording

(313) 779 -1380

(8161 333 -9617

DALLAS, TX.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Sound One
(214) 742-2341
HOUSTON, TX.
Wells Sound Studios
(7131688 -8067

TULSA & OK. CITY, OK.
Ford Audio & Acoustics
(4051 525-3343
PHOENIX & TUCSON, ARIZ
Lee Furl Studios
(602) 792-3470

WASHINGTON, D.C.
United Recording Co.
(301) 588 -9090

FORT SMITH, ARK.
Village Recdg. Studios
(501)762 -5051

Agency Recording
(216) 621 -0810
PADUCAH, KY.
Audio Creations, Inc.
(502) 898-6746

CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES
OTTAWA, ONT.
MARC Productions
(613) 746 -7523
TORONTO, ONT.
Phase One Recording Studio
(416) 291-9553

MONTREAL, ONT.
RIA
(212) 582.0400

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RIA
(212) 582-0400

RECORDING INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, INC.
New York. N.Y. 10023
15 Columbus Circle
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FINALLY!
A

Professional Instrument Line
at Reasonable Prices
CARVIN features the

finest

in

Professional

Instrumentation equipment at incredibly LOW

FACTORY

DIRECT

PRICES. This is made
possible because we
manufacture and sell
direct
eliminating retail

-

markups.

The CARVIN

Doubleneck Guitars
feature 4 APH -6S Double
Coil Humbucking Pickups, Ebony fingerboards,
Nickel -Silver frets, Shal-

ler M6 mini -gears

&

Phase -Switching. Plus 14 other guitar
models and a line of GUITAR PARTS.
CARVIN offers TUBE & Solid -State
Amplifiers featuring 7 Band Graphic
Equalizers, Channel to- Channel Switching
with Sustain Channel.

JBL or MagnaLab
speakers.
CARVIN
Mixing Consoles fea-

ture 6, 10, 12, and 18
Channels with Bal. Inputs, 10 Band
Graphic Equalization, Bi -Amp Crossover
Networks, Stereo Panning, plus more.
CARVIN'S Professional Club and Commercial sound -reinforcement systems
offer MagnaLab

EARL HINES: Keeps it swinging

CARVIN, Dept.

Hines drive is the opening selection on
this LP, "I've Got The World On A
String." Before playing this medium
tempo tune at a sane medium tempo the
way most players do, Earl Hines turns it
into a tour de force that scampers madly over the keyboard -and that's only
the beginning. Unfortunately, a lot of
the tunes, like "Satin Doll" and Earl's
arrangement of "Boogie Woogie On the
St. Louis Blues," have been overdone
but some such as "Talk Of The Town"
and "Along The Santa Fe Trail" haven't.
The sound is very much what you
would have heard in the auditorium
that evening. It's a somewhat dry sound
yet with a nice piano presence and just
enough audience applause to get you
J.K.
into the spirit of things.

Catalog.

PAUL KNOPF: Outcat Comes Back.
[William E. Dern, producer; no engineer

Electro-

Voice, or
JBL Horn Drivers
and Speakers. Plus
Power Amps featuring Electronic Crossovers. Professional quality and reliability are not sacrificed for price at CARVIN.
All systems are carefully crafted by CARVIN in the U.S.A. and are backed by a
Solid 5 YEAR Warranty. Try CARVIN on
a 10 Day Money -

Back Trial Period.
Call (714) 747 -1712
Mon. -Fri. (or Write

MR12, 1155 Industrial Avenue, Escondido, CA 92025 for
your FREE Color

send for

ml

listed; recorded at RCA and the Bob
Kubbage Studio in New York City,
Sept. and Nov. 1976.] Outcat OP 126.

FREE CATALOG
with

SWIREEf.COEEREIG

DEPT. MR13

'

Factory Direct Prices

Name

I

Address

'

City

Late

Zip

Performance: Out indeed, but not
too far out
Recording:
Good enough, but it
could be better

Although he calls himself the Outcat,
Paul Knopfs music is not "out" music

in the jumbled sense that Miles Davis'
music is "out" music. To be sure, these
are not tunes you'll be walking down
the street whistling (unless you're a very
sophisticated whistler) yet there are
some nice tunes on this album and they
are, in several cases, tunes. I point this
out to separate them from Paul Knopf's
more ambitious concert pieces such as
"Stontium 90." Yet even that track
swings along nicely after an introduction of total outness. Particularly fetch-

ing are Knopfs experiments with the
jazz waltzes "Collage" and "Waltz For
Clare" and his allusion to the ragtime
roots of jazz, "You Can't Always Lead
A Horse To Water But You Sure Can
Drive Him To Drink," as well as his
"Blues On A Wet Thursday." Of course
if you want to apply the classic defini-

tions of ragtime and blues, none of
these compositions would qualify. However, if you are willing to consider this
as the way Paul Knopf, in 1977, looks
at the music of the '20s and '30s and
reacts to vintage stimuli in a modem
medium, they work as well as anything
Scott Joplin or W.C. Handy ever wrote.
The recording is a bit bothersome. Alit
the notes come through clearly, but
there is a lack of presence that makes
me a bit uncomfortable. The piano
sound is particularly distant, somewhat
like it was in the next room. The bass and
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A NEW STANDARD FOR
STUDIO PLAYBACK SYSTEMS

Whether you're r.-iaki-lg an important demo or you're finishing up 3 master, -hat :ape tells
the listener how you dear things.
If your playba :k system isn't
accurate, you could to in big
trouble. Acoustic will keep you
out of trouble with the three playback systems we've designed for
the studio on a tight budget. They
start as low as $349. And that's
pretty cheap for tie kind of
accuracy they deliver. A few watts
is all you need to drive these
systems to ear splitting levels,
with plenty of reserve power to
spare. High output, high efficiency,
wide range response and wide
dynamic range are all excellent

professic nal equipment, and
that's where you'l. find us. At
professional music stores. :f you
descriptions of the 806, 8C7, and
happen :o be a musician, you'll
the 808, but the sound is beyond be happy to know the 806, 807
description.
and 808 are also ideal as P.A.
We could include some of the
system speakers, as well as perfect
specifications. but that can't
disco systems.
describe the experience of hearing
For detailed information, write
these systems. That you have to
us at the address below. Be sure
do for yourself. A word of caution: to specify that you want inforyou won't find these systems at
mation on our "Playback
your nearby hi -fi dealer. We make Systems"

FROM ONLY $5491
'Suggested retail prick.

acoustic)

professional sound
high fidelity components

7949 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys. Ca 94106
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Every day more people discover that
PAIA's GNOME, the original microsynthesizer, is the most versatile, cost
effective special effects device on the
market today.
The Gnome has two envelope generators
(one with repeat for cyclic effects), VCA,
VCF and VCO. Use alone with it's built
in ribbon controller or modify to interface
to guitar, electronic piano, polytonic
keyboards, etc.
Best of all, the Gnome is only $48.95
in easy to assemble kit form. Is it any
wonder why we've sold thousands?

(1

Send the GNOME MICRO-SYNTHESIZER Kit

(1

Send FREE CATALOG

($48.95 plus $200 postage)

drums seem to fare better, but then it's
not their record and if any player
should be up front and present, it
should be the pianist.
Paul Knopf is not a jazz interpreter in
the same sense that Dave Brubeck or
Teddy Wilson are jazz interpreters.
Paul Knopf is a composer and this, in a
way, is a demonstration of his music.
Some day a Dave Brubeck or a Teddy
Wilson may choose to improvise on one
or another of Knopfs compositions. At
that time, we will have something to
compare with Knopfs original intentions -and that's all to the listener's
good.
J.K.

PAUL HORN: Inside The Great Pyramid. [Paul Horn, David Greene, producers; David Greene, engineer; recorded

ing for sure if the Egyptian government

would allow him to record inside
the pyramids when he planned the project, it's fortunate for us that he was
granted two three -hour sessions. Working with an eight- second decay rate,
Horn approached the recording as an
improvisation, playing tiff the echo as
though it were another musician. Recording in three different chambers, the
sizes of which varied from the Queen's
Chamber (127' long X 18' square X
20'5" high) to the King's (34' X 17' X
19') and comprised of polished red
granite or limestone, Horn's suspended notes would often come back as
chords; or the natural, ever-changing
acoustics in the room would emphasize various notes at will.
The record begins with Horn tuning
his flute to the room by striking the

MOh

name:

address:

state:_ zip:

City:
BAC /VISA

MC

card no.

cut out & mail to:
DEPT. i

(405)843 -9626
-MR

1020 W WILSHIRE, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK

73116
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PAUL HORN: Hearing

is

believing

omtis amlyFender Rev¢rb Amp!

Cube'is the first Professional
Quality goin -boost /overdrive device to
use your amplifier's built -in controls and
power. Highly reliable, with no batteries
or cords to wear out, the Ice Cube' is
virtually indestructible.
Manufacturer's suggested retail: $19.95
JHD Audio, 1370 Logan Ave., Unit E
Costa Meso, California 92626
The Ice

JIM

AU D10

"live"

in the Great Pyramids of Gizeh,
Egypt.] Mushroom Records MRS 5507.

Performance. Spontaneous
Recording: Natural

This double album (with a second record to be released later) was conceived
as the natural follow-up to Horn's "live"
recording in the Taj Mahal. Not know-

stone coffer, which emits an "A" at
438 vibrations per second. The overtones are amazing, and cliches like
"must be heard to be believed" were
originally coined for quality performances such as this. Add to that his
chanting/singing and the spectrum of
tones is fascinating. For those of you
who will now give up the shower stall
in favor of Grant's Tomb or a missile
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Why do you think it's called public address?
The audience is thereto have a good
time. You're there to work. But if you're not
projecting the sound you've worked so
hard to perfect, you just wasted all those long
hours in rehearsal.
Now that you're increasing your public,
it's time to address yourself to an investment
in PA. Check out Yamaha's EM- Series of
affordable, hilly- integrated sound reinforcement systems.
The EM -8D, 100 and 150 integrated mixer/
amplifiers. From four to six input channels,
from 60- to 1150 -watts RMS. Link them together
for even greater flexibility. They're reliable

and roadable because they're built Yamaha
tough.
Yamaha's unique stereo balance control
lets you optimize souna levels in different
parts of a room. Practically ony setup is
possible with combinations of microphones
and electric instruments taken direct,
amplified and subrmxed.
When it comes to speakers,Yamaha has
two impressive models to choose from.

made by Yamaha to our
own exacting specifications.Yamaha's
super -efficiert, two -way S4115H enclosures
with a horn - loaded 15" woofer, HF horn/
driver combination with level control, and
100 watts power handling, make perfect
mains. On the other hand, our S0112T
encbsure with 10" and 12" woofers, four 2"
cone -type tweeters, and 80 watts power
handling, are ideal as stage monitors or
excellent low -cost house mains. Both
models have built -in passive crossovers,
and are available with built -in power amps.
For all the facts, send this ad along with
four dollars. (Please, certified check
or money order only. No cash or personal
checks.) We 'll rush you an operation
manual complete with block diagrams on
our EM- Series. Or better yet, see your
Yamaha dealer and plug -in to an EM.
It may be for your audiences, but their
enjoyment is going
to pay off for you.
YAMAHA
Every component is
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Musical Instrument/Combo &vision
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620
Write: P.O. Box 660C, Buena Park, CA 90622

silo somewhere in North Dakota, let
me inform you that this recording was
made on a Stereo Nagra tape deck
with a Studor Stereo Microphone and
Ampex 407 tape. Good hunting.
G.P.

DON'T SETTLE
FOR LESS
THAN THE BEST IN
INTERCONNECTING
DEVICES

BOBBY HACKETT: At The Roosevelt
[Hank O'Neal, producer and
Grill.
recording engineer; recorded April -May
1970 at the Roosevelt Grill, New York
City.] Chiaroscuro 161.

AUDIO CONNECTORS
JACK PANELS
SNAKE CABLES
CABLES
MULTI -SWITCH®
SWITCHES
AUDIO ACCESSORIES
CONNECTORS

Performance: "The guys played well"
Recording:

There are so many stars on this record

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

kifb

13717 S. Normandie Avenue
Gardena, CA 90249
(213) 770 -2333
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CASSETTE TAPES
as1 S1Udio C-90
C-90
Maxell LNC--60
Maxell LNC 90Maxell UDC-60

2

Maxell UDC-90
Maxell UDC-120

2

Maxell UDXL
Maxell UDXL

2
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74
55
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3

29

1

14

2

56
98
88
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40
30
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88
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G-120
C-1801180 mmutesl
C-60
C-90
G-120
C-60
C-90

AD
AD
AO
SA
SA

1

2
1

2
3
1

REELTOREEL

Maxell UDXL35-908 1800 fl
Maxell UD50-60 1200 ft
Maxell UD35-90 1800 tl
Maxell UD35-1 80 360011 10'
Scotch 207 1800 tt
Scotch 212 1800 ft
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3 12
499 tor 3
4 99 for 3
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1
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1
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59

8 TRACK
Maxell LN 8T 90 min
Memorex 2pk 90 min
Scotch 2pk 90 min

or better
"The sound came out
OK" or better

that it gets a bit hard to sort them out.
First there's the late Bobby Hackett,

IN DEPTH INVENTORY
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359 tor
3
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99

J G R Music World
33 Park Row N Y C. 10038
f2121 732-8600

MAIL ORDERS For shipment wrttun 48 hours send
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sniai h.. xs Please add S7 50 per order for shrppinu; R
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Busdeals add lax NO C (JO
ALL JAPES 100
GUAAANIEEI)
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Write for prices on other tapes

DON'T MISS OUT
on back issues
of MR!

5I

one of the few players who could be
spoken of the way we speak of Louis
Armstrong and Bix Beiderbecke without
fear of seeming ridiculous in the comparison. There's Vic Dickenson, one of
the best trombonists around then -and
now. There's pianist Dave McKenna,
one of Hackett's favorite players and
with good reason. There's Jack Less berg, a fine bassist from the Eddie Condon days and a man who keeps dropping in and out of the New York jazz
scene when least expected. There's
drummer Cliff Leeman, a swing band
veteran of the orchestras of Charlie
Barnet, Woody Herman, Artie Shaw,
etc. There's Hank O'Neal who produces
and makes records and writes fascinating liner notes. In his liner notes for
this album, after giving us a lot of technical data about the recording equipment used on this remote job, he states
"It was primitive but the guys played
well and the sound came out OK."
That's the understatement of the year.
From such well -known and oft repeated
classics as "Tin Roof Blues" and "Fidgety Feet" to such seldomly recorded
material as Hoagy Carmichael's "New
Orleans" and Jelly Roll Morton's
"Wolverine Blues" the music is only
superlative. And that delightful little
quote that comes out of Vic and Hackett in the last chorus of "Sweet Georgia
Brown" is from Duke Ellington's "Cottontail," just in case the source slipped
your memory.
So it's just one more piece of recorded
evidence to the fact that Bobby Hackett
and Vic Dickenson could really play
when they wanted to -and thank goodness they wanted to on the nights Hank
O'Neal was there with his tape machine.
J.K.

Just send $1.50 plus $.25 for postage and
handling per issue to:
Modern Recording
Back Issues Dept.
14 Vanderventer Avenue
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050

Check Box:
July 1977

ü October 1977
August 1977
November 1977
September 1977 December 1977

Sorry! All other back issues are out of print.
Name

Address
City
State

Zip

MODERN
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BUY SELL TRADE `
RECORDING
PRODUCTS
EQUIPMENT
SERVICES

I

Classified Rates
60c per word
Minimum 10 words. Copy
must be received at Modern

Recording,

14

Vander -

vent er Avenue, Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 by the
1st day of the 2nd month
prior to cover date (for
example, the Dec /Jan issue
October, 1st). Payment must accompany order. Phone numbers count
as 1 word. Zip codes are
free.
closes
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BAX: Symphony No. 7. London Philharmonic Orchestra, Raymond Leppard
cond. [Robert C. Ludwig, mastering.]
HNH 4010.

HAYDN: Symphony Nos. 88 and 99.
2oncertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam,
2olin Davis cond. [Vittorio Negri, pro lucer; recorded in the Concertgebouw in
Amsterdam, Holland.] Philips 9500.138.
Performance;: Sparkling
Recording: Crisp and detailed

Colin Davis' many Mozart recordings
have received well-deserved praise,

but

MOE RAN : Symphony in G minor. New
Philharmonia Orchestra, Sir Adrian
Boult cond. [Robert C. Ludwig. mastering.] HNH 4014.

r

By Popular Demand!

THE
HISTORY
OF

WORDING
By Robert Angus

Performances: Dedicated
Recordings: Transparent sound,
excellently mastered

MAHLER: SymphonyNo.5; PETTERS SON: Eight "Barefoot Songs." Erik
Saeden, soloist; Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra, Antal Dorati cond. [James
The entire six -part series from
Modern Recording Magazine.

Reprinted as
book for only

specially bound

a
.

.

$3.50

Send for this edition today!
Send check or money order to

Modern Recording Magazine
14 Vanderventer Ave.
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050

L

1
tti

COLIN DAVIS: Sparkling performance

oddly this s his first disc of Haydn symphonies on Philips. Not surprisingly,
Davis' virile, forthright style of music making produces sparkling performances, notabe for wit and structure and
the extraordinarily precise Concertgebouw playing. Repeats are taken, trios
in the minuets are in tempo, and the
heavy ritards that so frequently disfigure Bernstein's Haydn are avoided.
The only questionable point is a rather
fast largo Tempo for the 88th: although
sensitively phrased, the pizzicato accompaniment early on lends an innapropriate sense of jog -trotting to the music.
The superb recorded sound is very close
and detailed, yet with ample depth and
warm reverberation; cutting level is high,
but with no resulting distortion; surfaces are excellent. Let's have more
Haydn from these artists, Philips! S.C.

Mallinson, producer; Hakar Sjogren,
engineer; Robert C. Ludwig, mastering.]
HNH 4003/4 (two discs).

With

*ati/x

Performances. Mahler, a bit stolid;
Pettersson, ravishing
Recordings: Concert-hall depth

Once in a while, someone decides to
do it right. In this case, the vernacular
applies to Harvey N. Hunt, a record importer who for some years has been
bringing many high -quality Scandinavian and English labels to these shores.
Last year, Mr. Hunt started his own domestic label, citing inflated costs and
sporadic product availability as reasons
for his decision.
The results are a model of how records
should be manufactured. Disc surfaces
are among the best in the world, and the
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mastering has maintained the quality of
(and in some cases improved upon) the
original issues. The packaging is quiet,
with excellent design and choice of artwork, and the records come in polyethelene -lined sleeves.
Of the records listed above, the first
two are previously imported 1975
releases from the English Lyrita catalogue and the third has been available
since the early '70s on a Swedish label.
The sound on this latter two -disc set
has extraordinary depth; although occasional details may not come through as
clearly as one some more obviously
multi -miked recordings, the realistic,
concert -hall perspective provides ample
reward.
The Mahler Fifth performance will not
be to everyone's taste, as Dorati keeps a
tight rein on emotional matters. Only
his stolid view of the second movement
fails to register, and the third movement
scherzo is especially well -done. The
fourth side of the set offers a welcome
bonus in Dorati's orchestrations of eight
"Barefoot Songs" by Swedish composer
Allan Pettersson. Strongly reminiscent
of Mahler, the songs belong to a series
of twenty -four composed in 1943 -45
when Pettersson was in his early 30's.
Performances seem fine.
The Bax and Moeran symphonies
are rewarding examples of the secondary echelon of twentieth century British composers. The music is frequently
derivative (Delius, Vaughan Williams,
Walton and Sibelius in the Bax; Walton
and Holst in the Moeran), but retains a
distinctive personality -Bax in his atmospheric tone -painting and Moeran in
his use of folk music. Anyone who has
enjoyed these composers' works in more
concise forms should hear these discs.
The most interesting point about these
records for readers of MR, however, involves the mastering. The Lyrita versions were produced in England by
Decca-no slouch when it comes to
sound. But when the master tape was
delivered to Robert C. Ludwig for HNH
mastering, he discovered that Decca had
compressed the dynamic range. A/B
comparison clearly reveals more impact
and brassy presence at climaxes on the
new HNH discs.
There is no underestimating such insistence on quality. HNH waited until it
had control over all aspects of production -and only then introduced one of
the classiest lines of records in the world.
Further releases will be anticipated with
extreme interest.
S.C.
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Planning to move? Please let us know six
weeks in advance so you won't miss a single
issue of MODERN RECORDING. Attach old
label and print new address in space provided.
Also include your mailing label whenever you
write concerning your subscription to insure
prompt service on your inquiry.
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Wlnher Edno. and Menagiq Editor Publisher, V
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A must for you whether you're

an Amateur or Professional,
Architect or "All Thumbs ".
Detailed Explanations
Diagrams
*Construction Designs
If you're looking to
* Start building from scratch

*Convert your garage or
basement into a recording
or rehersal studio or
* Just acoustically remodel
your favorite room

r

Please enclose

Check or

$9.95 each.

Total Enclosed.

Recording Institute of America, Inc.
15 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10023
Please send me

copies of BUILDING YOUR OWN RECORDING STUDIO

Name

Address City
State

Zip

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for deivery

@

Money Order

4s

CLASSIFIFI) A1)S'
A 140-page comprehensive directory listing

names, addresses, and phone numbers of
every major record company, publishers,
booking agents, managers and independent
record producers. Also, sample contract
forms for each. All for $4.95. R.I.A., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10023.
AST: THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND STORE.
Full line of Altec, Cerwin-Vega, Crown,

Dynaco, Electro-Voice and Telex audio equipment; factory authorized service on most
speakers. Large stock of Altec diaphragms.
AST, 281 Church St., New York, N.Y. 10013.
(212) 226 -7781.
If you have an 8 or 16 track studio, and are interested in becoming a licensed represen-

tative for R.I.A.'s Modern Recording Techniques courses, call or write: Mr. P. Gallo,
R.I.A., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y.
10023 (212) 582 -3680. A Large profit potential with low operating costs.
RECORDING

TECHNIQUES

Recording

Studio: Groups, solos, commercials, 45(s)
and albums, package prices. Call (503)
246 -6476 Portland, Ore.

TASCAM Studio on demo at BARCLAY
RECORDING & ELECTRONICS featuring
80-8, Model 5, Model 1, Model 3, Otari eighttrack, Malatchi, Gauss, EMT, Neuman, AKG,
Sennheiser, RTR Monitors, Crown power
amp, Mic -Mix, UREI limiters, Orban Parametrics, IVIE pocket -sized spectrum
analyzers. Free room tuning with purchase.
All units in stock and immediate delivery shipping pre -paid, insured, 233 E. Lancaster
Ave., Wynnewood, Pa. 19096 (215) 667 -3048.

Tascam, Teac, Sound Workshop, Nakamichi,
Otari, dbx, MXR, Dynaco, ADS, Eventide, EV,
Shure, Maxell, Ampex, AKG Pro, Beyer, UREI,
Stax, Sennheiser, Tapco, Crown, Orban /Parasound and more! Send for price quotes.
ZIMET PRO AUDIO, Dept. MR, 1038 Northern
Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y. 11576.

TRACKS! Total recording systems specializing in semi-pro studios. Tascam, Teac, BGW,
Neotek, Mic Mix, DBX, Sennheiser, MXR,
Shure, Tapco, SAE, and many others. Complete studio packages available. TRACKS,
9520 Forty -Seventh St., Brookfield, III. 60513
(312) 485 -0020.

A SINGER'S DREAM
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VOCAL

ItIYINIYON

a solo vocalist from a
standard stereo record and yet leave the background music virtually untouched! Not an

The Thompson vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or all of
equalizer! We can prove it works on the phone. Write for

$1.00 to cover costs (refundable with order). Write to:
Avenue

,

L

a

T

brochure and demo record. Include
SOUND, Dept. M8, 1833 Second

COST: $149.95

Decatur, GA, 30032 (404)377 -9595.

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES: Microphone
cables, snakes and accessories. Write or
phone for FREE CATALOG and prices. CON -

CERTAUDIO LABS, Mt. Hope, N.Y. 10963.
(914) 386 -4330.
THE INFORMATIVE SOUND PEOPLE. Specialists in $10K -$20K studio packages and
professional P.A. JBL, Altec, Crown, CL &S,
Gauss, Electro-Voice, Beyer, AKG, Shure,
Sennheiser, Malatchi, Yamaha, Revox, Otari,
Ampex, many more. Call, write or come in.
DIMENSION FIVE SOUND CO., 24 North 5th
St., Womelsdorf, Pa. 19567. (215) 5895312 /Philadelphia: 100 North 17th St., Third
floor, 19103 (215) 568 -1545.

STAGE /STUDIO /BROADCAST
AUDIO
SYSTEMS: AKG, Allison, Amber, API, Atlas,
Auditronics, Beyer, dbx, Edit -All, E -V, Eventide Clockworks, Inovonics, !vie, Micmic,
MRL, MXR, Nagra, Neotek, Neumann, Orban/
Parasound, Orange County, Otari, Pultec,
Ramco, Robins, Russco, Scully, Sennheiser,
Sescom, Shure, Sony, Soundcraft, Spectra
Sonics, 3-M, Tascam, Technics, Telex, Urei,
White, plus many more. Studio packages
available. Our factory operations produce
custom flight cases; formica racks, shelving,
and tape consoles; wiring /switching networks. MIDWEST WOUND CO., 4346 W. 63rd
St., Chicago, Ill. 60629. (312) 767 -7272.
Scully 284-8 -track in console, 15 -30 ips,
$5,980. Tascam model 10 console 12 in-8
out, 8 monitor & cue plus many extras,
$1,200. Both for $6,900. Trades considered.
Twain Recording, W. Milford, N.J. (201)
697 -7540.
Sound reinforcement bisness for sale in the
Northwest. Good contacts, established firm.
Working in Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington, and western Canada. Lots of opportunity. For further information, equipment
lists, or general discussion phone (509)
624 -0920 or (509) 456 -6000.
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People were beginping to ask too

many questions...
We realized we had some
explaining to do... enough
to fill a book:
e

So we asked The Boston School of Electronic

Music to write it. When they were done, we
realized we had more than an Owner's Manual.
We had one of the best pieces of literature on
electronic music synthesis available.

-

Whether or not you own an Aries
whether
you're experienced, or just considering getting
a synthesizer
this is one of the best investments you can make: ORDER NOW!
ARIES OWNER'S MANUAL 96pp. .... $9.50

-

Shetland Industrial Park

92

Salem, MA. 01970 (617)744 -2400

N.Y.'S DISCOUNT
MUSIC DEPT STORE
JUST A FREE CALL AWAY!
800. 645-3518
SAM ASH MUSIC STORES
301 Peninsula Blvd
Hempstead, NY 11550
Buy at discount direct from our 6
huge stores and warehouse. All
musical instruments, amplifiers,
electronic keyboards, discos, PA's,
pianos, organs, accessories, music.
Call for prices or mail your list of
questions. NYC area residents,
please visit us in person. NY state
phone 212 347 -7757. Since 1924

APIES

music

INCORPORATED

CIRCLE 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WHAT ELSE

subscribe renew
today and save up to $14.00

Wish to

IS THERE
TO THINK

ABOUT?

$22.00 for 24 issues - Save $14.00
$12.00 for 12 issues - Save $ 6.00
check money order
enclosed for the amount of

$

(Foreign subscribers add $3.00
for each year Foreign subscriptions payable ONLY in
U.S. funds by Internatiooai
draft or money order)
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My account number is
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BankAmericard Mastercharge
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DON'T
MISS
THE NEXT

ISSUE
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Subscribe

ADDRESS

CITY
STATE
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The Only Magazine For
Active And Creative Music & Audio
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Enthusiasts

THE SUPERLATIVE SONY.
THE NEW TC-766 -2 HAS THE LOWEST
WOW AND FLUTTER OF ANY DECK SONY EVER BUILT.
;fl0ílr`Ì0l0ÏÏilllli!1lili9Í1IÌÍ1100lllÌl0iÍ00%M00\\A,\1/4,,; o

rr;

SONY
CLOEEO LOOP DUAL

AN INCREDIBLE 0.018% (WRMS) AT 15 IPS, AND 0.04%

Closed Loop Dual Capstan Tape
Drive System. One capstan extends from the motor
shaft itself, eliminating intervening gears that can
hamper speed accuracy. The othertape drive capstan
connects through an extremely steady belt-drove
(WRMS) AT 7% IPS.

inezia flywheel.
PHASE COMPENSATOR CIRCUIT. The goal

of any recording is a "mirror image" of the original signal. Sony's
exclusive Phase Compensator Circuit comes closest
to achieving this by rectifying phase distortion and
producing sound quality virtually identical to the
original source.
PROFESSIONAL STUDIO STANDARD VU METERS. Illumi-

nated, calibrated and ultra -clear for the best monitoring possible, are identical in size, shape, color and
sensitivity to those on professional consoles.
SYMPHASE RECORDING.

Because of Sony's outstanding

C

APBIAN

Ferrite & Ferrite Heads, plus the remarkably precise
fabrication and alignment of the head gap, recordings
retain exact positioning of signal throughout the stereo
field. The "location" of individual sounds won't wander.
There's no annoying phase s -)ift.
MORE PROFESSIONAL FEATURES. The TC -766 -2 has
4 incredibly durable Ferrite & Ferrite heads for
2 -track recording and playback, 4 -track playback and

erase, direct- coupled playback FET amplifier, flashing Standby Signal, Punch -In Record and solenoid operated Logic -Controlled Transport Functions
to let you move instantly to and from any mode without
stopping. Standard equipment, RM -30 full- function
remote control unit with record mute and hinged
head cover.

SONY®

Brought to you by

SUPERSCOPE

©1977 Superscope, Inc. 20525 Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311. Prices and models subject to change without notice.
Consult the Yellow Paaes for your nearest Superscope dealer. Finished in aenuine walnut veneer over plywood side panels.
CIRCLE 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Technics introduces three ways
to achieve the one ¡deal:

Waveform fidelity

achieve wav==orm fidel -y is an achievement in i,se f.
But how Tech ri_s audio encineers accomplished it is an
even greater achievement
Like the unprecedented use of two autoiatical y
switchcble IF bands in the ST -9030 FM tune-. A narrow
band for extrc -sharp select amity. And a wide
for
extra -high Si -s1 and extra-=w distortion. But juit as
incredible is a pilot- cancel circu t which Technics
invented for oo- -num high -end -esponse. Even t'ie
basic tuning :,rdion in the ST-5030 is unique. Like an
8- ganged tunic: capacitor -or cutstanding r.ceptioi.
The engineer ng in the SU -9070 DC pre-arno s
similarly unicaue. There's a zuilt- n moving ccil pry -amp
To

bar

with -157 dgv noise voltace. A moving ma:net
are -amp with an extremely High S / N of l00 dB ( '0 mV
nput). Direct- ccupled circui-ry to keep distortio- ct a
minimum of 0.303% (rate:: THD). What's more, the
SU -9070 ha' rputs for three tcpe decks.
Finclly the E's Technics SE -9360 amp. Its DC IiMe
Dur pre -amp. Has a frequency response of C- 1C0 <Hz
+ 0, -1 dB) &nd a `strapzed circuit for more to m
double -he power in a multi amp system.
'

'

Ccmpare specifications and prices. And you'll rea if
there's no comóarison far echnics waveform fidelity.
ST-9030. THD (stereo, 1 kHz,: Wide -0.08 %.
Narrow-0.3% S/N (stereo): 72. dB. FREQUENCY
RESPONSE: 20 Hz -18 kHz + 0.
-0.5 dB. SELECTIVITY:
Na-row -90 dß CAPTUFE RATIO: Wide -0.8 dB. IF,
IMAGE and SPUFIOUS R= SFCNSE REJECTIONS (98 MHz
135 dB. STEREO SEPARAT ON (1 I Hz): Wide -50 dB.
SU-9070. 'HONG WAX. INPU- VOLTAGE (1 kHz
RMS): MM -380 mV. MC
m 1. S/N (IHF A): MM -100
dB
0 mV input). MC -72 cB (6 V). FREQUENCY
RESPC. -ASE: Pharo 20 Hz -20 kF-z (RIQ.A r 0.2 dB).
5E -9060. POWER CLT'UT: 70) watts per channel
(sterec), 180 watts (mono) min. FMS irto 8 ohms frorr
20 Hz to 20 kHz with nc rucre than 0.02% total
harmonic distort on. S /NL: 120 d3 (IHF A
.

:
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:,

'

$:]99.95* each.
Technics. A rare combination cf audio technology.
SLGGESTED RETAIL FFICES:

new standard of audio

a :cel'ence.

Technics recommended price, but

c

:tc at

Technics
by Panason ic
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